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Abstract
This thesis describes the development of artificial disc technology for the re-
placement of intervertebral discs in the human lumbar spine. The clinical
problem is back pain. There may be a relationship between certain forms of
back pain and disc degeneration. The mechanical properties of human inter-
vertebral discs are examined in detail. The genetic basis of disc degeneration is
presented. The hypothesis is that such degeneration leads to a loss of normal
stiffness in the segments affected leading to abnormal mechanical behaviour
which in turn leads to pain. The evidence for this is presented. The devel-
opment of surgical solutions to relieve back pain, from fusion through first
generation mechanical artificial discs to elastomeric designs, is traced. The
author‘s personal contributions to this area of knowledge are set out. The
appreciation of the requirement for a restoration of physiological stiffness is
argued throughout, showing where fusion and first generation discs have not
met the clinical aim of pain relief, because they have not restored physiologi-
cal stiffness. The path to an elastomeric, viscoelastic, polyhydrocarbon, rubber
solution in the form of the “Freedom“ disc has filled 17 years of the author‘s
academic pursuits. It will be shown that this technology may represent a pos-
sible solution to the clinical problem. Failure is part of all new advancement
and this too is presented, to show how that has influenced thinking, producing
original ideas to overcome these failures. Providing lessons are learned from
these failures then our patients in the future will benefit.
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Glossary
Anulus Fibrosus , the outer part of the intervertebral disc.
Anterior , the front.
Arthrodesis , another term to describe fusion.
Arthroplasty , total joint replacement.
Articulating , two or more surfaces in a joint moving relative to each other.
Augmentation , a medical device that supplements the behaviour of the nat-
ural structures rather than replacing it.
Axial rotation , rotation in the horizontal plane.
Bending stiffness , bending moment per unit of rotation.
Biocompatibility , the ability of a material not to cause an adverse reaction in
the body or tissues surrounding it.
Bioresorbable , able to be absorbed by the body.
Caudal , towards the feet.
Cephalad , towards the head.
Cervical , the highest group of vertebrae in the spine (neck region).
Compression , movement in the direction relating to height.
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Compressive Stiffness , compressive load per unit of compressive displace-
ment.
Constrain , partial or full prevention of motion in one or more planes of mo-
tion.
Creep is permanent deformation which occurs over time when a material is
subjected to a constant stress and temperature.
CT ,Computed Tomography.
DDD ,Degenerative Disc Disease.
Dexa Scanning a radiological technique for assessing bone density.
Discography (Discogram) , a procedure for examining suspected “failed”
discs.
Distraction , separation by force.
Elastomer (Elastomeric) , a material which can stretch to large elongations.
Extension , bending of the spine backwards.
Facet Degeneration , osteoarthritic change in the said joint.
Facet Joint , also known as the zygapophysial joint, the joint where the facet
processes articulate against each other.
FDA , Food and Drug Agency, US equivalent of MDA.
Flexion , forward bending.
Fusion , the removal of motion from a joint, also known as arthrodesis.
Fusion Cage , a device to maintain disc height while biological welding, fu-
sion, of the vertebra occurs.
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Heterotopic Ossification , the formation of bone tissues where they do not
normally exist.
Hydroxyapatite , a calcium salt, the basic mineral in bone.
IAR , Instantaneous Axis of Rotation.
In vitro , outside of the living body.
In vivo , inside the living body.
L2/3 etc... , the intervertebral disc between the vertebrae L2 and L3.
Lateral Bending , bending to the side.
Lumbar , the lowest collection of vertebrae in the spine.
MDA Medical Devices Agency, now known as the MHRA.
MHRA Medicines and Healthcare Regulation Agency, the body in charge of
regulating the use of medical devices and treatments in the UK.
Microfissures , microscopic cracks.
Migration , movement of an implant from the position in which it was im-
planted.
MRI , Magnetic Resonance Imaging, and imaging technique.
Nucleus Pulposis , the inner part of the intervertebral disc.
Ossification , the formation of bony tissue.
Osteophytes , bone spurs, which form on the vertebral edges as a response to
degeneration of the disc.
Posterior , the rear side.
ROM , Range of Motion or rotation.
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Sacrum , a bone (formed from 5 vertebrae) at the base of the adult spine.
Shear stiffness , shear force per unit shear deformation.
Spinal Stenosis , narrowing of the spinal canal.
Stiffness is the resistance of an elastic body to deflection or deformation by
an applied force. It is an extensive material property
Subchondral Bone , bone just below the cartilage end plate.
Subsidence , the migration of an implant into the bone supporting it.
Thoracic , the middle group of vertebrae in the spine.
Torsion , another term for axial rotation.
Translational Shear Motion , motion in the anterior (+ve) or posterior (-ve)
direction.
UHMWPE , Ultra High Molecular Weight Polyethylene.
Viscosity , the thickness of a fluid.
Zygapophysial Joint also known as the facet joint, the joint where the facet
processes articulate against each other
Chapter 1
Defining The Problem
1.1 Introduction
The spine characterises a group of animals called vertebrates. This structure
clearly conferred significant advantages on this group to make them one of
the most prolific and successful groups, including man, on the planet. Those
unfamiliar with the anatomical characteristics of the human spine will find a
description in any standard anatomical text [31, 106]. Spinal function is largely,
yet by no means exclusively, influenced by the properties of the intervertebral
disc (figure 1.1).
Traditional functions attributed to the spine are provision of bending, pro-
tection of the spinal cord and the ability to take loads. The author ascribes a
much more universal and far reaching function to the spine. It acts as a decou-
pling mechanism. While the rest of the body may be in significant motion e.g.
running in the case of a land animal, fish swimming in the sea or birds flying
in the air, the sensory platform of the head with the contained brain requires to
be kept still for the sensors to work properly. This can only occur because the
spine tends to decouple the motion of these other activities from the head. In
order to achieve this function a variable, mechanical, stiffness column, with the
ability not only to move in all three planes simultaneously but also in different
31
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Figure 1.1: The Spine from Gray‘s Anatomy
[106]
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directions in different parts is required. This is achieved by a multi-segmented
structure, which is held together with constrained universal joints (the discs)
with both bony (the facets) and soft tissue check reins (ligaments, tendons).
It is activated and stiffened by levers (muscles). These can also vary the stiff-
ness of the structure instantaneously and provide a force which stabilises the
column and reduces shear stress (follower load).
This work sets out to test the following hypothesis The mechanical stiff-
ness of a human intervertebral disc varies in health and degenerate states.
Loss of or increased mechanical stiffness compared to normal in the human
intervertebral joint may lead to pain and loss of function. Restoring the
stiffness to a physiological range should therefore reduce pain and restore
function.
Stiffness is both an engineering concept and a medical term. In engineering
it means the ability of a structure to resist deformation when under load, or
the efficiency of a structure to transmit loads on a structure to its supports.
In medicine, it is usually applied to joints, implying that their normal range
of motion is decreasing thereby reducing their functionality and thus being a
problem for the patient.
1.2 Back Pain
Back pain is a symptom. It is not a disease, pathology or a diagnosis in the
accepted sense of that word. The International Society for the Study of Pain
defines pain as “An unpleasant sensory and emotional experience associated with
actual or potential tissue damage, or described in terms of such damage. “ Waddell
[275] draws the following implications from this statement.
• Stimulation of peripheral receptors and activity in neural pathways is not
pain. Pain is always a mental state, even if we most often associate pain
with such physiologic events. We experience, assess and act upon pain
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at a conscious level.
• The definition avoids tying pain to the stimulus. All pain is real to the
sufferer. It feels just the same to the individual, whether or not we can
identify tissue damage.
• The definition lays equal weight on the sensory and emotional aspects of
pain. Pain is unquestionably a sensation about a part of the body but it
is also unpleasant and therefore always an emotional experience.
• Pain is a subjective and personal experience.
• Anticipation and fear of pain may be as potent as pain itself.
• It is difficult to communicate across the barriers of language because pain
is so subjective.
Pain and disability often go together but they are not the same. Disability
is restricted activity. Nor are they necessarily related linearly. If we assume
that disability is the direct physical consequence of pain and that continued
pain automatically means incapacity for work then we would be quite mis-
taken! The scatter plot in figure 1.2 is a scattergram of 49 patients pre disc
replacement surgery. It shows that for a selected population of back pain suf-
ferers there seems to be a possible linear relationship between disability, mea-
sured by the Oswestry Disability Score(ODS) and pain measured by a Visual
Analogue Scale(VAS). Nevertheless there are major discrepancies in this data
alone with high reported pain levels yet little disability and low pain scores
with high disability. Outcome measures will be explained in detail in Chapter
4.
Much could be written on the history of back pain, and indeed on the psy-
chosocial model of Waddell. However, in order to move the reader to the heart
of the matter let me quote directly fromWaddell [275] “ So there is no doubt, let
me state very clearly: back pain is a physical problem. Psychosocial factors influence
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Figure 1.2: Disability v pain.
Ross unpublished data
how patients respond to low back pain and they are important in low back disability,
but they do not cause the pain. Back pain is not a psychological problem. Back pain
starts with a physical problem in the back“
1.2.1 The Origins of Back Pain
This fundamental question is still difficult to answer, simply because the liv-
ing spine is a deep structure. While radiological techniques can be employed
to define what it may look like, there is a paucity of examination techniques
which tell us how it functions or malfunctions in-vivo. It is widely believed for
example that many transient episodes of back pain arise from the back mus-
cles, perhaps in the region of their musculotendinous junctions, but there is no
reliable proof of this.
The detailed structure and function of the intervertebral disc will be cov-
ered in the next chapter. Suffice to say at this point that nerve fibres or the
capillaries upon which they depend, may not be able to withstand the high hy-
drostatic pressures in the inner anulus and nucleus. Freemont [96]with myself
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and others described ingrowth of new nerve endings and capillaries into de-
generated discs which potentially could be stimulated to produce pain in these
discs. Following a previous description of nociceptive nerve fibre growth into
usually aneural inner parts of painful intervertebral disc (IVD), this study in-
vestigated whether nociceptive nerve ingrowth into painful IVD is stimulated
by local production of neurotrophins. Immunohistochemistry and in situ hy-
bridization were used to investigate expression of the candidate neurotrophin,
nerve growth factor (NGF), and its high- and low-affinity receptors trk-A and
p75, respectively, in painful IVD excised for the management of low back pain.
IVD from patients with back pain were of two types: those that when exam-
ined by discography reproduced the patient symptoms (pain level IVD) and
those that did not (non-pain level IVD). Microvascular blood vessels accompa-
nied nerve fibres growing into pain level IVD and these expressed NGF. The
adjacent nerves expressed the high-affinity NGF receptor trk-A. These vessels
entered the normally avascular IVD through the discal end plates. NGF ex-
pression was not identified in non-pain level or control IVD. Some non-pain
level IVD had vessels within them, which entered through the annulus fibro-
sus. These did not express NGF nor did nerves accompany them. These find-
ings show that nociceptive nerve ingrowth into painful IVD is causally linked
with NGF production by blood vessels growing into the IVD, from adjacent
vertebral bodies.
Numerous other studies have confirmed this
1.3 The Physical Causes of Back Pain
In a text book [10], Adams sets out theories on the physical genesis of back
pain. In a paper [11] in 2004 he summarises those ideas. This section will
present and comment upon those ideas, but also develop the central theme of
this thesis which is “ that the principal problem leading to a painful spine is a loss of
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physiological stiffness and the solution is therefore a restoration of that physiological
stiffness“
1.3.1 Anatomical evidence
There is now no doubt that the intervertebral disc is richly innervated. This
will be covered more fully in Chapter 2 when the detailed structure of the
intervertebral disc is discussed. The importance here, in terms of pain etiology,
is that the structure which produces pain clearly has to be connected through
the nervous system to the brain.
1.3.2 Pain provocation studies
Kuslich et al [152] investigated the tissue origin of low back pain and sciatica.
They reported on the pain response to tissue stimulation during operations on
the lumbar spine using local anaesthesia. They showed that leg pain could be
reproduced only from an inflamed or mechanically compromised nerve root.
It was also shown that the posterior anulus was exquisitely tender in one third
of patients, moderately tender in another third and insensitive in the rest. Fur-
thermore, back pain produced from the anulus was similar to that suffered
pre-operatively. Facet joint capsules produced some sharp localised pain in
approximately thirty percent of patients, but the ligaments, fascia and muscles
were relatively insensitive.
The zygapophysial joints (facet joints) have been shown to produce low
back pain by Schwarzer [240]. He concluded that the facet joints are fre-
quently a cause of pain but questions the existence of a specific facet syndrome.
Schwarzer [241] states that the sacro-iliac joint is a major source of symptoms
in approximately thirty percent of patients with chronic low back pain.
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1.3.3 Psychosocial factors
Questionnaires can be used to quantify a variety of personal characteristics
such as depressive tendencies, attitudes towards health and health profession-
als and interactions with work colleagues. These questionnaire scores are im-
portant predictors of all aspects of back pain behaviour including the recog-
nition of discomfort as pain, the decision to report it, to take time off work,
to become disabled, to develop chronic pain and to respond (or not) to treat-
ment. All of these factors are exhaustively discussed in the text mentioned
above Back Pain Revolution by Waddell. It is described as a revolution be-
cause it moves away from the simple injury model of back pain. Importantly,
however, Waddell makes it quite clear in his book on a number of occasions,
that he recognises there is a physical basis for back pain. Probably, because
he wants to move away from the classical model, he does not explore this to
any great extent since his main objective is to promote the psychosocial back-
ground to back pain. Secondly, these psychosocial factors are not important
predictors of who will develop back pain in the first place, and what back pain
they do predict tends to be relatively trivial [8] [163].
1.3.4 Ageing, degeneration and pain in lumbar intervertebral
discs
Adams attempts to distinguish between ageing and degeneration in the spine
believing that only the latter is likely to be painful. While his views will be
expressed here, further evidence will be presented in Chapter 2 to show that
pathologically there does not seem to be any distinguishing feature between
degeneration and ageing. Adams tries to distinguish ageing from degenera-
tion by defining ageing as the changes in the discs which should only include
changes which occur inevitably and which are predominantly biochemical in
nature. Degeneration, on the other hand, implies a degradation of structure
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Figure 1.3: Stress profile of a normal disc
courtesy of Adams and McNally [175]
and or function that is superimposed and not part of the normal ageing pro-
cess.
Adams and McNally have attempted to distinguish between ageing and
degeneration in cadaveric lumbar discs using growth structure and mechani-
cal disc function as the main criterion. This function was assessed by pulling
a miniature pressure transducer through the loaded disc. Transducer output
is approximately equal to the average compressive stress acting perpendicu-
lar to its membrane [175]. The resulting stress profiles show that young and
healthy discs exhibit a constant hydrostatic pressure throughout the nucleus
and inner anulus shown in figure 1.3 and figure 1.4 . A description of this is
that the disc behaves like a waterbed. All the discs which show no signs of
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Figure 1.4: Stress profile of a degenerate disc
courtesy of Adams and McNally [175]
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structural disruption exhibit a smaller hydrostatic nucleus and a thicker anu-
lus which consists in small stress concentrations in the anulus usually poste-
rior to the nucleus. Moderately degenerated discs show evidence of structural
disruption in the anulus or end plate and these changes are accompanied by
high stress concentrations in the anulus and a decompressed nucleus. Severely
degenerated discs are so disrupted that they are often difficult to pass a trans-
ducer through but whenmeasurements can be made, they show very irregular
stress distributions and evidence that compressive load bearing is being trans-
ferred to the neural arch [206]. The conclusions which Adams draws from
these experiments are that firstly disc mechanical function is affected more by
structural disruption than by the biochemical changes of ageing and secondly,
structural disruption prevents a disc from equalising load on the vertebrae and
regions of very high and very low stress are created within the tissue. These
stress concentrations occur in or close to regions of the anulus which are in-
nervated and there is some evidence from clinical studies that they can indeed
be painful [175]. This is an important reference since this is an in vivo study,
nevertheless, it suffers from the drawback of being dependent upon another
technique, discography, which will be discussed in Chapter 3 but upon which
doubts have been cast as to its validity. Adams further points out that even
the most severely degenerate discs can sometimes be observed in people who
have no back pain. A possible mechanism to explain this is that pain percep-
tion depends on biochemical pain sensitisation mechanisms, which are not yet
fully understood, as well as, on stress concentrations.
1.3.5 Mechanisms of injury to the lumbar spine
Adams has extensively reviewed these mechanisms and also considered the
applicability of such experiments to living people [10] [5].
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Compression
Compressive loading acts down the long axis of the spine perpendicular to the
discs and mainly arises from tension in the longitudinal muscles of the back
and abdomen. The vertebral body is the spine‘s weak link in compression and
always fails before the intervertebral discs, even if the latter are injured before
loading commences reference [39]. Damage is most located in the end plate
or in the trabecular just behind it and is presumably caused by the nucleus
pulposus of the adjacent disc bulging into the vertebra.
Bending
Anterior bending (flexion of the lumbar spine) is resisted by the ligaments of
the neural arch with the supraspinous and interspinous ligaments being the
first to fail when physiological limits are exceeded. Further flexion could tear
the apophyseal joint capsule ligaments and extreme hyper flexion can tear the
posterior anulus or cause it to pull a chip of bone off the vertebral body [4].
Flexion is limited by the back muscles, at least, in part. This muscle protection
can be lost following sustained or repeated bendingmovements. The proposed
mechanism for this is that creep deformation in spinal receptors effectively
knocks out the protective muscle reflex [247]. Full flexion extension move-
ments cause the neural arches of the lumbar vertebra to bend downwards and
inwards. The alternating compressive and tensile stresses acting on the pars
interarticularis may contribute to the characteristic defect known as spondy-
lolisis. This can be a painful condition and is really a stress fracture. Young
gymnasts and fast bowlers at cricket are quite often affected by this condition.
Axial rotation
Adams asserts that in the lumbar spine the orientation of the facet joints leads
to bony compaction after only one to three degrees of axial rotation before the
intervertebral ligaments are substantially stretched. He postulates, therefore,
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that excessive axial rotation may injure these joints and possibly also the an-
terior regions of the intervertebral disc, which lie furthest from the centre of
axial rotation in the posterior anulus.
Bending and compression
He further asserts that if bending and compression are applied simultaneously
to the lumbar spine, for example, when someone lifts weights from the floor,
then failure can sometimes occur by posterior prolapse of the intervertebral
disc. This, however, will produce a very specific problem, which is mainly due
to leg pain rather than back pain.
1.3.6 Biological response to injury
It is generally believed that injury to the spine will lead to further degenera-
tion of the injured tissues. There is little supporting evidence for this dogma.
Degenerative changes can also follow injury as the tissues‘ cells adapt to their
altered mechanical and sometimes nutritional environment. Thus an artificial
scalpel injury to the anulus or end plate will cause disc degeneration in a range
of animals with a time span of weeks and months depending on the animal‘s
size [132] [186] [157]. Kertula [144] in a small study on human teenagers,
found that significant disc degeneration occurred several years after an injury
to the vertebral end plate.
Adams proposes that the mechanism responsible for injury induced de-
generation appears to be that structural damage to a disc or end plate cre-
ates regions of high and low stress within the disc. Tissue culture experiments
show that disc cell metabolism is inhibited by exceptionally low and high pres-
sures [136]. Furthermore high pressures also stimulate the production of ma-
trix degrading enzymes [120]. Consequently injury leads to impaired disc cell
metabolism at precisely the time when increased metabolic activity is required
to repair the damaged tissue. Degeneration is the result. Other tissues might
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be similarly affected by physical disruption with the essential problem being
that cells tend to respond to their local mechanical environment rather than
to the requirements of the whole tissue or structure. He further postulates
that tissue injury could instigate degenerative changes by other means, for
example, injury could kill cells directly or disrupt blood vessels and thereby
impair metabolic transport or breakdown barriers and allow an inflammatory
or auto-immune reaction to occur within the tissue. The evidence for these
mechanisms, in the author‘s view, remains unproven.
The relationships between genetic inheritance and disc degeneration will
be explored more fully in Chapter 3.
1.3.7 Spinal instability
The stability of a system is intimately connected to its equilibrium state. If a
system in equilibrium is disturbed slightly, then if it is stable it tends to return
to or oscillate about its original equilibrium state. An unstable system tends
to continue to move away from its original equilibrium state when perturbed
from it. Figure 1.5 shows a red ball in the bottom of a bowl, on top of an in-
verted bowl, or on a flat surface corresponding to stable, unstable, and neutral
equilibrium states respectively.
White and Panjabi define Clinical Spinal Instability as:“ the loss of the spine
under physiologic loads, to maintain relationships between vertebrae, in such
a way that there is neither initial, nor subsequent damage to the spinal cord or
nerve roots and there is no development of incapacitating deformity or severe
pain“.
The Functional Spinal Unit (FSU) is defined as two vertebrae, with an inter-
vertebral disc, and the ligaments andmuscles associated with that level. While
it serves the purpose of allowing us to look at specific functions of each seg-
ment it is crucial not to lose sight of the spine as a complete functioning unit.
Many studies are conducted on FSUs but extreme care needs to be exercised in
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Figure 1.5: Equilibrium and Stability
Ross & Reah [210]
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interpretation of these results since many unnatural situations are created for
testing such as the removal of muscles and ligaments which if nothing else pro-
vide structural integrity. The role of such muscles as multifidus, transversus
abdominus and pelvic floor, are crucial in the dynamic stability of the lumbar
spine [128, 129, 130, 237]. Muscular control is further presented by many in-
vestigators [207, 273, 272, 245, 246]. Bennett [27] demonstrated the effects of
various procedures on the stability of the spine as a structure. Studies in live
pigs [142] demonstrate that the muscles in the back have the effect of stabilis-
ing vertebrae. Nevertheless the muscles are only one part of the unit.
A much more compelling argument which Adams proposes for pain pro-
duction is functional pathology, that is, pain without tissue damage. He states
it is conceivable that stress concentrations in innervated tissues could give rise
to pain even if the stresses were not severe enough to cause damage; e.g.
a small stone in one‘s shoe would demonstrate the mechanism quite nicely.
Experiments on living people have shown that spinal loading depends very
much on the precise manner in which a person moves [74] and experiments
on cadaveric spines have shown that the distribution of forces within and be-
tween spinal tissues is sensitive to the relative orientation of vertebra i.e. pos-
ture [206] [9] and also to the speed and duration of loading [6] [7] [3]. It
follows that the manner in which the person uses their back may well be re-
sponsible for the presence and absence of back pain even when imaging stud-
ies reveal no spinal pathology to attribute symptoms to. This concept of func-
tional pathology fits in with the conventional advice on good and bad posture
and appears to be little more than common sense and yet it is very difficult to
prove.
This concept of functional pathology fits in extremely well with the overall
hypothesis proposed in the introduction that the primary failure in the spine is
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a loss of stiffness. Such a loss of stiffness would explain why a high stress pro-
file would be found in the anulus, for example, in the early stages of the degen-
erative change and would explain why postural changes might be important.
That is, a disc may be able to resist the forces in one plane, for example, com-
pression but not be able to resist forces in rotation. This is a common clinical
finding that patients may be able to lift quite substantial weights without pro-
ducing significant back symptoms but a very simple rotation of the spine can
produce excruciating pain. Examples are, just bending forwards to brush ones
teeth or stepping off a pavement and misjudging the height, coming down
heavily producing a combined compression and torsional force on the spine.
1.3.8 View of Kirkaldy Willis
The concept of instability was introduced by Kirkaldy Willis. He set out his
ideas in a series of papers in the 1980s [76, 147, 146]. His ideas were poorly
understood at the time and remain so. His definition of instability stated that
instability can be defined as the clinical status of the patient with back prob-
lems who with the least provocation steps from the mildly symptomatic to
the severe episode. During the acute phase the patient may have backache or
backache with radiating sciatica with or without neurological signs. He fur-
ther states that this definition conveys the two key concepts of unstable equi-
librium 1) the patient is able to function but his clinical status is precarious and
2) a relatively minor perturbation in the status of the joint is sufficient to pro-
duce a devastating reduction in function. After many years now of listening
to patients this clinical state is well established. Further evidence in support
of Kirkaldy Willis‘ ideas come from Croft [62] who in 1997 carried out studies
looking at the time course of back pain. The traditional clinical classification
of back pain is 1) acute, current attack less than 6 weeks; 2) sub-acute, current
attack six weeks to three months; 3) chronic, current attack more than three
months.
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This may be convenient for clinical purposes but population surveys show
it is not a true picture. Back pain is often a recurrent or fluctuating problem.
Croft [62] suggests that the most important epidemiological concept is the pat-
tern of back pain over long periods of the individual‘s life. They base this on
four observations 1) 68% to 80% of people get back pain at some time in their
lives; 2) most acute clinical backs settle rapidly but residual symptoms and re-
currences are common (this is Kirkaldy-Willis‘ clinical instability definition);
3) 35% to 40% of people report low back pain lasting twenty four hours or
more each month and 15% to 30% of people have some low back symptoms
each day; 4) the strongest predictor of a further episode of low back pain is a
history of a previous episode. Croft summed it up all by saying that low back
pain should be viewed as a chronic problem with an untidy pattern of grum-
bling symptoms and periods of relative freedom from pain and disability in-
terspersed with acute episodes exacerbations and recurrences. This is exactly
the definition of Kirkaldy-Willis couched in other terms. They suggested that
the back pain experience be summarised by total days of pain over a year.
Croft‘s study also looked at patterns of prevalence and incidence of new
episodes over a one year period. At the start of the year the adult population
fits into three groups. Group 1 are those who have been free of back pain for
the previous twelve months, (62%), Group 2 those who have had intermittent
or less disabling low back pain during the previous twelve months, (32%) and
Group 3 those who have had longstanding or serious disabling low back pain
during the previous twelve months, (6%). Over the course of the following
year about one-third of people in Group 1 will develop a new episode of back
pain, so the one year incidence of new episodes among previously pain free
adults is 19%. However, few of them are really experiencing their first ever
episode of back pain. Because of the difficulty in defining new episodes differ-
ent studies give widely varying figures. For instance, Hillman et.al. defined an
annual incidence of first onset of back pain of only 4.7%. Almost half of Group
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2 will have further episodes during the following year. It is often assumed
that severe and chronic back pain will continue indefinitely with or without
treatment but this is not true. One third of those in Group 3 will improve and
have less severe problems during the following year. However, they will be
replaced by a comparative number of people from Groups 1 and 2 who de-
velop more severe problems during the year. These figures all balance out and
the size of each group remains fairly constant. The incidence of new episodes
is balanced by the number of people who improve, so the annual prevalence
stays at about 38% and the pool of chronic disabling back pain stays at about
six percent of the adult population. Individuals move between the different
groups. This has very important implications when it comes to treating back
pain because clearly some patients will improve spontaneously and those who
treat such patients could credit themselves with that improvement from their
treatment when that is not necessarily the case.
Kirkaldy-Willis further defined instability as the abnormal increased joint
deformationwith stress. He postulated from experiments that induced injuries
to ligament or disc result in a loss of tissue stiffness and consequently an in-
creased deformation (motion) under load. He thought that the injured tissues
healed and the stiffness recovered but the mechanical properties of the repair
tissue was different. Scar tissue, for example, exhibits an increased stiffness
often resulting in a diminished range of joint motion. He further stated that
there were two objections to a definition that equates abnormal and increased
motion within instability.
1). All injuries can be shown to exhibit abnormal and increased deforma-
tion with load after injury except that a time factor should be included in such
a definition but this factor is unknown.
2). Abnormal increased motion is commonly seen in asymptomatic indi-
viduals. He qualified such a definition to indicate that the abnormal motion
produces a symptomatic reaction in the affected joint. However, there is often
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no difference in type or degree of motion in the symptomatic compared with
the asymptomatic joint. The important statement, which he made in his paper
on instability of the lumbar spine [146] stated that “clinical instability is always
associated with abnormal increased deformation but mechanical instability or
detectable increased motion does not always solicit a clinical response“. There
were two areas in the Willis hypothesis which are questionable. The first was
his dependency upon injury in the first place producing the reduction in tissue
stiffness. It will be shown in subsequent chapters that simple degeneration in a
disc is sufficient to produce decreased stiffness in the disc, furthermore, a loss
of muscle activity whether by fatigue, inhibition by pain or any other mech-
anism will lead to a reduced stiffness of the spine. Another concept, which
Willis and Farfan propounded, was that the problems begin in the facet joints
leading to disc degeneration. In fact, it has subsequently been shown that disc
degeneration precedes facet joint changes. The role of the disc will be more
extensively explored in Chapters 2 and 3.
Final words on instability
Journals, conferences and proceedings [27, 32, 142, 184], indeed a whole book
are devoted to the subject of spinal instability. [253] Nachemson refers to seg-
mental instability among other phrases as sharing the commonality of label
but lacking present scientific evidence of being diagnosable with sufficient ac-
curacy in patients with low back pain. Radiological measurements taken on
so-called unstable sections of otherwise healthy patient‘s spines, to quote di-
rectly “did not show the expected abnormalities“. [251, 205], a tendency to-
wards abnormal motion in the unstable patients was observed, but that was
the closest there was to evidence. The investigators concluded that it is impos-
sible to make a diagnosis of instability on radiological data.
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1.3.9 Summary
This chapter beganwith a short history of back pain through the ages. Theories
on the origins of back pain leave the major question of the precise nature of
mechanical back pain unsolved. The concept of mechanical stiffness has been
introduced and that concept applies to the intervertebral disc as much as to
any other structure. The concept of instability has also been introduced and
there is clearly debate about what this means. It may be that considering the
concept from the point of view of loss of disc stiffness has much to commend
it, but that will be explored further in subsequent chapters. An overview of
the remainder of the thesis is given here allowing the reader a condensed view
of the whole work.
Chapter 2
The Human Lumbar Intervertebral
Disc
2.1 Introduction
This chapter will describe the normal human intervertebral disc and discuss
the experimental work which has produced our knowledge of the mechanical
properties to date. An excellent, contemporary, source of detail on interverte-
bral discs may be found in The Journal of Bone and Joint Surgery [243]. Spinal
function is the result of the interaction of the mechanical properties of the in-
tervertebral disc and forces generated by muscles combined with check reins
of the facetal joints, ligaments and the wall of the disc itself. A detailed under-
standing of normal intervertebral disc structure, biomechanical environment
and changes which occur with ageing, is essential to understanding how the
disc might fail mechanically. Such failure may lead to symptoms, which inca-
pacitate the individual, thus disrupting normal activity. Degenerative changes,
which could be considered as biological failure, also produce chemical andme-
chanical effects, possibly producing symptoms of pain. An understanding of
the mechanical properties of the normal disc is also essential to the design of
an artificial disc replacement (ADR), given that the purpose of an ADR is to
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(a) Structure of the Disc (b) Laminates of the Disc
Figure 2.1: Intervertebral Disc: Structure
[31]
restore normal function to the spinal unit.
2.2 The Normal Intervertebral Disc
The intervertebral discs, shown in Figure 2.1, are cartilaginous, articulating
structures between the vertebral bodies. This permits movement in the oth-
erwise rigid portion of the anterior spinal column. The discs form quite a
complex system, with an outer anulus fibrosus surrounding a central nucleus
pulposus. Collagen fibres continue from the anulus into the adjacent tissues,
tying this fibro-cartilaginous structure to the vertebral bodies at its rim, to the
anterior and posterior longitudinal ligaments and to the hyaline cartilage end-
plates superiorly and inferiorly. The cartilaginous end plates in turn lock into
the osseous vertebral end plates through a zone of calcified cartilage.
The schematic drawing of the disc is shown in Figure 2.1. While three very
distinctive and different regions are recognised, the boundaries between them
are somewhat indistinct. These are the Anulus Fibrosus, which is essentially
the wall of the disc, the Nucleus Pulposus and the End Plates.
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2.2.1 The anulus fibrosus
The Anulus is the outer wall of the disc. It is an immensely strong laminated
structure of opposed layers of collagen fibers shown in Figure 2.1 The Anu-
lus typically comprises around 15-25 laminae which are laid down at an angle
approximately 30 ◦ on every other layer with a 30 ◦ in the opposite direction
on the remaining layers. The anulus chemically consists essentially of colla-
gen fibers. In early development and in the teenage years there are cells in
the anulus which maintain its structure [227]. The anulus has overlapping
radial bands not unlike the plies of a radial ply tyre. This allows torsional
shear stresses to be distributed through the anulus under normal loading with-
out rupture. It also allows the pressure which develops in the nucleus under
compressive loads to be transmitted to the wall of the disc so producing hoop
stress, as shown in Figure 2.2. This will tension the anulus, thus allowing it to
resist compressive loads more effectively; it also allows the distribution of load
appropriately as the disc is flexed or extended or moved into any required po-
sition for function. No matter which direction the vertebrae moves, there will
always be some fibers in tension and some in compression, thus the anulus
will always be acting using some fibers in tension and some in compression.
Further, depending on the load, the compression of the nucleus will vary, pro-
ducing increased pressure inside the disc under normal conditions. This, to-
gether with the increased tension in the anulus, will increase the stiffness of
the disc, producing a non linear deformation under load. This property of
viscoelasticity will recur through the thesis.
One study suggested that the posterior part of the anulus is the weaker part
so more susceptible to damage [264]. This observation fits with the clinical
picture. Quite frequently, despite the fact that the posterior anulus should be
reinforced by the posterior longitudinal ligament, the disc bulges here when
degenerative change occurs in the structure. This will be dealt with more fully
in the next chapter.
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(a) Cross Section (b) Top View
Figure 2.2: Loading of the Intervertebral Disc
[31]
2.2.2 Nucleus pulposus
The nucleus, which is the central part of the disc, is a highly hydrated gel of
Proteoglycans. In children and young adults the water content can account for
up to 80% of its weight [31]. This material is a gel. It is more likely to frag-
ment when the water is lost in the process of degeneration since it becomes
like orange pith rather than a gel. It serves the purpose of direct load bearing.
Also, being fluid in nature and thus able to change shape under loading, the
nucleus distributes the load to the annulus. Aggrecan, a proteoglycan, is par-
ticularly enriched in the nucleus pulposus. It is comprised of approximately
100 Chondroitin Sulphate chains, each containing Polysaccharide chains with
some 100 negatively charged groups. These polysaccharides are built from
some 50 repeat Disaccharides that contain one Carboxyl and one Sulphate neg-
atively charged group. The additional Keratin Sulphate chains are primarily
clustered within a distinct region next to that carrying the Chondroitin Sul-
phate chains. The Polysaccharide chains are covalently bound via their reduc-
ing terminus to the large protein core, and they are grouped in clusters. The
core protein has a globular domain in its N-terminal that binds specifically to
Hyaluronan. Thus hundreds of Aggrecan molecules are aggregated via their
binding to Hyaluronan. In addition the C-terminal contains a globular domain
with a Lectin homology with the capacity to bind Fibulins and Tenascins, thus
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the Aggrecan aggregates can network to other assemblies in the matrix by way
of ligands at the C-terminal end.
One function of the network of Proteoglycan Aggregates is to provide a
high level of fixed charge density, which creates an osmotic environment for
retaining water and restricting water flux. Secondly, the concentration of Ag-
grecan will influence how the tissue reacts to loads delivered at different rates;
a higher rate of loading will result in a stiffer tissue [90]. This in part explains
the viscoelastic behaviour of the disc under load. It is said that the nucleus
only bears half the load of the functional spinal unit at the end plate [93], with
the anulus said to carry the rest. It is this shared loading that allows the disc
to function. In the case of a damaged nucleus the anulus has larger loads to
deal with and thus may degenerate faster. Direct stresses are not sufficient to
damage a healthy anulus instantly [282].
2.2.3 The end plates
The end plates are composed of a substance called hyaline cartilage. This is
basically a hydrated proteoglycan gel reinforced by collagen fibrils [103]. The
boundaries between the anulus and the end plates are not distinct. Under the
microscope, the two parts merge together with a region where neither seems
to be one nor the other. This is not uncommon in the human body where,
for example, a tendon either arises from a bone or inserts into a bone. It is
sometimes difficult to determine where one begins and the other ends.
2.2.4 Ultra structure of the normal adult intervertebral disc
The Normal Adult Intervertebral Disc consists of a large amount of extra cel-
lular matrix interspersed by a small number of cells, which make up about 1%
of the total volume. The cells are thought to be made up of two phenotypically
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distinct populations. The cells are morphologically different. Those in the an-
ulus fibrosus and cartilage end plate are more elongated and fibroblast like.
Those in the nucleus are more rounded or oval and chondrocyte like. These
simplistic shapes may indeed be more complex, with cells having extensive
long thin cell processes which may be involved in sensing mechanical strain.
These two populations of cells also behave differently when grown in culture.
Nucleus pulposus cells generally synthesise only type-11 collagen in alginate
beads whereas fibrosus cells produce both type-1 and type-11 collagen [52].
Similar extra cellular matrix molecules are found in the nucleus and anulus of
the disc in vivo.
2.2.5 Vessels, nerve supply and nutrition
The disc of an adult human is virtually avascular, apart from sparse penetra-
tion of capillaries and nerves into the outermost regions of the anulus. Thus
blood vessels at the margin of the disc are responsible for the supply of nutri-
ents and removal of wastes. The outermost regions of the anulus are supplied
by capillaries in the adjacent soft tissues. The nucleus, inner anulus and part
of the outer anulus are supplied by a capillary network that arises from the
vertebral arteries and penetrates the subchondral plate to terminate in loops
at the bone-cartilage endplate junction A small number of mechanoreceptors
are also present, most commonly having morphology of Golgi tendon organs,
a few Ruffini receptors and even fewer Pacinian corpuscles.
The cells of the intervertebral disc are its architects, builders and mainte-
nance staff. Without their continuous activity, the fabric of the disc would fall
into disrepair and degeneration. Like all cells, those of the disc require nutri-
ents to sustain themselves and fulfill their functions; metabolic wastes must
be removed before they reach dangerous levels. Nutrient transport to the disc
cells is precarious because of the avascular nature of the tissues.
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The few studies in the literature suggest that disc cells obtain their en-
ergy through glycolysis, even in the presence of oxygen. Hence the cells of
the nucleus at least use very little oxygen compared with other mammalian
cells, and as a consequence produce little carbon dioxide. Most of their en-
ergy, in the form of adenosine triphosphate, is formed by near quantitative
conversion of glucose to lactic acid. Nevertheless disc cells require oxygen to
function. The pathways of oxygen utilisation remain obscure. Not much is
known about other cellular requirements. Radiolabeling studies demonstrate
that amino acids and sulphate, necessary for production of proteins and other
macromolecules, are supplied extracellularly. They are taken up by disc cells
but at lower rates than those seen with glucose and oxygen. (For a more in
depth review of this subject and literature review see [113].
2.3 Mechanical Properties of the Intervertebral Disc
Much of our understanding of spinal mechanics comes from cadaver work.
Data from cadavers is typically from elderly spines. The spines have degraded
to an extent. Living structures such as muscle are no longer functioning, feed-
back control loops do not exist and gross simplifications have to be made. This
means much of what we have, and can learn, is flawed. Some features of the
spine e.g. on planes of motions, ranges of motion, vertebral morphology are to
be found in standard texts such as White and Panjabi [282]. Summaries and
complete references for these properties can be found in Reah [210].
These may be considered as conventional biomechanical data. However
increasing evidence suggests that cell mediated remodeling occurs in the in-
tervertebral disc in response to the mechanical stimuli of daily activity, which
may contribute to degenerative changes. Mechanobiology is the study of inter-
actions between these mechanical stimuli and biologic processes at the cellular,
tissue, organ and organismal level [243].
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Investigator Stiffness (kN/mm) Max Load (N)
Hirsch and Nachemson 0.7 1000
Markolf 1.8 1800
Virgin 2.5 4500
Brown 2.3 5300
Table 2.1: Compressive Stiffness of Intervertebral Discs
2.3.1 Disc stiffness
Since the principal property of the disc central to this thesis is stiffness, this
will be discussed first. Data comes from the work of Berkson [28],Schultz [239]
and the authors also presented this work in White and Panjabi [282]
In compression
The compressive stiffness of the intervertebral disc, as shown in Table 2.1 has
been measured. Each investigator has applied a different load. The observa-
tion from this data fits with other observations that the stiffness of the disc
is load dependent and so non-linear. That is with increasing load there is in-
creasing stiffness, which reduces the amount of compressibility of the disc at
high load, thus protecting the neural foramina. It fits too with the observations
made in Patwardhan‘s laboratory which will be covered later in this chapter.
Little difference is noted between different lumbar levels.
in flexion/extension
will always produce some compressive load in the annulus. This load is de-
pendent upon the degree of flexion, thus the measured motion is not very use-
ful. Knowledge of this data though explains the ”ball park” of figures shown in
Table 2.2. Oneway to check if a disc behaves as a normal disc in this mode, is to
conduct testing on cadaver material. Osmia equipment described in Chapter 3
may permit us to do this in vivo.
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Investigator Stiffness (Nm/deg) Max Load (Nm)
Schultz - Flexion 0.8 - 1.8 4.7- 10.6
Schultz - Extension 1.3 4.7
Table 2.2: Flexion/Extension (rotational stiffness) of Intervertebral Discs
Investigator Stiffness (Nm/deg) Max Load (Nm)
Schultz 1.1 - 2.3 4.7- 10.6
Table 2.3: Lateral Bending Stiffness of Intervertebral Discs
In lateral bending
is much the same as flexion-extension in terms of the value of the data but,
again, a cadaver study is required to validate performance reliably in this re-
spect. Such data as was available is shown in Table 2.3.
In torsion
This is controlled ultimately by the facet joints. However, the stiffness of an
implant resisting some of the load will help protect these joints. The data in
Table 2.4 shows there is some disagreement between the measured stiffness of
the discs in this mode, reflecting more differences in material of experimental
methods rather than real differences.
In shear
The A-P shear stiffness shown in Table 2.5 is important. By carrying a shear
load, the disc will maintain the shape of the spine and this will help maintain
the biomechanical relationships between the vertebrae local to the implanted
level. This may be of less importance, if shear is in fact reduced more by the
Investigator Stiffness (Nm/deg) Max Load (Nm)
Fairfan 2.0 31
Schultz 2.7 - 4.6 4.7 - 10.6
Table 2.4: Axial Rotation Stiffness of Intervertebral Discs
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Investigator Stiffness (kN/mm) Max Load (N)
Berkson (Anterior Shear) 0.10 145
Berkson (Posterior Shear) 0.12 145
Markolf 0.26 150
Table 2.5: A-P Shear Stiffness of Intervertebral Discs
follower load (see later).
When the spine is loaded equally, the discs will compress as stated above.
If disc stiffness remained uniform, then with increasing load we would expect
the disc to lose height accordingly. This would also lead to a reduced lateral
recess and thus ultimately the nerve roots exiting from the spine would be
crushed. It is logical to suppose that either muscle activity would in some way
modify this load, or disc stiffness changes so that with increasing load the stiff-
ness increases so displacement is less. In 1991, Janevic [138] conducted a series
of cadaver experiments in which the bending, shear and torsional stiffnesses
of 13 intact adult lumbar motion segments were compared under three differ-
ent compressive loads, 0, 2200 and 4400 N. Test forces and moments up to 160
Newtons and 16Nmwere applied at the centre of the upper end plate of the in-
tact disc. A compressive preload of 2200 N resulted in a significant increase in
motion segment stiffness in all seven test directions (p>0.06) when compared
with results obtained with no preload; the preload increased stiffness by 2.6,
4.5 and 6.1 times in bending, axial torsion and shear respectively.
Although the disc is implied to have roughly uniform properties, this is not
the case. One reporter catalogued the elastic moduli across the disc [266]. The
non-degenerated disc has broadly symmetrical properties about an anterior-
posterior line (note that in the nuclear region the properties are roughly the
same). In the anular region, due to thickness variations, the properties vary.
The effective disc stiffness will depend upon the elastic modulus. Figure 2.3
shows the elastic moduli distribution across discs with minimal and severe de-
generation, respectively. Conventional teaching is that as a disc degenerates it
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(a) Elastic Moduli (Mildly
degenerate Disc)
(b) Elastic Moduli (severly
degenerate Disc)
Figure 2.3: Disc Stiffness in Degenerative State
[266]
becomes stiffer. In the sectionwhich follows that classical teachingwill be chal-
lenged and throughout the thesis evidence to support the observation that the
disc initially becomes less stiff will be presented. Reviewing the degenerative
disc, the water content has been lost and thus the tissues change in stiffness.
Additionally, annular tears and degeneration have impaired the function of
the anulus itself. Thus the degenerate disc is expected to have a higher stiff-
ness. However in the state of early degeneration the disc is like a car tyre with
insufficient air in it to give it the natural stiffness as a result of the wall being
mildly stretched and is thus less stiff. This is confirmed by the experimental
evidence shown above and also by Farfan as explained later. Furthermore, in
a study of the effect of preloads on the functional spinal unit Janevic, Miller
and Schultz (1991), [138] showed that lumbar spine motion stiffness was sig-
nificantly increased by the application of a large compressive preload. This
was true in each of seven test directions. The largest increase was caused by
the initial 2200 N preload step. The additional increase in stiffness, obtained
by increasing the preload to 4400N, was not statistically significant in any test
direction. It was reduced though in five of the seven directions. Increases
in segmental stiffness under preload have been reported in adolescent spines
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Figure 2.4: Typical torque deflection curves for an intervertebral joint
and its components from Farfan(8.85inch/pounds=1Nm) [89]
(Miller). Edwards reported similar effects using preloads under 1100N. The re-
sults of Janevic‘s studies demonstrate that the stiffness of the motion segment
increased in an approximately linear fashion in bending with an increasing
preload. For example, a 2200N load increased average stiffness 2.77 times; an
additional 2200N increased the stiffness another 2.25 times. The tests compar-
ing stiffness with and without posterior elements confirmed that a significant
fraction of the preload induced stiffening effect occurred within the disc itself.
The relative contribution of the disc to segmental rigidity under a preload was
approximately 53% in torsion, 40% in flexion and 22% in left lateral shear.
Further information on the relationship between disc degeneration and
stiffness is found in Mechanical Disorders of the Low Back. [89] Farfan be-
lieved that the most important factor producing disc degeneration was trauma
and that this occurred mainly by excessive rotation. He measured torque to
failure in discs experimentally. Using discography he was able to distinguish
normal and degenerate discs in vitro. Figure 2.4 shows the summation of
these experiments; curve (a) for facet joints, (b) for an isolated disc, (c) for
an intact disc and (d)for the intact FSU. The normal disc contributes to the tor-
sional resistance (stiffness) of the whole joint. Its contribution is approximately
33.9Nm at failure. The degenerated disc offers much less resistance, being ap-
proximately 22.6Nm. He noted also that discs with osteophytes provided high
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Figure 2.5: Average values of torque strength
of various components of an intervertebral joint. Notice that loss of strength
in specimens with degenerate discs is present in all members (from Farfan)
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torque resistance, which corresponds with the information on severely degen-
erated discs shown already. Figure 2.5 shows this broken down into greater
detail. The reader is directed to this monograph for a full exposition of Far-
fan‘s thinking since it provides a comprehensive study of the mechanical be-
haviour of discs both clinically and experimentally, which regrettably has been
lost from the present thinking about the spine. While the concept of injury as
the starting point for disc degeneration is no longer tenable, nor the facets as
the underlying primary problem, much of this work still has perceptions about
spinal mechanics which explain much of what we see in clinical practice today.
2.3.2 Instantaneous axis of rotation
The Instantaneous Axis of Rotation (IAR) is an important concept in spinal
motion. It is the axis about which the vertebrae rotate, at any instant when
the patient is moving. The concept of an IAR is a necessary corollary of cou-
pled motion. As a disc rotates forwards in flexion it translates. If the vertebra
was rotating about a fixed point no translation could occur. In engineering, a
drive shaft rotates around a fixed axis. If a cam is welded to it, an eccentric
motion can be generated so moving a piston up and down e.g. in a car engine
to open and close valves. Figure 2.6 shows typical images of the position of
the IAR [201]. In Figure 2.6(a)it can be seen that, the IAR should be slightly
posterior of the centre of the disc space in normal Flexion-Extension. In Fig-
ure 2.6(b)(a)it can be seen that, in Flexion-Extension, the IAR stays around the
same area. However if the disc is degenerate the IAR moves around, indica-
tive of the fact that the disc can no longer maintain the relationship between
the adjacent vertebrae, shown in Figure 2.6(b)(b). This is a further reflection of
loss of stiffness in the disc. The IARwould vary very little in a very degenerate
disc which had become stiff again, which is reflected in Figure 2.3.
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(a) Normal IAR in Flexion (a) ,
Neutral (b) and Extension (c)
(b) IAR in Normal v Degenerate disc
Figure 2.6: Instantaneous Axis of Rotation
(IAR) [201]
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2.3.3 Coupled motion
This concept states that single planar motion in the lumbar spine, and perhaps
the cervical spine also, does not occur in vivo. While this may seem of little
importance, its significance will become clear when the failure modes of discs
and especially viscoelastic discs are discussed. A question which is posed as
the corollary of this concept is, how should ADRs be tested? Given that the
vertebrae in the spine are at different angles to the horizontal, there is no such
thing as ”un-coupled” motion. Efforts to move in a way which may theo-
retically only exercise the disc in one manner in fact still provide motion in
various planes. If the rotation about the centre of rotation in the sagittal plane
(flexion/extension) is considered, then translation in the same plane occurs si-
multaneously. The literature does not explore this concept as much as other
motions, but what is known is presented below.
Pearcy published data taken from live subjects performing global motions,
using 3-D x-ray analysis to measure spinal segmental motion shown in Ta-
ble 2.6 and Table 2.7. Some of this data is presented in tables [199] [198] and
[200]. The data gives an insight into the amount of coupled motion present
when subjects are trying to move in a single plane of motion. Another facet
of Pearcy‘s work which is not recognised universally is the overall motion of
the lumbar segments. He clearly shows that the difference in motion at L4/L5
and L5/S1 is only 2 ◦. The commonly held view that there is little motion in
the L5/S1 segment is simply incorrect. Even if this motion is restricted by the
strong iliolumbar ligaments in vivo these make no restriction on the ability to
resist compressive loads. Once again the concept of the under inflated car tyre
springs to mind.
Stokes [250] [251] measured the ratio of flexion to shear and found that in:
• Unaffected levels of the spine, there is 0.18 mm of shear/degree of flex-
ion.
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Axial Rotation Lateral Bending Flexion/Extension
(range in Brackets) (range in brackets) (range in brackets)
(+ve to left) (+ve to left) (+ve flexion)
Axial Rotation
to left
L1 1 (-1 to 1) -3 (-7 to -1) 0 (-4 to 4)
L2 1 (-1 to 1) -3 (-5 to 0) 0 (-4 to 4)
L3 2 (0 to 1) -3 (-6 to 0) 0 (-3 to 2)
L4 2 (0 to 1) -3 (-5 to 1) 0 (-7 to 2)
L5 0 (-2 to 1) -3 (0 to 2) 0 (-5 to 3)
Axial Rotation
to Right
L1 -1 (-2 to 1) 3 (-1 to 5) 0 (-3 to 3)
L2 -1 (-2 to 1) 4 (1 to 9) 0 (-2 to 2)
L3 -1 (-3 to 1) 3 (1 to 6) 0 (-2 to 2)
L4 -1 (-3 to 1) 1 (-3 to 3) 0 (-9 to 5)
L5 -1 (-2 to 1) -2 (-7 to 0) 0 (-5 to 3)
Table 2.6: Coupled Motion: Axial Rotation in degrees
Axial Rotation Lateral Bending Flexion/Extension
(range in Brackets) (range in brackets) (range in brackets)
(+ve to left) (+ve to left) (+ve flexion)
Lateral Bending
to Left
L1 0 (-2 to 1) 6 (4 to 10) -2 (-9 to 0)
L2 -1 (-3 to 1) 6 (2 to 10) -3 (-4 to -1)
L3 -1 (-4 to 1) 5 (-3 to 8) -2 (-4 to 3)
L4 -1 (-4 to 1) 3 (-3 to 6) -1 (-4 to 2)
L5 -2 (-3 to 1) -3 (-6 to 1) 0 (-5 to 5)
Lateral Bending
to Right
L1 0 (-3 to 1) -5 (-8 to -2) -2 (-5 to 1)
L2 1 (-1 to 1) -5 (-8 to -4) -1 (-3 to 1)
L3 1 (-1 to 1) -5 (-11 to 2) -1 (-3 to 1)
L4 1 (0 to 1) -3 (-5 to 1) 0 (-1 to 4)
L5 0 (-1 to 1) 0 (-2 to 3) 2 (-3 to 8)
Table 2.7: Coupled Motion: Lateral Bending in degrees
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Disc Level Dvorak (degrees) Data in (mm/degree)
(coupled shear in brackets) for comparison with Stokes
L1/2 11.9 (2.6) 0.22
L2/3 14.5 (3.0) 0.21
L3/4 15.3 (3.1) 0.20
L4/5 18.2 (2.6) 0.14
L5/S1 17.0 (-0.9) -0.05
Table 2.8: Flexion/Extension with Coupled Shear Motion
• Early degeneration, there is -0.01 mm/degree
• Late degeneration, there is -0.26 mm/degree
It is not known if the differences are due to degeneration or the relative
position of the “affected/degenerate levels“, which are usually L4/5 or L5/S1.
Dvorak published data on the coupling of Flexion - Extension and Shear,
in terms of the amount of shear motion observed with motion data obtained
from a finite element model [77] [78]. This is presented in Table 2.8 In the
same table the difference from Stokes‘ measurements are presented.
The data fromDvorakwould seem to support the idea that the observations
of Stokes were partially due to the position of the affected levels, but also there
would appear to be a definite posterior shift with degeneration. This has very
important implications for the biomechanics.
2.4 Spine Loading Concepts
2.4.1 Compressive load
The compressive load is the force acting to reduce the vertical height of the
disc. Most measurements of compression loading in the spine are based on the
defining research by Nachemson [180]. The technique used is known as In-
tradiscal Pressure Measurement. The basic concept is to measure the pressure
in the intervertebral disc. This is done by means of a small pressure sensor,
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(a) Pressure Sensor:
Schematic
(b) Pressure Sensor: Setup
Figure 2.7: Pressure Sensors
[284]
which can take readings from live patients as illustrated in Figure 2.7. This
data can be compared with pressures generated in cadaver specimens under
known loads and, thus, by direct comparison of pressures, the implied loads
in the living subject can be calculated. There are currently only three recorded
instances of in vivo intradiscal pressure measurements taken in the human
lumbar spine. These instances were Nachemson [181], Wilke [284] and Sato
[238]. Nachemson‘s work had never been confirmed. Wilke set out to provide
further evidence of the authenticity of Nachemson‘s earlier work. Wilke had
considerable difficulty persuading an ethics committee to repeat this experi-
ment. They permitted him to use two volunteer subjects only. During the first
experiment the equipment failed, leaving only one subject for study. The find-
ings set out in Figure 2.8 are the result of that experiment. Table 2.9 shows the
loads that Nachemson measured, and figure 2.8 demonstrates the findings of
Sato and Wilke.
It is important to note that the peak loads measured by Nachemson were
3400N, whereasWilke was able to measure loading as high as 4140N. A load of
this magnitude is the equivalent of many times the bodyweight of the person.
Moments, which are generated by a force acting at a distance from a fulcrum,
are the reason for this. When balancing forces away from the body (i.e. a
weight in the hands) the spine must generate huge forces to balance the mo-
ment created by the weight of the object being held. The effect is reflected in
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Position Force
(kN)
Supine position 0.3
Supine position with traction (0.3kN) 0.1
Standing erect 0.7
Sitting erect 1.0
Walking 0.85
20 ◦ flexion in standing 1.2
5 ◦ to 8 ◦ extension in standing 1.5
Lifting 0.2kN (knee flexion, erect trunk) 2.1
Lifting 0.2kN (knees straightened, trunk flexion) 3.4
20 ◦ flexion in sitting 1.8 to 2.3
20 ◦ flexion in sitting (0.1kN weight in each hand) 2.5 to 3.4
20 ◦ flexion in standing (0.1kN weight in each hand) 1.9 to 2.8
Lateral Bending 0.95
Coughing 1.1
Laughing 1.2
Isometric abdominal muscle exercise 1.1
Supine position, lifting both legs 1.2
General Anesthesia with muscle relaxation 0.15
Table 2.9: Nachemson In Vivo Lumbar Intradiscal Pressure
(a) Sato (b) Wilke
Figure 2.8: Compression Loadings
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Figure 2.9: Load/Deformation of an Interverbral Disc
[282]
the high compressive loads shown in the data. The compressive load is cru-
cially important in ADR design. Any prosthetic disc would need to withstand
the loading without failure or a significant loss of height. There is a limit to
loss of height imposed by the need to permit the neural tissues to leave the
spinal canal but not permitting the same tissues to be compressed.
The neutral, elastic and plastic zones
modified from Reah [210]
Intervertebral discs are viscoelastic in nature i.e. the load/displacement be-
haviour is non linear, particularly for moment/rotation, is shown in Figure 2.9.
The non-linear behaviour of the normal disc is emphasised here since this will
be an important concept in disc design. The behaviour of the normal disc in
moving from full extension through one cycle to full extension and back again
takes the form of a hysteresis loop. Strain energy is stored in the disc as the
stiffness increases to its limit. This is released on reversing the motion raising
the amount of displacement per unit of load until the motion ceases. There are
three distinct zones of behaviour that are of importance when describing the
behaviour of the disc:
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The Neutral Zone is where in the upright position, the spine offers little re-
sistance to small amounts of motion in rotation. As it can be seen from
Figure 2.9 there is no point where the spine needs no moment to bend -
just an area where that moment is very small. Thompson [261], described
the definition of the neutral zone as the “region of spinal joint rotation where
the gradient of the load/deformation curve is within 0.5 Nm/degree from zero”.
It was found that in the neutral zone only the spinal muscles can sta-
bilise the spine. In addition the removal of the facet joints can further
increase the size of this zone, suggesting that the facet joints are the most
significant passive load stabilisers. The area of the neutral zone in a disc
is most likely related to the amount a disc can flex without significant
strain on the fibres of which the annulus is comprised. Put another way
the neutral zone is defined as a part of the range of motion from the neu-
tral position up to the beginning of some significant resistance offered by
the joint or intervertebral disc, in which large deformation is produced
by application of a small load.
The Elastic Zone is where the resistance to rotation occurs (and is therefore
beyond the Neutral Zone). The resistance in the elastic zone is quite con-
siderable, thus large bending moments must be applied to deform the
spine in the elastic region. Movement within the elastic zone will not
damage the tissues within the disc, but elastic deformation of the struc-
ture occurs.
The Plastic Zone is where the disc has reached a limit to its physiological mo-
tion. The material may well become damaged and there will be some
permanent deformation. In a normal healthy spine these motions will
not occur.
Kanayama reported in 1996 a study using cineradiography. The findings
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of this study have significant bearing on all the studies reported above. Ro-
tational motions (flexion/extension) did not occur simultaneously at L3-L4,
L4-L5 and L5-S1 as the subjects bent forwards. Intersegmental motion lags
were observed during flexion. These phase lags averaged 6 ◦ between L3-L4
and L4-L5 and 8 ◦ between L4-L5 and L5-S1 segments which are larger than
the measured neutral zone in vitro. This difference is a reflection of muscle
activity in vivo.
2.5 Spine Loading Vertical
The ideas in this section have been developed by the author largely as a re-
sult of working on this thesis and searching the literature on the subject. Spine
loading is a complex issue and it is beyond the scope of this thesis to cover
it comprehensively. The application of a vertical load to a uniform slender
column structure has been elucidated by Euler and others. The classical Eu-
ler column buckles under a critical compressive load i.e. it becomes unstable.
The spine differs from this single column in that it is segmented and also sup-
ported in multiple planes by muscles and ligaments. However the cadaveric
spine will not be supported in this way and can potentially buckle in an Euler
like manner. If it does buckle in vivo it will be at very high loads. The work de-
scribed above by Nachemson, Wilke and Sato gives some idea as to the magni-
tudes of these expected loads in vivo. Furthermore the bending stiffness of the
isolated lumbar spine can be estimated from Crisco et al.1992 [59, 60]. They
determined upper bounds of 78N and 98N for the loads required to buckle
two cadaveric lumbar spines in the coronal plane. The buckling stiffness in the
sagittal plane is expected to be similar. Intervertebral discs are roughly ellip-
tical in section with an aspect ratio (lateral width /anteroposterior width) of
about 1.6 [89] so sagittal plane bending should be easier than coronal plane.
However, buckling in the sagittal plane is expected to be resisted by tension in
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the ligaments on the posterior and anterior aspects of the spine [188], whereas
there are no lateral ligaments to resist coronal buckling. Clearly the inherent or
natural stiffness of the spine in isolation, i.e. bones and IVDwith attendant lig-
aments, is insufficiently stiff to allow the loads to be applied in vivo. This must
be for compression, rotational and shear stiffness. The work of Farfan [89] sug-
gests that an increase in rotational stiffness is accompanied by an increase in
compressive stiffness.
Models have been developed to explain the discrepancy between the in
vivo performance of the vertebral column against the in vitro.
Three models have been found so far.
1. Aspden - The spine as an arch [19]
2. Meakin, Hukins and Aspden - The spine as an Euler pendulum/column
[176],
3. Patwardhan - The follower load theory
These will be introduced to highlight the complex behaviour of the spine
and the variety of approaches to explain it.
2.5.1 Aspden - the spine as an arch
In structural engineering an arch carries loads in such a way that the structure
is everywhere in compression, such that no tension occurs. Aspden argued
that the lumbar spine could be viewed as an arch [19]. As such the force trans-
mission through an arch, which from his article is clearly more complex than
first appreciated, can be calculated. His calculations led him to believe that
the theoretical values for such load transmission through an arch equated well
with the values which had been found through experimentation. He states
A new model is presented for the static behaviour of the human spine that considers
it to work as an arch rather than a cantilever. This theory is based on limit criteria,
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derived from plasticity theory, which determine bounds within which the structure is
mechanically stable and thereby enables the prediction of failure when these criteria are
not satisfied. It is shown that theorems developed for the plastic analysis of masonry
arches can be simply adapted for the spine. An analysis is performed of three postures
and associated loads described in the literature. The forces and intradiscal pressures
are calculated and shown to be in good agreement with published measurements. The
results show that compressive stresses in the spine are not as high as was previously
calculated and that the curvature of the spine is necessary for its load bearing func-
tion. Preservation of the lumbar lordosis, in conjunction with intra abdominal pres-
sure, strengthens the spine and is crucial to protect the spine from injury when lifting
heavy loads.
2.5.2 Meakin, Hukins andAspden - The spine as an Euler pen-
dulum/column
Farfan, Meakin and Patwardhan all refer to the work of Timoshenko and Gere.
Timoshenko and Gere discussed various situations of elastic buckling of bars
and frames in a monograph in 1961 [262]. This particular manuscript gathered
together concepts on the theories of elastic stability. In chapter two of this
monograph is described the classic elastic buckling of bars and frames which
were also described by Euler.
Meakin, Hukins and Aspden [176]described the spine in terms of Euler
bending (so approximating the spine as a straight uniform column) thus:
“The upright thoraco lumbar spine resembles an Euler column buckled in the sec-
ond mode (n=2) when viewed in the sagittal plane. An advantage of n=2 buckling
is that further load can be carried without adopting a stooped posture. Flexion of the
spine is considered the first quarter cycle of an Euler pendulum. This is possible if
the antagonistic muscles which control movement increase the bending stiffness EI,
to a value of about 15 Nm2. If the muscles are incapable of increasing EI sufficiently
to support the weight of the body, or any excess load, the spine will be dynamically
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unstable. This conclusion is consistent with a static model which considers spinal
instability as ‘loss of stiffness‘ and a dynamic model which suggests that it arises
from ineffective adaptive control. The flexed spine resembles an n=1 buckled column“.
EI, the effective bending stiffness of the column is the product of the Youngs
modulus, E, of its material and the second moment I, of the area of its cross
section, about the neutral axis. The integer n describes the mode of buckling;
n = 1 represents the first buckled mode, n = 2 the second buckled mode, etc. as
shown in Figure 2.10.
The buckling modes will be described by different equations. If n=1,L =
length of the column then P the applied force at buckling, called the critical
load, will act thus
P =
pi
2EI
4L2
(2.1)
If n=2
P =
9pi2EI
4L2
(2.2)
Comparison of Figure 2.10 and Figure 2.11 shows that the curvature of the
thoraco-lumbar spine resembles that of an n=2 buckled column. It should be
noted that a simple column will always tend to buckle at the lowest load i.e.
in the n=1 mode. However if the top of the column is restrained in some way
from significant lateral displacement (e.g. by the rib cage) then it is possible
n=2 buckling will occur in practice for the spine. The n=2 buckling occurs at a
much higher load (9 times) than n=1.
Considering the Euler pendulum, as described by Pippard (1985), it con-
sists of a vertical column supporting a mass M. A small lateral force applied
to the column together with the vertical load will cause it to deflect a defined
amount. In the absence of damping, it can oscillate about its equilibrium posi-
tion, when the force is removed, with a natural frequency given by
V0 = (
1
2pi
)(
Sg
L(tan(S)− S) )
1
2 (2.3)
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Figure 2.10: Modes of buckling
characterised for values of n=1 and n=2Note that the n=2 shape is redrawn by
Meakin from its classical shape to mimic the spine shape [176]
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Figure 2.11: Shape of the thoraco-lumbar spine
projected on to the sagittal plane. This curve was constructed by plotting the
coordinates for the centres of the vertebral bodies given by Miller et al.(1987).
Note that the horizontal and vertical axes are not on the same scale. The spine
has been truncated at the level of the fourth thoracic vertebra (T4) because the
length of the thoraco-lumbar spine being considered is 0.36m
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where S is defined by
S = L(
Mg
EI
)
1
2 (2.4)
According to an inequality equation in their paper (the buckling case), the
limiting condition for a real value of V0, is that S has a value of pi/2 (n=1 buck-
ling load). Then V0 becomes zero. When S exceeds pi/2 the oscillating column
becomes unstable. Forward flexion can then be considered as the first quarter
cycle of an Euler pendulum (n=1). The application of the flexor muscles and
the opposing extensors will cause an active increase in the value of EI, because
greater forces are required to bend the column when the actions of antago-
nistic muscles have to be overcome. According to their inequality equation,
increasing EI sufficiently will unbuckle the column and its dynamic behaviour
can be represented by the Euler pendulum. Movement of this pendulum is
initiated by the flexor muscles and is controlled by the active damping of the
antagonistic muscles until the required position is achieved. Then the muscles
can relax to decrease EI sufficiently for the n=1(the flexed column) to be sta-
ble. Strictly this model is applicable only after the initial acceleration phase of
flexion because only then is it necessary to control movement.
This restriction is consistent with the observation that EMG readings from
the erector spinae increase with increasing flexion angle, although they sud-
denly diminish when full flexion is attained (Floyd & Silver 1955; Davis et al.
1965). The model conforms to the description given by Farfan (1978) in which
the lordosis gradually flattens during the first 40 ◦ of flexion. Thus it seems
that the column will carry the static vertical load in the n=2 shape but then
moves front to back in the n=1 shape. Substituting the mean value of 88N, for
Mg, in the inequality equation with n=1 and assigning a value for the length
of the lumbar spine as 0.22m (Crisco and Panjabi, 1992) yields a value for EI
of 1.7 Nm2. Decreasing L from 0.22m to 0.16m (Pooni, 1983) yields a value
of 0.9Nm2 for EI. Both values for EI are considerably less than estimates of 10
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(s.d.8), 16 (s.d.9) and 15 (s.d.8) Nm2 for the spine in the living body (Scholten
and Veldhuizen, 1986 Smeathers, 1987). Meakins suggested the reason for the
discrepancy is that because these estimates were made from observations of
dynamic bending in living people. The restraints provided by the upper body
are critical to this difference.
The remainder of the paper develops the model and the argument, but the
above is presented since it gives supporting evidence to the concept of variable
spinal stiffness.
2.5.3 Patwardhan - the follower load theory
The monograph by Timoshenko and Gere [262]is mentioned already. They
discuss the case of non-conservative forces where it is assumed that a constant
compressive force P is applied to the column and always acts during the buck-
ling in the direction of the tangent to the deflection curve at the top of the
column the so called “follower load“. They then go on to describe the math-
ematical consequences of that scenario and calculate a critical value for this
situation.
Concluding their analysis they state “ No definite conclusion can be made
(as yet) regarding the practical value of this result since no method has been
devised for applying a tangential force to a column during loading“.
The toy shown in Figure 2.12 and Figure 2.13 demonstrates the principle of
the follower load. In Figure 2.12 the donkey is upright by virtue of the strings
passing through the legs, tail and neck being kept taught by a spring to which
they are attached in the base of the toy. By compressing the spring, the tension
in the strings is removed and the donkey collapses.
The work described above by Nachemson and Wilke suggests that the hu-
man lumbar spine experiences compressive loads of at least 1000N during
standing and walking. The compressive load is substantially higher in sim-
ple sitting and in many lifting activities reaches several thousand Newtons.
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Figure 2.12: Follower Load Tension
Figure 2.13: Follower load No tension
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Results of in vitro experiments by Lucas and Bresler (Lucas and Bressler;1961)
on the ligamentous thoraco-lumbar spine and the ligamentous lumbar spine,
showed that the spines buckled at load levels far below those seen in vivo. In
those experiments a compressive vertical load was applied at the superior end
of the specimen. The Euler stability of the ligamentous spine, characterized by
a critical load (the maximum load carrying capacity), was determined in those
experiments. When the load exceeds the critical value the spine, constrained
to move in the frontal plane becomes unstable and buckles, presumably in the
classical n=1 mode. However if some upper body lateral restraint had been
supplied then the buckling load would have been much higher (see argument
for n=2 buckling earlier).
In an attempt to explain the low buckling load found in vitro when the
spinewas loaded vertically, Patwardhan and colleagues (Parwadhan et al.1999,
2000), in a series of papers, described experiments to assess the response of the
whole lumbar, and then the cervical spine, to a compressive “follower load“.
In the sagittal plane when a compressive load is applied to a whole lumbar
spine specimen along a vertical path as shown in Figure 2.14(A), bending mo-
ments are induced because of the natural curvature of the lumbar spine (cer-
vical spine). This was also described in the anatomy section and the Euler
column in n=2 mode above. The specimen undergoes large changes in curva-
ture at relatively small loads. Once the end of range of motion of the specimen
is reached, further loading in compression can cause damage to the soft tissues
or bone structure. This leads to a limitation of in vitro testing of long specimens
of the spine under physiological compressive loads.
For the whole lumbar spine to sustain the large compressive loads seen in
vivo the internal shear forces and bending moments must be small. Therefore
the resultant internal compressive load must be tangential to the curve of the
lumbar spine passing through the centers of rotation of the lumbar segments,
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shown in Figure 2.14(B). Patwardhan and colleagues called that resultant in-
ternal compressive load, “a follower load“. Because the follower load remains
tangent to the spinal curve each spinal segment would be loaded in nearly
pure compression. This postulated loading scheme would allow the spine to
support the large compressive loads seen in vivo. This improvement is illus-
trated in Timoshenko and Gere when the critical loads for normal and follower
loads applied to a classical straight vertical column are shown to be
Pvertical =
pi
2EI
4L2
(2.5)
Pf ollower =
2pi2EI
L2
= 8Pvertical (2.6)
There is an immediate 8 fold increase in the critical load for the follower
load configuration. Such an improvement would allow the spine to take the
loads noted in vivo. The difference between the spine and the classical column
is that the former has the follower load applied tangentially along the entire
length not just at the top.
The results of applying a compressive load along the two different load
paths is shown in Figure 2.14. From these experiments they concluded that
lumbar spines loaded in compression along the follower load path supported a com-
pressive load of 1200 N. This increase in compressive load-carrying capacity (i.e. an
increase in the ability to sustain compressive loads without damage), was observed in
the neutral lordotic and forward flexed postures. This is in sharp contrast to the large
angular deformations in the sagittal plane at compressive loads of approximately 100N
shown in the results above and in the work of Crisco. The increase in load carrying ca-
pacity of the spine under a compressive follower load, as observed in these experiments
was also consistent with the theoretical work described by Timoshenko and Gere. What
had been needed was an experimental technique for applying a follower load.
Following a visit to Dr. Patwardhan‘s laboratory the testing rig which he
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Figure 2.14: Load paths
(A) compressive vertical load (B)compressive follower load. Under the
compressive follower load the resultant internal load on the spine remains
tangent to the spinal curve, passing through the centre of rotation of each
segment. (courtesy of Patwardhan)
and his associates have constructed is shown in Figure 2.15 and in Figure 2.16.
The rig allows the application of a compressive follower load to a multi-
segmented spine so that its path approximates to the tangent of the curve of
the lumbar spine. The load is applied bilaterally by cables and dead weights.
The loading cables are attached to the cup holding the L1 vertebral body and
passed through cable guides attached to the bodies of L2-L5. The precise detail
of the rig is described in the papers noted above.
During one of these experiments, set up to test the load/displacement be-
haviour of the Freedom disc, which will be described later in Chapter 8, the
load/ displacement curve of the natural L5/S1 disc was seen to be very differ-
ent to that of the L4/L5 and L3/L4discs above. The X-rays suggested healthy
discs at all levels but a discogram, shown in Figure 2.17, suggested early de-
generative change in that disc. Subsequent removal of the disc to insert an
artificial disc confirmed the X-ray findings. The disc is shown in Figure 2.18
and Figure 2.19.
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Figure 2.15: The testing rig
showing a specimen of lumbar spine set up in the test rig
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Figure 2.16: The testing rig showing a specimen of lumbar spine
set up in the test rig. The wire which transmits/creates the follower load is
seen running down the midline of the specimen
Figure 2.20 shows that for the same load across the normal discs there is a
marked increase in displacement of L5/S1 compared to the two discs above.
This can only have occurred if the stiffness of the L5/S1 disc is lower than
the others. The subsequent discovery of the degenerative change in that disc
lends weight to everything described in this chapter already which shows that
degenerate discs are indeed less stiff in the early degenerative phase.
Each of the figures, Figure 2.21 Figure 2.22 Figure 2.23 show the responses
of the L3/4, l4/5 and L5/S1 discs when different follower loads are applied,
when one disc is replaced with an artificial disc at one level and when a sec-
ond disc is inserted at the lowest level. In order to improve the interface be-
tween the bone and the metal end plates of the prosthesis orthopaedic cement
which is used in hip replacements was injected first then the disc inserted. This
does make a difference but not a significant one. Increasing the follower load
would be expected to stiffen the normal disc thus reducing displacement. This
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Figure 2.17: Discography of L5/S1 disc
before testing and replacing the disc
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Figure 2.18: Window cut in anulus
prior to removing section from disc before inserting ADR
Figure 2.19: Excised disc tissue
which is degenerate. Note Barium Sulphate in the annular wall where it has
escaped because of fissuring in the wall
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Figure 2.20: Disc total displacement in degrees
with no follower load
Figure 2.21: Disc total displacement
with 400N follower load
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Figure 2.22: Disc displacement with 800N follower load
is shown in the series. It is also true for the L5/S1 segment where replacing
the disc has a significant effect. The greatest effect on that segment, bringing it
closer to normal is with a new disc cemented in place with the highest follower
load.
Figure 2.24 shows graphically the difference in the response of the cadaver
spine to loading depending on how the load is applied.
Figure 2.25 shows that there is no change in behaviour during flexion and
extension of the specimen.
2.5.4 Relevance of stiffness
The human body, and the spine in particular, is a redundant (or statically in-
determinate) structure, i.e. there are multiple load paths where the loads in
each part of the structure cannot be determined by equilibrium considerations
alone but rather depend upon the stiffness (and hence deformation) of each
component. Several approaches to the way in which the spine carries load
have been presented. Clearly, the spine is a complex structure and no simple
model can represent the behaviour fully. However, it is the hypothesis of this
thesis that an ADR should match the natural stiffness of any disc as closely as
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Figure 2.23: Disc displacement with 1200N follower load
possible. If this is the case, then it does not matter what mechanical model best
explains spine behaviour.
As an example of a redundant structure, consider the simple rigid member
below, Figure 2.26 supported by 3 identical springs and loaded centrally. In
this case the load is shared equally by all the springs. However, if the cen-
tral spring stiffness is reduced then the load will transfer to the outer springs
and less of the load is carried by the central spring. Conversely, if the outer
spring stiffness values are reduced, the more of the load is carried by the cen-
tral spring. Thus for this redundant structure, the load distribution, and there-
fore the function of the structure, will depend upon the stiffness values in each
load path. Had there only been two springs (a statically determinate structure),
then the load sharing would not have been affected by the stiffness values.
The relevance of this idea to the human spine is that the load sharing be-
tween spinal components (e.g. disc, muscles, ligaments etc.) will depend upon
the effective stiffness values. If a disc is to be replaced, then if its stiffness is
matched by that of the ADR, the structure is effectively unchanged mechani-
cally and the load distribution, and hence deformation of each component, will
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Figure 2.24: Vertical and Follower Load
Human cadaveric lumbar spines under compressive loads applied along the
vertical path and the follower load path. Compressive load applied along a
vertical path (open symbols) caused marked changes in lumbar lordosis at
relatively small load magnitudes (100N). In sharp contrast the lumbar spine
supported a compressive load of 1200 N with small angular changes in both
sagittal and frontal planes when the load path approximated the tangent to
the curve of the lumbar spine i.e. follower load(filled symbols)(courtesy of
Patwardhan)
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Figure 2.25: Vertical and Follower Load
Increased compressive load carrying capacity under a follower load path in
neutral lordotic and forward flexed postures (courtesy of Patwardhan)
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Figure 2.26: Example of a redundant structure
(Ross/Wright)
be preserved. However, if there is a mismatch in stiffness of the disc replace-
ment (such as would be the case for a fusion or a Charite disc) there would
be a change in the load distribution and hence the component deformations
and behaviour. It is considered that this is a strong argument in favour of the
hypothesis that stiffness should be preserved as closely as possible.
2.6 Conclusion
At this time the author is not clear which of the theories explains the intrigu-
ing discrepancy of in vitro test methods and in vivo load carrying capacity.
However, there are common threads. There is a requirement somehow to in-
crease the load carrying capacity of the normal structure, be this by the inher-
ent shape, how the forces are applied or organized or the activity of muscles in
doing this. There is a given internal stiffness which can be varied under differ-
ent loading conditions. Much more study will be required to understand the
concepts, their application and limitations. However, provided the disc is a
relatively passive element in the load path, then if it‘s stiffness can be matched
the load path will remain substantially the same.
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2.7 Summary
The normal structure of the human disc has been described. It proves to be
quite a complex structure, and like many biological solutions to required func-
tion, provides a remarkably efficient unit given the size limitations of the or-
ganism. The mechanical properties are also quite complex. The understanding
of these properties such as IAR, coupled motion, neutral zone and follower
load have largely been evolved from engineers who have trained also in the
field of biology bringing new fundamental thinking to this field. More in vivo
work needs to be done to understand still further how the mechanical envi-
ronment breaks down and leads to symptoms. That is the subject for the next
chapter.
Chapter 3
The Degenerate Disc
3.1 Introduction
This chapter will review various risk factors associated with degeneration of
the human intervertebral disc, assess radiological evaluation of the disc and re-
consider the role of disc degeneration in the production of back pain. Research
conducted over the last ten years has challenged the traditional concepts of
the etiology of disc degeneration. Heavy physical loading, which is a feature
of many occupations, was considered to be the main risk factor, causing the
commonly used, if incorrect expression, of wear and tear in the discs. Re-
sults of twin studies [25] suggest that physical loading specific to occupation
and sport plays a relatively minor role in disc degeneration. Recent research
indicates that heredity has a dominant role in disc degeneration, which would
explain the variance of up to 74% seen in adult populations that have been
studied to date [25]. Histological, biochemical and microscopic changes are
also described to enhance the understanding of the process.
Having established the new concept of the fundamental cause of disc de-
generation clinical investigative tools are described. Their place in the diag-
nosis of the fundamental problem of back pain, and how degenerative change
may, under certain conditions, provide the change in the disc leading to back
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pain, complete this chapter.
3.1.1 Defining disc degeneration
“Fundamental to epidemiological studies are definition and measurement“ [25]. Yet
there is no standard definition of disc degeneration. Systems of measurement
vary and lack reliability and precision. Conceptually disc degeneration is a
product of lifelong degradation (some say ageing, whatever that is) with re-
modeling of the disc and neighboring vertebra progressing hand in hand. Si-
multaneously the disc adapts internally to physical loading and responds to
the occasional injury. Operationally, disc degeneration is defined largely by the
method of evaluation. Radiographic data are used in epidemiological studies
but have largely been superseded by Magnetic Resonance Image (MRI) scan-
ning. Microscopic, histological and biochemical analysis do provide macro-
scopic measurement, as do surgical and autopsy specimens. The currently
preferred method of evaluation is MRI.
3.1.2 Suspected risk factors
Damage and degeneration in the spine could be caused by many factors. It
has been asserted that machine tool operators and drivers suffer worse than
most [13] largely as a result of vibration. Regular joggers and skiers were also
purported to have problems [100]. Smoking and heavy drinking have been
reported to be associated with higher rates of degeneration and back pain.
Age and gender
As early as 1897 Beneke suggested that spine degeneration could occur in
younger age groups [26]. Histopathological studies from surgical and autopsy
specimens have revealed the presence of anular tears and end plate cartilage
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pathology among three to ten year old children. There were substantial vari-
ations at all ages, with degeneration scores steadily increasing from two to
eighty years of age [33].
At birth the disc is comprised of about 80% water. As ageing occurs, the
water content decreases. The adjusted MRI disc signal intensity, reflecting the
water content of the nucleus pulposus has been shown to decrease from early
childhood through late adulthood. Disc signal intensity is one of the degener-
ative findings most highly associated with age [22]. The proteins within the
disc space also alter their composition [2]. The result is that as the collagen
fibres degrade and chemical bonds are broken the layers of the anulus delam-
inate. These have been termed anular tears. Some of them may be as a result
of actual tearing of the structure but the degenerative process itself is likely to
produce these in any event.
3.1.3 Anular tears
Concentric Tears These tears occur parallel to the fibre orientation of the anu-
lus.
Radial Tears These tears go from the nucleus through the anulus, cutting
across the layers of the wall of the disc. They tend to occur in the poste-
rior side of the disc, as shown in figure 3.1
Rim Lesions This type of lesion is a separation of the outer anulus from the
adjacent vertebra.
An autopsy study injecting Barium Sulphate, a substance which is radio
dense and shows on X-rays, to visualize anular tears estimated the risk for an
inner anular tear at the age of twenty years to be 65%; for full ruptures the
risk was 36% at approximately 50 years of age [271]. In a large autopsy study
reported by Heine in 1926 similar degenerative changes to those found in men
occurred approximately one decade later in women [125]. Mechanical loading
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(a) Grade 1 (b) Grade 2 (c) Grade 3
(d) Grade 4 (e) Concentric Tear (f) Radial Tear
Figure 3.1: Disc Degeneration
[243]
and longer nutritional pathways have been suggested as possible mechanisms
[177].
Microscopic changes
Major age related changes in the cartilage end plates and human discs have
been reported towards the end of the first decade of life [33]. Decay and/or
proliferation of nucleus pulposus cells, mild cleft formation, alterations in cell
density and matrix degeneration of the cartilage end plate have been reported
as early as two years of age [33].That this coincides with regression of the
blood supply to the anulus, cartilage and osseous end plates may indicate
cause. A cadaver study showed that the number of vascular channels pen-
etrating the osseous vertebral end plate reduces drastically between six and
thirty months of age [80]. The discs would appear to age/degenerate sooner
than other body tissues [75]. Boos at al. have described the changes in detail.
These changes include, an increased number and extent of clefts, the presence
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of granular material, neovascularisation of the anulus from outer wall to inner,
cell proliferation /cluster formation and a greater level of death, loss of de-
marcation between anulus and nucleus, structural disorganization of the end
plate, altered cell density and micro fracture in the adjacent subchondral bone
and bone sclerosis.
These changes in the end plate precede the changes in the nucleus pulposus
and anulus fibrosis. Similar changes are described in the degenerative disc.
Since these changes are similar to those occurring with age, it is not possible
histologically to distinguish degeneration of the disc that occurs purely as an
ageing phenomenon and degeneration that occurs as a pathological process
[85].
Environmental and behavioural influences
Numerous epidemiological studies of disc degeneration have been conducted
in relation to physical loading typically encountered in occupation or sport.
The observation of inconsistent associations, the lack of clear dose response
relationships between physical loading exposures and disc degeneration, and
the strong possibility of other factors not clearly defined and accounted for in
this body of literature have resulted in inconclusive interpretations of the ef-
fects of routine heavy physical loading [25]. A series of studies on exposure
of discordant monozygotic twins consistently revealed only modest if any ef-
fects of exposures suspected of accelerating disc degeneration [24]. These are
essentially identical twins who have had very different exposures to the sus-
pected factor and therefore would be expected to show very different rates of
disc degeneration if the factor was an important influence. A study of forty
five pairs of monozygotic twins who were highly discordant for exposure to
motorized vehicles and associated whole body vibration did not find an asso-
ciation between lumbar disc degeneration and lifetime driving histories [22].
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The current weight of evidence suggests no effect of driving on disc degenera-
tion. Cigarette smoking has been associated with disc degeneration, yet it only
explained a 2% variance in incidence assessed by lumbar MRI in a study of
monozygotic, twin siblings, who were highly exposure discordant in respect
of lifetime smoking history. In a second similar study, in which the mean of
co-twin discordance was less, no significant association was found.
These studies did show a high degree of similarity in degenerative find-
ings observed in co-twins. This suggested a possibility of a substantial genetic
influence.
Familial aggregation and genetic influences
Familial aggregation of a disease or condition is suggestive of a genetic influ-
ence. Two of the first systematic analyses of familial aggregation of disc degen-
eration were conducted with male monozygotic twin pairs and published in
1995 [23]. Essentially the results of these studies showed substantial familial
aggregation in terms of the extent and location of disc degeneration. In the first
study a substantial familial influence was shown on lumbar disc height nar-
rowing, bulging or herniation and disc desiccation. The importance of these
markers will be discussed in the section on MRI. In the second study of 115
pairs of monozygotic twins, lumbarMRI scans were assessed to investigate the
relative effects of environmental exposures suspected as risk factors for disc
degeneration, age and familial aggregation on disc bulging, height narrowing,
and disc desiccation as indicated through signal intensity. Multivariate analy-
sis of T12-L4 indicated that 7% of the variance could be explained by physical
loading exposures, rising to 16%with the addition of age and 77%with the ad-
dition of a variable representing familial aggregation. In the L4/L5 and L5/S1
regions measures of occupation and physical loading only accounted for 2% of
the variance in disc degeneration! This rose to 9% with the addition of age and
43% with the addition of familial aggregation. It has been accepted wisdom
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that the variance between the upper lumbar and lower lumbar discs in rates of
degeneration is accounted for by the difference inmechanical forces interacting
with spinal anthropometrics. Yet this study would appear to contradict that.
The consistent finding that L4-S1 lumbar discs are more degenerate than are
L1-L4 discs suggests that lifetime physical exposures have a role in disc patho-
genesis because pure aging genes and all systemic factors could be expected to
affect all discs similarly. Yet this study suggests these loading effects are rela-
tively minor. Nevertheless the loading characteristics of individual discs may
be an important clue in the difference observed.
Having established familial aggregation, epidemiologists then try to dis-
tinguish between biologic (genetic) and social (cultural inheritance) sources
of familial similarity. Classic twin studies of monozygotic and dizygotic twin
pairs will do this. In a study by Sambrook et al a substantial genetic influence
was found [236].
This subject will not be taken further, although work is available on the
precise way in which genetics acts to produce disc degeneration. This will un-
doubtedly change the way degeneration is considered and perhaps measured
in the future.
3.2 Radiological Investigation of Degeneration and
Mechanical Low Back Pain
3.2.1 Introduction
Many radiological methods are used by surgeons to assess the condition of the
spine, in varying conditions of fracture, tumour and degenerative disorders.
Back pain is also examined by these modalities. This section describes these
techniques and summarises their advantages and disadvantages.
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(a) magnified view (b) normal view
Figure 3.2: MRI Scan
3.2.2 Magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) MRI is the principal investigative radiological tool in spinal pathology.
It achieves a high degree of accuracy in detecting morphological change. It is a
safe procedure in comparison to X-rays which do have the potential to produce
changes in cells which may ultimately be harmful to the organism. Different
signals can be extracted from the excitation of hydrogen ions leading to T1
and T2 weighted images, and the ability to examine different planes results
in sagittal and axial views. T1 weighting helps to show features of the bone
structure, whereas T2 shows the hydration elements, such as the disc, more
clearly. A typical MRI image is shown in figure 3.2. In the image the lowest
black disc (L5/S1) shows a large herniation or prolapse.
Such is the pre-eminence of MRI that other techniques of spinal examina-
tion such as myelography, computed tomography and plain X-rays only have
very specific uses now. In cases of back pain resulting from non-mechanical
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causes such as infection and tumour MRI has a high degree of accuracy [139].
Where back pain is of amechanical type, and this is by far and away thema-
jority, MRI shows anatomic variations and morphologic changes but does not
effectively distinguish the cause of back pain. Similar morphologic changes
are shown in patients with back pain and in asymptomatic subjects. In patients
with back pain and degenerative changes on MRI, the scan does not distin-
guish the cause of back pain [140]. Numerous qualitative methods of evaluat-
ing disc degeneration fromMRI are available. Most summate various morpho-
logical changes, such as disc space narrowing, bulging, or signal intensity loss
with the use of ordinal scales with several categories. Comparisons between
studies are limited because of suboptimal reliability, imprecision and lack of
uniformity of assessments. The prevalence rates of disc bulging, protrusions,
extrusions, sequestrations, reduced signal loss, disc narrowing, high intensity
zones, Schmorls nodes and vertebral rim osteophytes in samples of the gen-
eral population and asymptomatic subjects shows wide variation if findings
between studies [24].
The parts which show up well in MRI are the soft tissues which contain
water [187]. Bone will show up in shades of grey as it does not contain the high
water content of the nucleus pulposus or the cerebrospinal fluid. In addition
to a bulging anulus, there are two features of intervertebral discs that MRI is
known to highlight:
Black discs Discs with reduced water content will show as black discs on an
MRI scan. Although not necessarily the cause of a patient‘s pain, it can
be the site of a prolapsed disc.
High intensity zone, HIZ This is an area of the anulus which comes up very
bright in comparison to the rest of the local anular wall. Too far away to
be part of the nucleus it has not been fully explained. The HIZ is thought
to be a source of pain [17], but recent reports debate this [45]. (HIZ) in the
MRI images correlate with large anular tears to the disc structure [17].
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3.2.3 Insights into disc stiffness based on functional imaging
Rapid imaging to detect changes in the target tissue is called functional imag-
ing. It can be shown in-vivo and in-vitro that the application of load does
produce changes in the spinal tissues and in spinal canal dimensions. The
thinking on this subject by Haughton [123] is as follows “In theory, some cases
of back pain may be explained by occult central or lateral stenosis that occurs when
the spine is subject to weight bearing and that disappears when the patient is in the
supine position. Intermittent narrowing of the neural canal foramen or spinal canal
sufficient to compress a spinal nerve may result in an injured nerve and pathologic
functioning of the nerve. The experience reported to date suggests that imaging of the
spine in the erect and extended positions or with axial compressions consistently re-
veals reductions in the dimension of the spinal canal and neural foramina but rarely
identifies occult nerve root compression. The sensitivity and specificity of Dynamic
Computed Tomography and Magnetic Resonance Imaging require more study“.
The perception here of the origin of pain from the spine is based on a
paradigm which requires physical compression of a neural element, by a
change in dimension of the neural canals or spinal canal. This line of thinking
stems from the work of Barr andMixter who first described the prolapsed disc,
distinguishing it from an intraspinal tumour [20]. While this mechanism may
be a source of pain, there are other possible mechanisms which do not require
actual compression of nerve roots. This limited view of the events taking place
in the spine is very common. It is mentioned here to alert the reader to the
limitation of the idea. A much wider view supported by Adams is presented
in Chapter 1, simply that deformation alone may produce symptoms. This can
only happen if normal loads can produce abnormal deformation, which can
only occur if the stiffness of the disc is reduced.
Because of their axial image capability, Computed Tomography and Mag-
netic Resonance Imaging effectively demonstrate the anatomic relationship of
adjacent vertebra. They show how the relative alignment changes when a load
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or torque is applied, without the need to place radiographic markers or to em-
ploy complicated calculations. An automated program based on a standard
image registration algorithm has been developed for the purpose of measuring
rotations of the lumbar vertebrae after the addition of a load or torque [228].
The amount of rotation at each level can be calculated accurately to a tenth of
a degree from images obtained before and after applying a torque. Discs with
degenerate changes have greater motion than normal discs [122]. In one study
rotation at levels with normal discs averaged 0.5 ◦, while rotation at levels with
degenerating discs and concordant pain on discography (see discography sec-
tion) averaged 1.8 ◦ under the same conditions. This difference was statistically
significantly different. In the context of this thesis this is a very important
finding.
This in-vivo information confirms the thesis put forward by KirkaldyWillis
that in early disc degeneration the stiffness of the disc reduces. This means
that for an equivalent force the displacement of the structure will be greater.
Whether this is expressed as hypermobility or leads to symptoms will be dis-
cussed in the next chapter. The reason for stressing the fact here is that this
concept fits with the author‘s experience of opening these discs; it contradicts
the widely held belief that degenerate discs are stiffer than normal and paves
the way for one of the fundamental ideas of this thesis, which is that treatment
of a painful degenerate disc requires restoration of the normal stiffness of
the disc.
3.2.4 Other Radiographic Techniques
Plain Radiographs, myelography and Computerised Axial Tomography have
very little application in the patient with back pain.
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(a) Sagittal View (b) AP View
Figure 3.3: Discography, of degenerative L5/S1 Disc
3.2.5 Lumbar discography
A Discogram is a type of test intended to provoke a patient‘s pain response.
The basic idea is to identify if a disc is a source of pain. A special dye is in-
jected directly into the Nucleus Pulposus of the degenerate disc suspected of
causing the low back pain. If the injection causes a pain which the patient can
identify as “their pain” this is described as concordant pain. In addition the
dye is radio-opaque i.e. it is visible on an X-ray or CT scan. Thus the path of
the dye can be traced. Essentially the dye marks the nucleus of the disc, high-
lighting anular fissures or a degenerative nucleus. Figure 3.3 shows the X-rays
of a degenerate L5/S1 disc. The dye remains as a tight ball or binucleate struc-
ture in a normal disc. In a degenerate disc (L5/S1) the dye can spread into
the anulus since the fibres are no longer tightly packed together and fluid can
find its way through the fine fissures in the structure. Sometimes it will flow
through a large anular fissure and show that the tear communicates directly
with the epidural space. These features are shown in Figure 3.4.
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(a) Radio-opaque dye all through
disc
(b) epidural leak of dye
(c) facets and soft tissue window
Figure 3.4: CAT Scan Post Discogram
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3.2.6 A review of the literature of lumbar discography with
particular reference to outcomes
The most prolific writer on this subject is Carragee [45] [46, 47] [48, 50, 49].
He has been largely negative in his condemnation of this technique. He has
not shown any relationship to outcome in any of his studies. He has shown
some long term negative effects on discography of the normal disc. , [51] Ito
(1998) [137], Derby [73]1999 and Madan [161]2002 have been less condemna-
tory of the technique.
With specific regard to disc replacement surgery, studies comprising discog-
raphy as a part of routine preoperative work-up are patchy. These studies tend
to be uncontrolled, and have variation in outcome criteria making comparison
difficult. Based on the limited availability of data the benefit of discography in
these cases is equivocal.
It is due to the disparity of the results of discograms that their value in the
management of back pain is questioned [182, 46, 269, 118]. It is still a widely
used technique, but an increasing group of people wish to see it discontin-
ued, or at least cut back. It actively causes the patient pain and the exposure
to ionizing radiation is not ideal. Most of the studies done in this field have
looked at morphology, symptom reproduction in normal discs or secondary
issues. The question which has not been successfully answered is whether this
is a predictive tool. In other words in a patient with back pain with a posi-
tive discogram is there a higher chance of a good clinical outcome if operative
treatment is carried out. In order to prove that there might be some predictive
value in discography the author researched a group of patients who had had
discography from 1997 onwards. Two series of patients have emerged. There
are those who had discography and nothing was done. There were those who
had discography done and had a surgical procedure performed. In total the
series is over 300 patients.
In the group where no procedure was performed a follow up at two years
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post discography showed that one third of the patients were symptomatically
better, one third were the same and one third symptomatically worse. This is
effectively the natural history of back pain evolving. In the second group 70%
were either better or much better after, what ever surgical procedure was done.
Clearly this is very significantly different from the natural history. Thus in low
back pain discography is a predictor of better outcome regardless of surgical
procedure performed. (This study will be submitted for publication).
Of all the diagnostic tools, the Discogram is without a doubt the most con-
tentious. White and Panjabi [282] state, “clearly the ability of the intervertebral
disc to retain a fluid within a confine is not related to its ability to cause spinal pain.
There does not seem to be adequate evidence that discograms provide any useful diag-
nostic information with regard to the localisation of spinal pain”.
It remains to quote EJ Carragee. “until good controlled studies can show a clear
positive impact of discography, the procedure will remain controversial, and at present
does not have basic experimental support. In the end, the discogram is a tool and it has
clear limitations. Clinical judgment starts with understanding the patient‘s life and
circumstances, which takes considerable time and insight into the human condition.
Knowing the patient cannot be replaced by knowing the discography results, as it
appears one may strongly determine the other“.
3.2.7 Bony vibration
A new technique is being developed in Finland [289, 288, 290]. The concept is
to use a less invasive process than Discography, to give comparable accuracy
in evaluating disc damage.
As with Discography the concept is to replicate a patient‘s pain. To pro-
voke the pain, the investigator exposes the spine to vibrations using a special
device (an adapted electronic toothbrush), which is used externally to vibrate
the lumbar spinal processes through the skin, as shown in Figure 3.5. Where
pain is replicated, the problem is thought to exist. The investigators wish to
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Figure 3.5: Bony Vibration Testing
[289]
correlate the vibration simulation with the other techniques (MRI or incorpo-
rating Ultrasound in to the equation are the popular ones), to get a combined
diagnosis that will take away the need for the rather unpleasant process of
Discography.
Still in its early stages the technique is promising rather than being a fully
functional diagnostic tool, but it serves to show how new techniques are being
developed, to hopefully aid the diagnosis of spinal problems.
3.2.8 Open Source Medical Image Analysis (OSMIA)
Another new approach to assessing spinal motion is described by Breen [38].
Minimally invasive measurement of continuous inter vertebral motion in clin-
ical settings is difficult to achieve. Breen and colleagues describe a technique
based on low dose fluoroscopy and image processing to achieve this. The OS-
MIA acquisition system shown in Figure 3.6 consists of a portable motion table
clamped to an X-ray fluoroscope table. Analogue images from the fluoroscope
are accessed at five frames per second by a PC fitted with a frame grabber and
time code generator. The passive motion table has a lower section which can
execute a smooth arc from the neutral position to 40 ◦ left, then to 40 ◦ right
and back to neutral in one motion. This is driven by a motor controlled from
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Figure 3.6: Osmia:The Swivel Table
[38]
behind the X-ray console. The sequence takes 20 seconds to do plus a maxi-
mum of four seconds for positioning. The technique has been developed for
upright standing with bending. An automated analysis procedure is used to
locate the vertebra in each successive frame of the motion sequence once man-
ually identified in the first frame as seen in Figure 3.7. Graphs of motion have
been produced. Four sequences have found shown in Figure 3.8
A normal sequence shows ranges of motion equivalent to that stated in the
literature. A sequence described as stiff i.e. the range is 3 ◦ or less. This would
equate with a very degenerate disc. A sequence described as paradoxical. The
movement in the disc is opposite to truncal motion. This is not yet fully un-
derstood but is certainly an interesting finding. A sequence described as lax.
The end range is completed before 80% of truncal bend. This may represent
naturally hypermobile people or indeed true loss of stiffness due to degenera-
tive change. This technology has considerable promise. It has been developed
to the stage of reproducibility. It may be able to distinguish groups of patients
which previously have all appeared to be the same by having black discs on
MRI, but indeed are at different stages of degeneration.
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Figure 3.7: Osmia:Initial Film Referencing
Figure 3.8: Osmia:Four patterns of spinal motion
[38]
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3.3 The Role of Disc Degeneration in the produc-
tion of back pain
Herein lies one of the major problems in the field of back pain. While MRI
shows degenerative changes in the discs and many attendant features such as
facetal joint osteoarthritis, there is no direct correlation of black discs with back
pain. Where a disc prolapse occurs it may directly or indirectly impinge on a
nerve root producing leg and back pain. In the majority of back pain sufferers
who have no clear cause for the pain such as tumour or infection the pain is
described as “mechanical“ A much better term would be idiopathic since that
accurately describes our state of ignorance. There is a widely held belief that
discogenic pain is one possible explanation for back pain but the problems of
discerning how have been explored in some detail in Chapter 1. Discography
remains the only method of trying to define better the pain source. The use of
anaesthetic blocks has been described previously. Whether, bony vibration or
OSMIA will give better data on which to base decisions, remains to be seen.
3.4 Summary
The degenerate disc is common. This chapter has sought to bring together the
latest thinking onwhy this happens. It is certainly heavily governed by genetic
background. Functional imaging may start to give us insights to disc stiffness
and thus why with reduced stiffness in one patient may be distinguishable
from normal stiffness despite MRI scans having very similar appearances The
section on discography is necessary because it remains the only direct means
of having a diagnostic test which tries to distinguish discogenic pain and repli-
cate the patient‘s symptoms. What it really tells us remains controversial.
Whether OSMIA will provide answers quicker and with more accuracy re-
mains to be seen. In the remaining chapters some possible surgical solutions
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to the problem of back pain are presented being mindful of the original hy-
pothesis which is that pain is generated in a disc, which has reduced stiffness
as a result of the degenerative process. Before moving on to surgery however
the problem of the assessment of patients with back pain will be considered.
The next chapter will deal with outcome measures.
Chapter 4
Outcome Measures
4.1 Introduction
The work described in the following sections was the result of a report submit-
ted to the University of Manchester School of Medicine following a placement
of a fourth year medical student Ms.Carla Mahmood with the author. It intro-
duces the concepts of outcome measures in back pain assessments which will
be used in the studies which follow later in the thesis. These are subjective
measures but are considered the best available for pre and post intervention
assessment.
A problem in assessing patients with low back pain is the lack of a sin-
gle valid reliable instrument, which adequately reflects both the psychological
and the physical aspects of the condition. Such an instrument is desirable in
order to discriminate disease severity amongst individuals, predict potential
outcome and to evaluate change over time or following intervention. A vari-
ety of instruments are currently available though most have been developed
for use in a single study. Amongst the most widely used are the Oswestry
Low Back Pain Disability Questionnaire (ODS) [87], the Sickness Impact Pro-
file [141] and the Wadell Disability Index [274]. This is in marked contrast
to the Short Form-36 Health Survey (SF-36), a generic measurement that has
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been extensively validated in subjects with a wide variety of disease condi-
tions [281]. These questionnaires, along with their less well-known counter-
parts, contain relatively little content overlap and little was written about their
conceptual development. Despite this, they all intend to be a measure of the
functional status of the respondent. The Questionnaires which generate the
Outcome Measures are reproduced in Appendix A so that the reader may ap-
preciate better how these scores are generated and the type of question being
asked.
4.2 Literature Review
Potential applications of health status measures can be divided into 3 areas:
• Discrimination
• Prediction
• Evaluation
Evaluation is one of the main aims of researchers developing health status
questionnaires as the outcome following possible interventions is of great
interest. Investigators have developed instruments to look at health trends
in populations [280], so called ‘generic‘ questionnaires, or have developed
disease-specific questionnaires designed for use in one aspect of disease or for
one particular trial. For most clinical tests the requirements for discrimination,
prediction and evaluation are identical. This is not the case when developing
instruments that aim to measure quality of life [148]. Quality of life is most of-
ten approached as a multidimensional construct [1] composed of a minimum
of four domains:
• Physical function.
• Disease/treatment related physical symptoms.
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• Psychologic functioning.
• Social functioning.
Interestingly, no single acceptable definition of ‘quality of life‘ has yet been
agreed. In this situation, developing items to aid one of the functions (discrim-
ination, evaluation etc) may impede or contradict the others.
4.2.1 Item selection
When constructing a questionnaire, the first task is item selection. If the pur-
pose of the questionnaire is, for example, to discriminate between individuals
in terms of functional disability, it must include items that are important to
the respondent and which are stable over time. On the other hand, an eval-
uative index must include items that are likely to change with intervention.
In an evaluative questionnaire, inclusion of emotional variables may obscure
a treatment effect. For example, one hypothesis might be that performing a
disc replacement operation will minimise neurological/ pain symptoms and
improve the patients‘ function, since symptom reduction and functional im-
provement are potential capabilities of a disc replacement. If social or emo-
tional parameters are included, which could not logically be improved by a
disc replacement, it is found that these merely serve to cloud the issue and add
nothing to the original hypothesis. If the task is to evaluate a comprehensive
rehabilitation programme for low back pain comprising pain management, be-
havioural therapy and coping skills etc, social and emotional factors may be
appropriate outcome measures.
Psychological disturbance following back injuries has been reported in
many patients [109] and this may have some effect on the response both to
conservative and surgical treatment [127], however, this has never been con-
vincingly established. Referring back to the previous example of disc replace-
ment, a disc replacement cannot logically be evaluated by the use of depression
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or other psychological scores.
1. Depressionmay have an effect on how the patient perceives the outcome.
2. The effect of a major operation may affect the psychological state of some
individuals.
Depression and behavioural factors, although arising initially from pro-
longed back pain, become a problem in their own right, separate from that
of the back pain and, as such, require separate treatment. They cannot be
treated by eradication of symptoms alone. Health psychologists have recog-
nised that how we perceive ourselves and how we actually are can be very
different things [16]. For example, a person who has been obese for many
years who suddenly loses weight may still overestimate their body size when
buying clothes. In their mind they are still overweight. The fact that they have
lost weight has not altered their perception. In the same way a person who has
had prolonged pain and disability may still perceive themselves as disabled
when their physical parameters return to ‘normal‘.
Psychological, social and emotional factors are useful in the assessment
of perceived quality of life in discriminating between individuals, but should
only be used for evaluation purposes if the subject under evaluation aims to
address these issues. There are in excess of forty functional disability question-
naires in the current back pain literature. Many have been created for use in
a single study to look at a particular feature, whilst others, notably the ODS,
the Roland Disability Questionnaire [229] (RDQ) and the Waddell Disability
Index [274] have been used most frequently. The latter three questionnaires
vary in their item content and number of items included. The ODS contains
10 items regarding functional ability, the Waddell contains 24. Little is known
about item selection in these instruments.
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4.2.2 Item reduction and internal consistency
Item reduction and internal consistency are important in discriminative ques-
tionnaires. In a discriminative index, questions to which most people give the
same answer are of no use, as are questions which have large between-person
variance due to factors other than those being examined. In a discriminative
index, the best way of ensuring that items retained for the final questionnaire
meet the above criteria is to ensure that the questionnaire meets the cumula-
tive scaling criteria. Cumulative scales are those which order items by degree
of severity of limitation they describe and for which only one pattern of re-
sponses across items is associated with each scale level [115]. If cumulative
scaling is not possible other techniques can be used to achieve item reduction.
Statistical tests of internal consistency, such as Cronbachs Alpha 11 [63] can
be employed. Some authors have included tests of internal consistency when
using ODS or Waddell for an evaluative purpose [63] [133]. Measures of in-
ternal consistency such as Cronbachs Alpha are based on assumptions that the
precision of the index will increase incrementally with the co-variance of the
items and the number of items included. This is only true of a discriminative
index, not an evaluative one. Items in an evaluative index need not be corre-
lated at a single point in time but must be consistent in the way they measure
change over two points in time [148].
4.2.3 Item scaling and scale structure
The Waddell and RDQ both use nominal yes/no responses to questions about
the respondents‘ physical function. Yes/no responses are useful discrimina-
tory tools but are poor evaluators since the magnitude of change that must be
effected to improve the score is great. For instance, a question worded ‘do you
get pain when walking‘? scores 1 for yes, 0 for no. Therefore a patient‘s pain
must be completely eradicated, not merely improved, before a score change
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occurs. This means that they are responsive to large changes but insensitive
to what may be important clinical changes. The ODS uses an ordinal scale.
Each item contains six statements of increasing difficulty. The respondent ticks
the statement that corresponds with their level of function. This is useful in
evaluation as it is responsive to smaller degrees of change. Scales that include
options such as very mild, mild, moderate etc. should be avoided if possible
due to ambiguity of interpretation. Up to a point (not yet known) increasing
response options increases responsiveness [148].
Questions in an evaluative instrument must be specific about the time
frame to which they refer [116]. The time frame should not be too long or
left undefined since patients may be confused as to which period to report
[1]. The ODS and the Waddell do not specify a time frame whereas the RDQ
defines the time frame as today.
4.2.4 Reliability
Reliability is defined as the ‘ratio of variance attributable to true differences
amongst subjects to the total variance‘ [285], which means the extent to which
a questionnaire is free from random errors. Reliability is most commonly mea-
sured by serial administration or ‘test-retest‘. The issue of reliability varies
with the requirement of the questionnaire. Discriminative tests require that the
between-person variation remains constant. Evaluative questionnaires need
small within-person variance in stable subjects with a large change in score
when functional status increases or decreases. Predictive questionnaires must
not have any systematic change between persons over time [148].
The test-retest reliability coefficients for the ODS, RDQ andWaddell quoted
in the literature are given as r=0.94, r=0.97 and r=0.91 respectively for ques-
tionnaires administered on subsequent days [29]. (r= Pearson‘s correlation
coefficient).
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4.2.5 Validity
Does an instrument actually measure what it intends to measure? Given that
no ‘Gold Standard‘ for measuring functional status in patients with low back
pain exists by which to measure questionnaires against, the main methods for
establishing validity are via construct validity and content validity. Construct
validity refers to how well the instrument correlates to other tests or measures
in the way you would expect if they are both measuring the same thing [183,
44]. Content validity is the extent to which an index covers all the important
areas of the domain it is representing.
Construct validity would be shown by a discriminative index as all respon-
dents with low levels of function achieving low scores at a given point in time
for which the cross-sectional difference between subjects would be correlated.
For an evaluative index the longitudinal within-subject changes of score with
intervention should bear the expected relation to other changes within the
other variables. With respect to content validity the ODS and Waddell contain
very similar activities. Otherwise there is very little content overlap between
disability questionnaires [150]. Most of the studies examining construct va-
lidity showed good correlations between the measures of physical ability, but
correlations have been less significant in areas such as emotional and cognitive
function.
The Medical Outcomes Study (MOS) Short Form-36 Health Assessment
Questionnaire (SF-36) is described as a generic measure as it ‘assesses health
concepts that represent basic human values that are relevant to everyone‘s
functional status and well-being‘ [281]. Such values are neither age, disease
nor treatment specific. Its major intended applications are monitoring popula-
tion health, estimating the burden of different conditions and clinical trials of
treatment effects monitoring outcomes in clinical practice. It can also be used
to generate a health profile of the population being studied. The SF-36 was de-
signed by the application of health assessment methodology and psychometric
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theory. The MOS surveys assessed more than 40 physical and mental health
concepts, from which the SF-36 was constructed to represent the 8 most im-
portant concepts. It has been extensively validated in clinical trials for many
diseases, both acute and chronic. Estimates of score reliability have been re-
ported in 14 studies, for which the median reliability coefficient exceeds 0.8
[172]. Despite the large number of disability scales available and the differ-
ences between them, no one scale has been shown to be more effective than
another.
4.3 Salford Study
In Salford, at Hope Hospital, the ODS is used in conjunction with the Dis-
tress and Risk Assessment Method (DRAM) [162]. The ODS addresses mainly
physical function while the DRAM is a method of assessing the psychological
impact of back pain. The need for information about both aspects necessitates
the use of two instruments. The burden on both the respondent and the clin-
ician would be minimised if both could be replaced by one effective measure
i.e. could one questionnaire such as the SF-36,to be described, measure the
equivalent of ODS and DRAM. The Short Form-36 Health Survey (SF-36) is
a generic measurement that has been extensively validated in subjects with
a wide variety of disease conditions [281]. It was developed by a group at
the Rand Corporation. It includes scales of health perception and both physi-
cal and psychological functioning. Its conceptualisation was based on agreed
criteria for constructing and validating health scales. What the SF-36 does is
measure an individual‘s health profile over a number of different domains.
The SF-36, see Table 4.1, comprises 8 concepts. These are: 1. Physical Func-
tion 2. Role Physical 3. Bodily pain 4. General health 5. Vitality 6. Social
Functioning 7. Role Emotional 8. Mental health. The same table (Table 4.1)
gives some indication of how an individual might express themselves in each
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Scale Poor Health Good Health
Physical Functioning Limited a lot Performs all types
in performing of physical activities
all physical activities including the most
including bathing vigorous without
and dressing limitations due
due to health to health
Role Physical Problems with work No problems with work
or other daily activities or other daily activities
as a result of as a result of
physical health physical health
Bodily Pain Very severe and No pain or limitations
extremely limiting pain due to pain
General Health Evaluates personal health Evaluates
as poor and believes personal health
it is going to get worse as excellent
Vitality Feels tired and Feels full of
worn out all pep and energy
the time all of the time
Social Functioning Extreme and frequent Performs normal social
interference with activities without
normal social activities interference
due to physical due to physical
or emotional problems or emotional problems
Role Emotional Problems with work No problems with work
and other social activities and other social activities
as a result of as a result of
emotional problems emotional problems
Mental Health Feeling of nervousness Feels peaceful
and depression happy and calm
all of the time all of the time
Table 4.1: Poor Health and Good Health
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Physical
Scale Label Function Well Being Disability Personal
Evaluation
Physical Functioning PF
√
Role physical RP
√
Bodily Pain BP
√ √
General health GH
√
Vitality V
√
Social Functioning SF
√
Mental
Function Well Being Disability Personal
Evaluation
GH
√
V
√
SF
√
Role Emotional RE
√
Mental Health MH
√ √
Table 4.2: Summary of Health Phenomena Captured By SF-36
Figure 4.1: Series 1 shows the Health Profiles for a Normal Population.
Series 2 (Scales are nominal and inverted) shows the profile for Untreated
Patients of Study Population Group 1.
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area of health if they were trying to express either poor health or really good
health. Each question is scored using an algorithm. The final score in each sec-
tion is then expressed as a percentage of how well the respondent performs in
that category. Higher scores correspond to better functioning. This is slightly
confusing since higher scores on the ODS correspond to worse functioning.
Table 4.2 shows a Summary of Health Phenomena Captured By SF-36.
The graph in figure 4.1 depicts the expected health profile of a healthy pop-
ulation (series 1) with the health profile generated from our data of patients
with low back pain (series 2). While paralleling the normal population in most
respects back pain sufferers set every aspect of their lives at amuch lower level.
The Oswestry Disability Scale assesses 10 areas including: pain, personal care,
lifting, walking, sitting, standing, sleeping, sex life, social life and travelling.
For each area there is a list of 6 statements of increasing difficulty. The pa-
tient ticks the statement which most closely reflects his/her ability. The score
is represented as a percentage of the total. The higher the percentage-score
the greater is the disability. In order to bring the ODS into line with that of
the SF-36 the ODS score was reversed, so that higher percentage scores reflect
increased levels of ability. This facilitates direct comparison.
The Distress and Risk Assessment Method combines the scores from the
Modified Zung Depression Questionnaire and the Modified Somatic Percep-
tion Questionnaire. From the score in each section the respondent is cate-
gorised into Normal, At Risk, Distressed Depressives or Depressed Somatis-
ers.
4.3.1 Salford Study Aim
The aim of the Salford study was to consider whether the SF-36 scores of pa-
tients with low back pain correlate with those of the ODS and the DRAM, and
if so in what way. Secondly is change in ODS/DRAM scores post-surgery re-
flected by similar changes in the SF-36?
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4.3.2 Subjects
• Group One. All patients attending the Hope Hospital Back Pain Triage
Clinic were invited to complete the Salford Spinal Questionnaire. Ques-
tionnaires were collected from 110 patients, 43% female, and 57% male.
All respondents were complaining of low back pain with or without ra-
diation to the leg.
• Group Two. This group included all patients who had undergone pos-
terior lumbar interbody fusion (PLIF) from January 1995 to January
2000. All patients had completed a spinal questionnaire at twelve and
24 months following operation.
• Group Three. This group comprised all patients who had undergone a
Disc Replacement and who had completed a spinal questionnaire preop-
eratively and again at 2 years postoperatively. (Although this group was
originally a SB Charite´ Group it has been replaced by the Freedom disc
patients in the pilot study described in Chapter 8. The reason for that is
that there was loss of data for this third group in the intervening period.
4.4 Methods employed in Salford Study
The reversed-ODS score was compared directly with each of the SF-36 scores.
Then the reversed-ODS was compared with the combined averaged scores
from the SF-36 scale which measured physical function and pain, since ODS
does not contain a psychological element. The total reversed-ODS score was
also compared with a total SF-36 score, in which the total score for each of the
SF-36 components was added and then divided by the maximum score possi-
ble in accordance with the method of score transformation.
As the DRAM scale is nominal, in this study the raw scores for MZ and
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Mean Median StdDev StdError
PF 36.2 35 27 3.3
RP 15.4 14 32.6 4
BP 24.6 21.5 19.6 2.4
GH 50.4 55 23.3 2.8
V 41 40 24.5 3
SF 38 31 26 3.2
RE 45 33 46 5.6
M 59 64 22 2.7
ODSREV 57 53 28 2
PHYSF36 36 33 23 2
RevDRAM 66 70 20 2.4
MentSF36 48 47 20 2.6
Table 4.3: Descriptive Statistics for Group 1
ODSRev = Oswestry Disability Score Reversed RevDRAM = Reversed DRAM
Score
MSPQ were used as a continuous score with increasing score reflecting in-
creased psychological symptoms. The final score is expressed as a percentage
of the total possible score. As with the ODS the percentage score was reversed,
giving a percentage of how well the respondent is, rather than how affected.
This made it possible to compare the psychological aspects of the SF-36 with
the MZ and MSPQ scores.
4.5 Results
All statistics were performed using Statview Software, Abacus Concepts Inc.,
1918 Bonita Avenue, Berkeley, CA. Calculation of power of study using 110
subjects was calculated using PASS 6.0 software. NCSS 329 North 1000 East,
Kaysville, Utah.
4.5.1 Group 1
Scores, shown in Table 4.3 and Table 4.4, in each category did not conform to a
normal distribution.
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Min Max Range Var Coefficient Var Skewness
PF 0 100 100 728 .75 0.7
RP 0 100 100 1063 2.1 1.9
BP 0 84 84 384 0.8 1.1
GH 10 97 87 543 0.46 -0.08
V 0 90 90 599 0.59 0.19
SF 0 100 100 692 0.69 0.52
RE 0 100 100 2147 1.0 0.23
M 8 96 88 493 0.38 -0.68
ODSREV 14 100 86 429 0.4 0.18
PHYSF36 0 93 93 527 0.64 0.58
RevDRAM 15 94 79 394 0.3 -0.76
MentSF36 4 84 88 415 0.43 0.05
Table 4.4: Descriptive Statistics for Group 1 ODSRev = Oswestry Disability
Score Reversed RevDRAM = Reversed DRAM Score
Figure 4.2: The Distribution of Oswestry Disability Scores in Group 1
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SF-36 Variable Correlation Coefficient P-value
PF 0.720 <0.0001
RP 0.635 <0.0001
BP 0.701 <0.0001
GH 0.692 <0.0001
V 0.735 <0.0001
SF 0.718 <0.0001
RE 0.688 <0.0001
M 0.524 0.003
%total SF-36 0.889 <0.0001
Average Physical 0.759
Scores
Table 4.5: Table of SF-36 v. ODS Correlation Coefficients
SF-36 Variable Correlation Coefficient P-Value
GH 0.429 0.0059
V 0.529 0.0001
SF 0.404 0.0238
RE 0.470 0.0002
M 0.356 0.0026
Ave. Psychological Scores 0.609 0.0001
Table 4.6: Table of SF-36 Psychological Variables v. MZ and MSPQ Correlation
Coefficients
One example histogram, shown in Figure 4.2, shows the distribution of
the reversed Oswestry scores. None of these variables conform to a normal
distribution. As none of the scores were distributed normally, a Spearman
Rank correlation was carried out and the results are shown in Table 4.5. These
results confirm that in Group 1 patients a strong correlation exists between the
ODS and the role physical of the SF36. Secondly there is a strong correlation
between the role Mental and DRAM Score(MZ/MSPQ).
Scattergrams of the ODS and MZ/MSPQ scores were plotted against the
SF-36 scores to see if any had a linear relationship. One example, Figure 4.3,is
given here. Looking at scattergrams of the reversed-ODS v. SF-36 confirms the
linearity of the relationship between these two variables.
The graphs of the scores for Role-Physical (RP) and Role-Emotional(RE),
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Figure 4.3: A scattergram of Oswestry Disability Score
(reversed) plotted against the SF36 variable- Vitality. A linear relationship can
be shown.
Figure 4.4: Scattergram Reversed ODS v RE
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shown in Figure 4.4 (that is, the way in which physical or emotional factors
interfere with work or daily activities) seem to be non-linear at first glance.
However, since ODS has 6 possible responses from which the respondent can
choose and the SF-36 uses yes/no responses in the RP and RE categories an
activity may be affected or not, so only a limited number of possible scores
are available within this SF-36 category. Looking closely at the scattergram of
ODS score v. RP we can see that many respondents with a wide variety of
disability as determined by ODS score zero on the SF-36 scale. This supports
the statement that the greater the number of choices available allows us to
determine more closely the degree of disability. The ODS does not have a
category corresponding to the Role-Emotional component of the SF-36 making
it impossible to compare them directly. From the graph, most respondents
score 0 or 100. Most patients with a reversed-ODS of 50%, that is, those whose
level of ability is 50% or less, score zero on the role-emotional scale. Those
who have ability scores above 50% on reversed-ODS score 100 on the SF-36 RE
scale. Again this is in line with the SF-36 responses of yes/no all or nothing
scale and suggests that patients with better functional ability on the ODS score
attain better scores in the SF-36 RE category. Linear regression analysis was not
performed because, as stated earlier, the scores were not normally distributed
as shown also in Table 4.6.
4.5.2 Group 2
The correlation coefficient for the absolute change SF-36 scores for this group,
is shown in Table 4.7 and correlation coefficient for the percentage change in
SF-36 scores in Table 4.8 against the same changes in Reversed Oswestry Dis-
ability Scores.
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SF-36 variable Correlation Coefficient
PF 0.795
RP 0.776
BP 0.373
GH 0.332
V 0.232
SF 0.226
RE 0.52
M 0.25
Table 4.7: Correlation Coefficient when Absolute Change In Scores is Used
SF-36 Variable Correlation Coefficient
PF 0.546
RP 0.445
BP 0.351
GH 0.458
V 0.374
SF 0.343
RE 0.414
M 0.152
Table 4.8: correlation Coefficients when Percentage Change In Scores is Used
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Preop 6 Wks 3 Mos 6 Mos 12 Mos 24 Mos
(N=50) (N=50) (N=50) (N=50) (N=50) (N=48)
Mean ODS 47.7 32.0 25.8 21.4 23.2 23.1
±STD ±12.1 ±17.6 ±17.8 ±20.1 ±22.0 ±26.6
(range %) (28-30) (0-66) (0-74) (0-70) (0-78) 0-88)
ODS point∆ -15.7 -21.9 -26.3 -24.5 -24.8
vs pre-op(%) (33%) (46%) (55%) (51%) (52%)
p-value <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001
Median 46 32 25 14 15 10
Table 4.9: ODS(Oswestry Disability Score)
( Disability Self Assessment by Interval-Overall ODS 0%(best) 100% (worst) )
Preop 6 Wks 3 Mos 6 Mos 12 Mos 24 Mos
(N=50) (N=50) (N=50) (N=50) (N=50) (N=48)
Mean SF36(physical) 30.9 - - 45.2 46.2 43.9
±STD ±6.7 ±− ±− ±10.4 ±10.7 ±12.6
(range %) (20-47) - - (24-63) (21-66) (20-61)
p-value - - <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001
Median 45 - - 55 51 53
Table 4.10: SF-36
( Disability Self Assessment by Interval-Overall SF-36 100%(best) 0% (worst) )
4.5.3 Group3
Table 8.6 shows the distribution over the two year period for Freedom disc
patients (see Chapter 8 for a complete description of this project).
The preoperative SF-36 physical and mental health scores are 30.9 and 43.1,
respectively. At 6-, 12- and 24-months, the physical and mental health compo-
nent mean scores improved and are within normal for this instrument. The im-
provement of physical component mean scores versus the preoperative (base-
line) score was statistically significant at each postoperative interval. Results
of the SF-36 self-assessments by interval are presented in Table 4.10 for the
Freedom disc.There is again a clear correlation of the ODS and the physical
component of the SF-36.
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4.6 Discussion
In Group 1, using the ODS and SF-36 as discriminative assessment tools, this
study found strong positive correlations between reversed ODS and SF-36
scores, both for physical and psychological variables shown in Table 4.5. The
exception was the SF-36 mental health variable, which had a weaker positive
correlation, with a coefficient of 0.524. The closer the values cluster in a linear
relationship, the higher the correlation coefficient and the greater the associa-
tion between the variables. Could this be due to chance? The P-value (or the
standardised estimate of the likelihood that such a correlation or greater cor-
relation would be encountered if there were no association between the two)
is very small, less than 0.0001. Some authors [34] have suggested that it is
more informative to look at the width of the confidence intervals. Wide con-
fidence intervals create greater uncertainty about the true value of the result.
The confidence intervals for the above correlations averaged 0.550-0.801, with
the SF-36mental health component again being the exception to this with quite
a large interval of 0.262-0.714. Looking at scattergrams of the reversed-ODS v.
SF-36 confirms the linearity of the relationship between most of the variables.
The graphs of the scores for Role-Physical (RP) and Role-Emotional (RE) (that
is, the way in which physical or emotional factors interfere with work or daily
activities) seem to be non-linear at first glance. However, since ODS has 6
possible responses from which the respondent can choose and the SF-36 uses
yes/no responses in the RP and RE categories an activity may be affected or
not, so only a limited number of possible scores are available within this SF-
36 category. Looking closely at the scattergram of ODS score v. RP it is shown
that many respondents with a wide variety of disability as determined by ODS
score zero on the SF-36 scale. This supports the statement that the greater the
number of choices available allows us to determine more closely the degree
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of disability. The ODS does not have a category corresponding to the Role-
Emotional component of the SF-36 making it impossible to compare them di-
rectly. From the graph, most respondents score 0 or 100. Most patients with a
reversed-ODS of 50%, that is, those whose level of ability is 50% or less, score
zero on the role-emotional scale. Those who have ability scores above 50% on
reversed-ODS score 100 on the SF-36 RE scale. Again this is in line with the
SF-36 responses of yes/no all or nothing scale and suggests that patients with
better functional ability on the ODS score attain better scores in the SF-36 RE
category.
As the ODS does not contain a psychological index, the Distress and Risk
Assessment Method [162] is incorporated into the questionnaire. The scores
for SF-36 psychological variables were compared with the scores of the Mod-
ified Zung and Modified Somatic Perception Questionnaire. In this instance
the correlations proved much weaker. There could be a number of reasons for
this. Firstly, the psychological variables of the SF-36 are more broadly based
than those of the MZ/MSPQ. MZ was designed specifically to detect depres-
sion, whilst MSPQ was designed to detect the degree of somatic awareness.
The SF-36 aims to gain an understanding of the respondent‘s global psycho-
logical health. Both MZ and MSPQ contain questions which respondents may
find difficult to interpret, e.g. ‘Do you ever feel unreal‘? or feel are too sen-
sitive eg. ‘Do you still enjoy sex¿ It would be easy to imagine that a patient
in a back pain clinic would wonder why he/she should be asked these ques-
tions and what relevance they may have to his/her back pain. There are also
possible scaling problems; patients have to respond Never, Rarely, Often, etc.
to the amount of times they feel unreal or have sex or whatever the question
enquires about. But how often is rarely or often? Its possible interpretation is
too wide to be useful. The SF-36 scale poses its questions in a friendlier, more
‘user-friendly‘ way and gives a time-frame, e.g. ‘in the past month did you
feel full of life all the time, most of the time, a good bit of the time, some of
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the time, a little of the time, none of the time‘? Again, ‘most of the time‘ and
‘a little of the time‘ are still open to interpretation, but because of the increased
number of options, range of interpretation is narrowed.
In the UK only one study comparing the SF-36 with accepted measures
of orthopaedic outcome has so far been undertaken [111]. This Nottingham
based study by Grevitt et. al. looked at the correlation between the ODS,
the Low Back Pain Outcome Score and the SF-36 in evaluating outcome post-
automated percutaneous lumbar discectomy. It was flawed in several areas.
The methodology was too vague to allow reproduction of the study by an-
other researcher. Descriptive statistics were not included. No indication was
given that the researchers had attempted to see if the scores were normally
distributed. Details from our study, using a similar population (secondary and
tertiary referral centre) revealed that the scores did not conform to a normal
distribution.
The choice of statistical tool is dependent upon the underlying distribution
of the data. Grevitt‘s choice of the Pearson Correlation Coefficient and Linear
Regression Analysis are dependent upon an underlying normal distribution.
Grevitt says ‘The scores for each SF-36 variable in the outcome categories ex-
cellent and good were compared with those in the fair and poor groups using
the Student t-test‘ and then concludes that there was ‘a significant difference
between the two groups, P¡0.0001‘. It is common sense that there was a signif-
icant difference between good scores and bad scores and one would not need
a statistical analysis and P-Value to tell this! Splitting the SF-36 into an ordinal
scale: excellent scores, good scores etc. defies the object of the construction of
the scaling system. The scaling of the SF-36 was extensively researched and
the whole concept of it is undermined by such alterations. The Nottingham
study‘s intended purpose of the SF-36 was for evaluation of orthopaedic out-
come, yet they tested its internal consistency. As stated in the earlier section on
‘Item Scaling‘, it is inappropriate to test internal consistency for an evaluative
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test. Internal consistency is important in a discriminative index. In evaluation,
items need not be correlated at a point in time, but should be consistent in the
way theymeasure change in status over two points in time. They conclude that
their study shows the SF-36 to be valid and have internal consistency. Apart
from the fact that their application of Cronbach‘s Alpha to this situation was
irrelevant, the internal consistency of the SF-36 as a discriminative tool has
already been well established [172]. This study adds nothing but confusion.
We cannot even rely on its establishing construct validity as the normality of
distribution of the scores is in doubt.
The problems of assessing the validity, reliability and responsiveness of the
SF-36 as a discriminative and evaluative tool in an orthopaedic population lie
in the fact that it is being compared with instruments which have not them-
selves been based on sound, accepted methodology. Previous studies on ex-
isting back pain questionnaires seem to be confused as to whether they are
evaluating the index in terms of its descriptive ability or its evaluative ability.
This is very important as the concept of what is valid, reliable and responsive
varies accordingly.
Of the three concepts of validity, content validity or the completeness to
which an index covers the important areas of the domain it is representing,
cannot be evaluated for any instrument since no decisive research has been
completed on what the domain of back pain should constitute.
The SF-36 is undoubtedly the most thoroughly researched assessment tool
to date. It has been validated in a variety of disease conditions, both acute and
chronic. In orthopaedics, Katz et. al. showed the SF-36 to be sensitive to the
benefits of total hip replacement in a cohort of 154 patients.
In conclusion, the Salford study shows that the SF-36 scores have a strong
positive correlationwith those of the ODS. This implies that the SF-36 has good
construct validity with respect to the ODS and can be used as an assessment
tool for disease severity. Is the SF-36 a useful evaluative tool for assessing
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spinal operative outcome? An evaluative instrument must limit itself to in-
quiring into those areas that the operation performed can actually achieve as
a direct consequence. For instance, we can logically expect that a disc replace-
ment might reduce pain. We would not consider claiming that a disc replace-
ment can have any direct causal effect on an individual‘s mental, psychological
or emotional state. We would not claim that ‘a disc replacement will give you
a better social life‘! So why do we include these questions in an evaluative
assessment? Consider evaluating a new antibiotic for the treatment of pneu-
monia. We think that the antibiotic is capable of destroying the bacteria and
ridding the patient of the pneumonia. If we applied the SF-36 to these patients
and their emotional, psychological and mental health scores did not improve
after the antibiotic, would we consider it a failure even if signs of their pneu-
monia vanished?
Given that the root of the problem for patients with low back pain is ac-
tually the pain itself, everything else is consequential to this. Pain=loss of
function, Loss of function=loss of work and decreased social life, ultimately
leading to depression and emotional problems.
Reducing the pain by an operationmay, indirectly, tip this cascade of events
back in the opposite direction and indirectly improve the social, emotional and
psychological situation of the patient, but it may not. Depression and illness
behavior become entities in their own right, separate from the back pain, and
need treating as such.
If we performed a disc replacement on a patient and considerably reduced
his pain and increased his function, which he reported in his post-op assess-
ment, would we consider the operation a failure if his social function remained
poor? In the ODS all inclusions are relevant both to discrimination and eval-
uation of patients with back pain. All the questions refer to how the pain af-
fects various aspects of the patient‘s life. The ODS is basically a pain scale,
but unlike the Roland Scale (developed from the Sickness Impact Profile) its
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responses are ordinal rather than nominal (yes/no) which makes it more suit-
able for the detection of clinically important changes in pain status.
The SF-36 contains a lot of questions which are irrelevant to operative out-
come assessment e.g. Have you ever been a very nervous person? Have you
been a happy person? Do you feel full of life? An individual with an intrinsi-
cally nervous disposition is not going to become assertive after a disc replace-
ment. These are things that an operation can have no causal effect upon, and
so should not be used as evaluators.
The SF-36 was not designed to monitor individual outcome but to measure
outcome in populations. If we apply the SF-36 to our back pain patients and
look at the trend before and after surgery, we can see that the trend is towards
the ‘normal‘ health profile originally described by Ware and Sherbourne.
4.7 Summary
This chapter introduces the concepts involved in devising outcome measures
for back pain problems. It is by no means exhaustive. The Swedish Back Pain
Study to be described in the next chapter showed that in this field several dif-
ferent validated outcome measures can be used but in the final analysis many
of these tools are equivalent. Having introduced the ideas of measuring out-
come, the thesis now moves to using these tools in studies of various surgical
interventions used to help back pain sufferers, beginning with spinal fusion.
Chapter 5
Spinal Fusion
5.1 Introduction
Fusing joints to alleviate pain has been part of the surgical armamentarium
for nearly a century. Joint replacement has overtaken fusion in many joints,
largely as a result of technological advances in materials rather than concept.
Spinal fusion has remained as a benchmark for outcome in the treatment of
back pain. The rationale has been that movement produces pain, so called
mechanical back pain; therefore fuse the spine and that will eliminate motion
thus eliminating pain. What this chapter will show is that all the conventional
efforts through fusion don‘t really work very well and it is hypothesised that
that is because it is not the elimination of motion but the modification of stiff-
ness that matters. Fusion produces too stiff a segment. The chapter begins
with extracts from a paper on fusion by the author. [255] It introduces the
reader to many concepts in the whole field of spinal surgery and back pain,
including methodologies to assess outcome, the importance of psychological
assessment, and the assessment of pain and disability. There follows a com-
parison with other work in the same field all of which point to disappointing
outcomes from fusion and thus the need to rethink the fundamental basis on
which surgery is carried out.
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5.1.1 Posterior lumbar interbody fusion. Association between
disability and psychological disturbance in non-compensation
patients
Introduction
Lumbar fusion has been used to treat chronic low back pain for many years.
Various forms of surgical fusions including postero-lateral, anterior, posterior
lumbar interbody, trans-articular facet joint screws, or a combination of these
techniques have been used. With internal fixation the fusion rates have im-
proved to more than 85% in several series [36, 84, 102, 259, 265]. Most tech-
niques require autograft, which is usually harvested from the iliac crests. This
can however be associated with considerable morbidity. Reported complica-
tions include chronic donor site pain, osteomyelitis, sciatic nerve palsy [249]
and iliac crest fractures [134]. Allografts [12, 159, 58] have been used but the
fusion rates are generally lower than with autograft. Bone graft substitutes are
being evaluated at present.
Cloward [56] pioneered the technique for posterior lumbar interbody fu-
sion (PLIF) in the 1940s. It is thought to offer several advantages [34, 84]. It
immobilises the painful degenerate spinal segment, decompresses the nerve
roots and restores disc height, root canal dimensions, load bearing ability of the
anterior structures and spinal balance. The procedure is however technically
demanding and is associated with significant morbidity and occasional mor-
tality [37]. Early results of lumbar fusion using carbon fibre cages packed with
allograft harvested from the posterior spinal elements are encouraging [34, 37,
265]. The mechanical function carried out by the carbon fibre cage is sepa-
rated from the biological function of the bone graft. Pheasent [203],using the
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI) scoring system, noted
that psychological disturbance reduces the response of patients with low back
pain to surgery. Similar results were reported by Greenough [110, 107, 108].
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They evaluated the results of anterior spinal fusion using the low-back disabil-
ity questionnaire and noted that pre-operative psychological disturbance and
psychological disturbance at review were associated with poorer results. This
was particularly true for the compensation patients.
This study, carried out by the author, evaluates the results of instrumented
posterior lumbar interbody fusion in patients with chronic low back pain. Vari-
able screw placement plates were used for posterior fixation and carbon fibre
cages packed with locally harvested bone for interbody fusion. Oswestry Dis-
ability Scores (ODS) [87] and psychological scores using the Distress and Risk
AssessmentMethod (DRAM) [162] were recorded before surgery and at follow
up.
Methods
Patients with idiopathic low back pain of more than six months with no ongo-
ing compensation claim were included in the study. All surgeries were carried
out by Ross the senior author on the paper, using a standard technique [84].
All patients were seen in the clinic, at 6weeks, 3, 6 and 12 months.
The ODS and DRAM Score data was collected by postal questionnaire. X-
rays of the lumbar spine (AP or AP 20 degrees up and lateral views) were
performed to study the fusion.
The pre-operative data were compared with post operative scores at a min-
imum follow up of two years to evaluate the results.
Statistical Methods
The improvements in DRAM score was assessed using the sign test. Analysis
of variance and t-tests were used to compare changes in disability as mea-
sured by the Oswestry Disability Score. The relationship between change in
disability, psychological distress and employment status was analysed using
analysis of covariance with work status as a categorical variable and the sum
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Level(s) No Level No
Single level 23 L5/S1 41
Two levels 28 L4/L5 38
Three Levels 2 L3/L4 6
Table 5.1: Number and Distribution of Fusion Levels
DRAM Group Scores Preoperative Followup
Distressed depressed MZ>33 16 12
Distressed somatised MSPQ>12,MZ 17-33 5 5
At risk MSPQ<12,MZ 17-33 24 19
Normal MSPQ<12MZ<17 8 17
Table 5.2: Distibution of Patients According to DRAM Scores
of MZ/MSPQ as a continuous measure of initial distress and distress at follow
up [109].
Results
Fifty eight patients underwent posterior lumbar interbody fusion between
1990 and 1995. Fifty three patients responded to the postal questionnaire and
were seen in the clinic. Of the patients lost to follow up three had moved
overseas, one did not have English as her primary language and one did not
respond to the questionnaire. The results of fifty three remaining patients are
presented (91.4% follow up).
The mean age at the time of follow upwas 50.3 years (range 26 to 86). There
were 25 female and 28 male patients. The average time since surgery was 2.7
years (range 2 to 4.7 years). The levels and distribution of fusion levels are
shown in Table 5.1 . Degeneration of the disc was accompanied by spondy-
lolisthesis in 8 patients. Thirteen patients had previous surgery on the affected
level.
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Preoperative Follow up Difference 95% Confidence Intervals pvalue
MZ 27.6 24.3 3.3 -0.6,7.3 0.098
MSPQ 7.5 6.7 0.77 -1.0,2.5 0.401
Table 5.3: Preoperative and Follow up Psychological scores
Preop Follow up Difference 95% CI pvalue
All Patients(53) 51.2 39.1 12.1 5.8,18.4 <0.001
Previous Surgery(13) 52.3 45.3 7 -3.4,17.4 NS
No Previous surgery(40) 50.8 37.1 13.7 5.9,21.5 NS
Table 5.4: Preoperative and Follow up Oswestry Disability Scores
Psychological assessment
The DRAM score was grouped into Distressed Depressed (DD), Distressed So-
matized(DS), At Risk(AR) or Normal(N) according to MZ and MSPQ scores,
shown in Table 5.2. The psychology was said to have improved if patients
moved down these grades and worse if they moved up. Of the fifty three pa-
tients 22 improved, 9 were worse and 22 showed no change at follow up. This
improvement was statistically significant (sign test, p=0.031). The mean pre-
operative and follow up MZ and MSPQ scores are shown in Table 5.3. Neither
showed statistically significant change.
Relationship between ODS and DRAM scores
The mean pre-operative and follow up ODS are shown in Table 5.4. Over-
all, there was a significant improvement in disability. Figure 5.1 shows the
relationship between ODS and DRAM score for each patient sorted by the
change in the Oswestry Disability Score. A reduction of greater than 10%
in the ODS was taken as ”significant improvement”, an increase of greater
than 10% as ”worsening” of the symptoms and anything in between as “no
change“. 28(52.83%) showed significant improvement and 18(33.96%) showed
no change. At follow up, back pain in five patients had improved consider-
ably but the ODS was high due to problems unrelated to their back which had
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Figure 5.1: Relation of change of disability to DRAM score
started since surgery.
Preoperative Distress and Risk Assessment Method scores
Patients who were distressed pre-operatively were slightly more disabled and
tended to have more improvement in their disability following surgery than
those who were in the normal or at risk groups. However, this was not statis-
tically significant. Overall, patients in both groups showed statistically signif-
icant improvement in disability, which is set out in Table 5.5.
Of the twenty one patients who were either in the distressed depressed
or in distressed somatized groups pre operatively 11 moved to the at risk or
normal group at follow up and 10 continued to be depressed. The mean im-
provement in the Oswestry disability score in the eleven who improved psy-
chologically was 18.1 (standard deviation 26.1) compared with 9.4 (standard
deviation 12.9) in the ten who did not. This difference was not statistically
significant. (p=0.340)
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MeanODS MeanODS MeanODS
DRAM Group Preop Follow up Difference 95% CI pvalue
Normal,at Risk 47.8 37.3 10.8 2.0,19.6 0.018
dd,ds 56.2 42.1 14 4.5,23.5 0.006
Difference in DRAM groups 0.297NS
Table 5.5: Difference in Oswestry Disability Scores in the Preoperative DRAM
groups
DRAM Change Mean ODS Change 95% CI
Improved -18.4 -27.7,-9.1
Same -12.6 -22.1,-3.2
Worse 4.9 -14.4,24.2
Table 5.6: Relationship between Change in DRAM and ODS
Change in DRAM scores
A significant relationship was found between the improvement in disability
score and DRAM score at follow up shown in Table 5.6. The average improve-
ment in the ODS was greatest for those who improved psychologically on the
DRAM score. Disability wasworse in those patients who got worse psycholog-
ically (p=0.033). Five of the seven patients who had worse disability at follow
up were worse psychologically and moved from pre-operative normal and at-
risk groups to distressed somatized or distressed depressed group at follow
up.
MeanODS MeanODS MeanODS
DRAM Group Preop Follow up Difference 95% CI
Not Working(37) 55.3 45.6 9.78 1.5,17.8
Off Sick(7) 50.9 21.4 29.4 15.4,43.5
Working(9) 34.5 26 8.5 -4.1,21.1
Table 5.7: Oswestry Disability Scores Distribution
According to Preoperative working Status(One Way ANOVA Results)
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Work status
Thirty seven patients were not working before surgery. Of these only two re-
turned to full time work following surgery. Seven patients, who were em-
ployed but were ”off sick” before surgery, all returned to work. Nine patients
were in full time work before surgery. Four of these returned to their previous
occupation. Of the five who did not return to work, one manual worker had
returned to a sedentary job, one was not working due to unrelated abdominal
problems, one had retired and two were unable to work due to problems re-
lated to their back. The mean ODS in relation to the work status of patients
is shown in Table 5.7. Patients who were working before surgery were signif-
icantly less disabled prior to surgery than those who were not (p=0.008). The
improvement in disability tended to be higher in patients who were working
but had to take time off work due to back pain, prior to surgery (p=0.096).
Analysis of the relationship between psychological distress, change in dis-
ability and employment status using a regression model (analysis of covari-
ance) showed the most significant relationship to be between the change in
disability and change in psychology (p=0.001). The relationship of change in
disability to work status and initial distress was not significant (p=0.320 and
p=0.054 respectively).
Previous surgery
There was a tendency for the previous surgery group to have a slightly poorer
outcome shown in Table 5.4. However, the estimate of improvement in the
previous surgery group was less precise due to the smaller number of patients
in this sub-group and in a direct comparison with the ’no previous surgery’
group this was not found to be statistically significant (p=0.363).
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Radiology
Seventy four of the eighty two levels seen in 51 patients showed evidence of
fusion. One patient, who underwent revision of fusion two years following the
initial surgery, was not included in the fusion data. Another patient who had
improved clinically refused to have x-rays at follow up. Trabecular continuity
was taken as the criterion for fusion. As the implant is radio-translucent, it
is not well seen on immediate post-operative x-rays. The autograft inside the
cage has a granular appearance. As the fusion progresses, the carbon fibre
implant becomes more visible with new bone formation within and around
the cages.
5.1.2 Complications
The reader is referred to the original paper for these since they are not relevant
to our discussion on stiffness concepts and outcomes [255].
5.1.3 Discussion
Patient related factors such as on going litigation or compensation claim in-
fluence the outcome of results of the surgical treatment of low back pain [102,
110, 109, 192]. We did not perform surgery in these patients. Lack of stan-
dardization in reporting of outcomes and variations in the treatment methods
makes it difficult to compare the present study with other reported studies in
the literature. However, the exclusion of patients with on going litigation or
compensation claim does not seem to have improved the clinical outcome in
this study as significant improvement in the disability score was seen in only
half of the patients.
The Distress and Risk Assessment Method was described by Main [162],
as distress was thought to be a simple measure, strongly associated with back
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pain. The questionnaire is simple and is not time consuming for the pa-
tients. Measures such as visual analogue pain scale and pain drawing suffer
from problems with statistical structure and clinical interpretation. MMPI was
thought not to be sufficiently discriminating to permit decision making about
individual pain patients. However, Main [162], had a very small group of sur-
gical patients in their study and had not validated the DRAM scoring system
for that group.
In this present study, pre-operative psychological assessment by the DRAM
scoring system did not predict the outcome of surgical treatment. However,
changes in distress scores have a significant relationship with change in self
reported disability. It is difficult to know whether back pain leads to distress
or if distress is responsible for the chronicity of low back pain. Therefore, it
would not be reasonable to deny surgical treatment to distressed patients on
the basis of high DRAM score. In Main’s [162] study all patients who were
treated surgically were either in the normal or at risk groups.
Change in ODS by a score of 5 points (10%) was taken as significant as it
would represent change by at least one grade in five of the ten categories in
the questionnaire. Others have suggested that a percentage change in the ODS
may be a useful marker of outcome [158]. Although fusion was achieved in a
high proportion (90%) of cases at two years, clinically significant improvement
in the ODS was only seen in just over half of the patients.
ODS is a condition specific measure of self reported disability and is af-
fected by the psychological state of the patient. In patients with abnormal psy-
chometric scores, simple physical measures such as time taken to walk 25 me-
tres or to climb a flight of stairs may be useful. Some patients find it difficult to
discriminate the disability due to their back pain from that arising due to other
concurrent illness. Five patients in our study who appeared to have worse dis-
ability at follow up than pre-operatively had significant improvement in back
pain but were disabled due to other illness.
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The preoperative disability was significantly less in patients who were
working prior to surgery. Patients who were off sick for over one year or who
were not working did not return to employment following surgery. The im-
provement in disability in the latter group tended to be less than in those pa-
tients who were off sick for less than a year. Patients, who had been employed,
but were off sick due to back pain returned to work.
Objective measures such as return to work are influenced by social factors.
These patients are usually unable to do heavy manual work. An employer’s
concern about absence fromwork if the back pain flares up or from possible lit-
igation from further injury to their back while at work may also influence their
chances of finding employment. These patients are usually on sickness bene-
fits which would be withdrawn if they recover from the illness. Some patients
cannot afford the loss of benefits while they are unemployed and a minority
therefore continues ”having” the symptoms even after they have improved.
The social security system fails these patients by not providing an incentive
for return to work. In conclusion, pre-operative psychological assessment by
DRAM score did not predict the outcome of the surgery. Change in disabil-
ity has a significant relationship with change in distress. Strict criteria were
used to assess change in disability and a change of 10% on the ODS appears
reasonable. This may be partly responsible for poorer results in this study as
significant improvement in disability was seen in only half the patients.
5.1.4 Author‘s critique of his own work
This is a cohort study and must be interpreted with care. The disassociation
of pain and disability was not fully appreciated when this study was done
hence the lack of visual analogue data on pain. The most important point to
draw from this however is the very low rate of success. None of these patients
achieved startlingly good outcomes although some were made better. How do
these results compare with other studies in the literature?
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5.2 Randomised controlled trials of spinal fusion
Two major RCTs of low back pain and physiotherapy as controls have been
carried out. The first was conducted in Sweden [97, 98] and the second from
Oxford [88]. These two studies were landmark studies in the spinal world.
They established a new bench mark for spinal surgery Class A evidence in the
shape of the prospective Randomised Controlled Trial had at last been done.
The author has condensed these studies into essential information and refers
the reader to the original papers for a fuller explanation of the work.
The Swedish study
[97] This study was a multicenter study. From 1992 through 1998, 294 pa-
tients referred to 19 spinal centers were blindly randomized into four treat-
ment groups: three surgical groups (n = 222) and one nonsurgical group (n =
72). The sociodemographic and clinical characteristics did not differ among
the groups. Eligibility included patients 25 to 65 years of age with therapy-
resistant chronic low back pain that had persisted for at least 2 years and radi-
ological evidence of disc degeneration (spondylosis) at L4L5, L5S1, or both.
Only patients randomized to one of three surgical groups were analyzed in
report two [98]. Group 1 (posterolateral fusion; n = 73), Group 2 (posterolateral
fusion combined with variable screw placement, an internal fixation device; n
= 74), and Group 3 (posterolateral fusion combined with variable screw place-
ment and interbody fusion; n = 75). The circumferential fusion in Group 3 was
performed either as an anterior lumbar interbody fusion (n = 56) or as a biome-
chanically similar posterior lumbar interbody fusion (n = 19). The groups were
composed of 51%, 58%, and 40% men respectively, and the respective mean
ages were 44, 43, and 42 years. The patients had experienced low back pain
for at least 2 years (mean of 8 years). They had been on sick leave for approxi-
mately 3 years. Pain was measured by a visual analog scale, and disability was
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Group1 Group2 Group3
Number of patients 62 59 65
BackPain
Baseline 64+/-14 63+/-13 68+/-15
After 2 years 45+/-23 40+/-24 46+/-27
Leg Pain
Baseline 33+/-23 36+/-25 37+/-28
After 2 years 26+/-25 30+/-28 32+/-28
ODI
Baseline 47+/-11 48+/-12 47+/-11
After 2 years 37+/-16 33+/-18 39+/-19
Table 5.8: Pain and Disability Scores in Fusion Group
assessed by the Oswestry Low Back Pain Questionnaire (ODS), the Million Vi-
sual Analogue Score, and the General Function Score. Depressive symptoms
were measured by the Zung Depression Scale. The global overall rating of the
result was assessed by the patient and an independent observer after 2 years.
Hospitalization data including operation time, blood loss, blood transfusion,
and days of hospitalization in connection with surgery were reported, along
with complications and the fusion rate. Records from the Swedish Social Insur-
ance Board providing information on sick leave and economic compensation
for Swedish residents were used to evaluate the patients work status.
An independent observer examined 201 (91%) of 222 patients after 2 years,
after 18 group changers and 3 dropouts had been excluded from the analy-
ses. All surgical techniques were found to reduce pain and decrease disability
substantially, but no significant differences were found among the groups. In
all three groups, the patients rated the overall outcome similarly, as did the
independent observer. The more demanding techniques in Groups 2 and 3
consumed significantly more resources in terms of operation time, blood trans-
fusions, and days in hospital after surgery. The early complication rate was 6%
in Group 1, 16% in Group 2, and 31% in Group 3. The fusion rate, as evaluated
by plain radiograph, was 72% in Group 1, 87% in Group 2, and91% in Group
3.
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Baseline 2Years Absolute Improvement
VAS 63 58 4.3
ODI 48 46 2.8
Table 5.9: Pain and Disability Scores in Non-Surgical Group
Baseline 2Years Absolute Improvement
VAS 64 43 21
ODI 47 35 12
Table 5.10: Pain and Disability Scores in Surgical Group
All the fusion techniques used in the study could reduce pain and improve
function in this selected group of patients with severe chronic low back pain as
shown in Table 5.8. There was no obvious disadvantage in using the least de-
manding surgical technique of posterolateral fusion without internal fixation.
Quoted directly from the study “The hypothesis behind fusion surgery for CLBP
is that a degenerated and mobile lumbar segment acts as a pain generator. Conse-
quently, if motion is prohibited through a fusion, it is expected that the patient will
experience improvement in both pain and disability. The authors join others in
the opinion that restoring a patient with CLBP to normalcy is beyond the ex-
pectation of surgical fusion, regardless of technique used. The goal instead is
to improve the patients‘ symptoms sufficiently to make an important subjec-
tive, and hopefully also objective (measurable), difference, as compared with
the effects of natural history, placebo, or other nonsurgical treatment options.
Surgical fusion has been demonstrated to have this potential, as the Swedish Lumbar
Spine Study Group shows in a previous report“.
The essential data from that earlier report [97] is given in Tables 5.9 and
Table 5.10. These two Swedish papers provide excellent data but several ob-
servations followwhich provide evidence in support of the original hypothesis
and which are emphasised as themes for the reader to consider throughout the
thesis.
• Note that the rationale of this surgery is The hypothesis behind fusion
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surgery for CLBP is that a degenerated and mobile lumbar segment acts as a
pain generator. Consequently, if motion is prohibited through a fusion, it is ex-
pected that the patient will experience improvement in both pain and disability.
Given the figures for pain in the tables above then clearly the relief of
pain is modest to say the least.
• Note that the goal of this surgery is not to cure but just to relieve pain
and thus disability to the level where it is subjectively better and hopefully
objectively i.e. measurable. There were several measures of outcome in
this study all of which are subjective, but at present there are no objec-
tive measures regarding outcome. The figures certainly support the goal
stated and on superficial analysis the rationale. However, if the bar is
raised in terms of goal i.e. that the goal is the abolition of pain and the
restoration of normal function then both fusion and non-operative manage-
ment do not achieve that.
• Given that pain is not abolished and normal function is not restored then
could it be that the rationale behind the intervention is incorrect? The
abolition of motion does not lead to the abolition of symptoms.
• Fusion is assessed by an absence of motion in the segment which has
been fused. In vitro the tests for fusion include load/displacement curves
which show no displacement with increasing load to failure. Failure be-
ing that the specimen breaks. In terms of stiffness this implies that the
segment is rendered stiffer than a normal segment.
The Oxford study
[88]
This was a similar study but set out to address one of the criticisms of the
Swedish study that the non-operative arm was weak, thus biasing the study
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in favour of the surgical group. The physiotherapy program was highly in-
tensive, had an inpatient component and added techniques from psychology
called cognitive behaviour therapy [99].
The summary of results for the study was 176 participants were assigned
to surgery and 173 to rehabilitation. 284 (81%) provided follow-up data at 24
months. The mean ODS changed favourably from 46.5 (SD 14.6) to 34.0 (SD
21.1) in the surgery group and from 44.8 (SD14.8) to 36.1 (SD 20.6) in the re-
habilitation group. The estimated mean difference between the groups was
4.1(95% confidence interval 8.1 to 0.1, P = 0.045) in favour of surgery. No sig-
nificant differences between the treatment groups were observed in the shuttle
walking test or any of the other outcome measures.
The conclusions drawn were that both groups reported reductions in dis-
ability during two years of follow-up, possibly unrelated to the interventions.
The statistical difference between treatment groups in one of the two primary
outcome measures was marginal and only just reached the predefined mini-
mal clinical difference, and the potential risk and additional cost of surgery
also need to be considered. No clear evidence emerged that primary spinal
fusion surgery was any more beneficial than intensive rehabilitation.
This study addressed the concerns regarding the Swedish study, disagree-
ing with the conclusions of that study. Spinal fusion for this group of patients
was questioned, not on specific outcome but rather that the added complica-
tions of surgery did not justify the risk involved.
Looking closely at the outcome figures for ODS in both groups the mean
end figure >30 is still above the entry criteria for most surgical interventional
studies! Nor did any patient represent a cure in that the standard deviation
does not reduce one patient to an ODS of 0.
This study simply adds weight to the observations made on the Swedish
study above.
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5.3 Meta-analysis of Evidence in Spinal Fusion
Daniel K Resnick and colleagues produced guidelines on spinal fusion in a se-
ries of papers published in 2005 [226, 219, 220, 221, 222] [223, 224, 225, 211,
212] [213, 214, 215, 216, 217, 218]. “In January 2003, a group was formed at the
request of the leadership of the CNS by the executive committee of the American As-
sociation of Neurological Surgeons/CNS Joint Section on Disorders of the Spine and
Peripheral Nerves to perform an evidence-based review of the literature on lumbar fu-
sion procedures for degenerative disease of the lumbar spine and to formulate treatment
recommendations based on this review. In March 2003, this group was convened. In-
vitations were extended to approximately 12 orthopedic and neurosurgical spine sur-
geons active in the Joint Section or in the North American Spine Society to ensure
participation of non neurosurgical spine surgeons. The 50 recommendations that fol-
low this introduction represent the product of the work of the group, with input from
the Guidelines Committee of the American Association of Neurological Surgeons/CNS
and the Clinical Guidelines Committee of North American Spine Society“.
The Group presented their findings under three headings:
• Standards
• Guidelines
• Options
Standards were recommended for Assessment of Functional Outcome and
Fusion in Patients with Stenosis and Spondylolisthesis. Otherwise there was
insufficient evidence to recommend a standard for Assessment of Economic
Outcome, Radiographic Evidence of spinal fusion, Magnetic Resonance Imag-
ing and Discography for Patient Selection for Lumbar Fusion, Surgical Treat-
ment for Intractable Low-back Pain without Stenosis or Spondylolisthesis,
Lumbar Fusion for Disc Herniation and Radiculopathy. Fusion following De-
compression in Patients with Stenosis without Spondylolisthesis, Interbody
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Techniques for Lumbar Fusion, Pedicle Screw Fixation as an adjunct to Pos-
terolateral Fusion for Low-Back Pain, Injection Therapies, Low-back Pain, and
Lumbar Fusion and finally Brace Therapy as an Adjunct to or Substitute for
Lumbar Fusion.
What is very surprising, indeed alarming is the paucity of evidence to sup-
port much of what is presently done regarding spinal fusion. There is a clear
lack of standards for most of the areas researched. Likewise in all the same in-
stances there is insufficient evidence to even support guidelines. In every case
it is possible to formulate options, but on what basis?
5.4 TheGoals of SurgicalManagement of Back Pain
The Authors view
There has always been a problem in finding consensus on what the goal
of any treatment is in this difficult field. The prime objective of any medical
intervention must be to relieve suffering. In addition to that worthy aim is the
Hippocratic command “First do no Harm.“ Since surgery inevitably produces
complications, the benefit to the individual must be very substantial to balance
the risk. The suffering here is Back Pain. This must not be lost sight of in the
plethora of outcome measures devised to satisfy a variety of agencies such as
insurance companies(return to work), government agencies (EuroQuals), peer
group fashion (Oswestry Disability Score) and perhaps even personal whim.(
as in the Low Back Score devised by Fraser).
Therefore the primary goal must be pain relief. Secondary goals are of
course important to understand such as improvement in disability or return
to work, but must be recognised as such. Tertiary goals including the pre-
vention of problems in neighbouring discs or facet joints must not be allowed
to cloud the primary task and be used as justification for carrying out com-
plex surgeries if they produce no better result than simple surgery or even no
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surgery.
A framework for achieving that primary goal is proposed, working within
the hypothesis of altered stiffness.
• Restore disc height where this has been lost. This ensures that the anu-
lus is stretched out removing any bulging which potentially may irritate
nerve roots in the lateral root canals. It also ensures the lateral root canals
are restored to their normal dimensions.
• Restore lordotic angle. The restoration of sagittal plane balance is well
recognised. If the centre of gravity of the body is anterior to the sacrum
then in essence the individual is constantly off balance. Collapse of the
disc may well produce this problem thus restoring the disc angle with
greater anterior height is important.
• Restore normal disc stiffness. This aspect of disc mechanics has largely
been ignored except by Steffee [83]. It is complex and requires a three
dimensional approach to solve for each plane and possible motion.
• Restore normal or near normal motion. This has been the objective of all
second generation discs. Subsequent chapters will question whether this
has been achieved. Moreover without normal stiffness how can normal
motion be achieved?
This framework is summarised in Table 6.10, which will be developed and
extended for each new device.
5.5 Summary
This chapter has introduced the reader to the concept of spinal fusion. It does
so by quoting some original work in the field and compares this with strong
evidence from randomised controlled studies and meta-analysis of acceptable
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Fusion
Restores
√
Disc Height
Restores Not Always
Lordotic Angle
Restores
Stiffness
(Expressed as) (times)(x)
(Natural) (Stiffness)
Compression Nominal ≥10 x*
Rotation Nominal ≥10 x
Flex/Extend Nominal ≥10 x
Restores Abolishes Motion
Normal Motion
Relieves Variable
Pain
Table 5.11: Theoretical aims of treatment to achieve pain relief.
Areas where Fusion does not meet these criteria. (* The stiffness of a fusion
will be a combination of forming bone and cage device. The device stiffness
will depend upon the material used, its construction and whether additional
posterior fixation was used. Hence a nominal stiffness is given. Whatever the
ultimate stiffness of the combination it will be many times stiffer in all planes
than the disc.
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literature. Spinal Fusion fails to meet the theoretical aims of treatment goals
in several areas, notably the restoration of normal stiffness of the segment(s)
treated. Fusion produces extremely high stiffness or rigidity. The philosophy
of removing painful motion is not tenable. The quest for surgical interventions
which better achieve these aims has led to the field of disc replacement, which
will be the subject of succeeding chapters of this thesis.
Chapter 6
Motion Preservation Disc
Replacements
6.1 Introduction
The concept which drove this type of Artificial Disc Replacement (ADR) was
the preservation of motion. This is in complete contrast to fusion. The same
concept drove the design of other joint replacements and it is no surprise there-
fore that the first apparently successful ADR was based on the same materials
as an artificial hip. The first implantation of a disc replacement into a live pa-
tient was carried out by Fernstrom [91]. In the late 1950‘s, the replacement
was an intra-discal ball bearing as shown in Figure 6.1.
However primitive this may seem in retrospect, the work of Fernstrommay
be regarded as the basis of many of the disc replacement concepts now in use.
Consider all ball shaped central objects in a disc replacement, whether inter-
faced directly or indirectly throughmetal plates, and it will be seen how closely
they replicate this original idea.
Much credit needs to be given to the courage of Fernstrom as this initial
clinical step really was the creation of the field of disc replacement. Various
163
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Figure 6.1: The Fernstrom Implant
[91]
reviews exist on this subject [91, 92, 173, 174, 210] and although the first clin-
ical results were favourable Nachemson, Harman and McKensie are known
to have abandoned the system by the early 1970‘s due to a combination of
factors. The most queried of these factors is that the ball subsided into the ver-
tebral bodies and the patients‘ symptoms would return after a few years. This
is in contrast to McKensie‘s view in 1975, where he claimed to have very good
results with 83% of the patients reporting good to excellent results long term.
However, the motion preservation concept was revisited in the 1980‘s by the
development of the SB Charite´ ADR. It overcame the ball subsidence problem
by introducing supporting end plates.
6.2 The SB Charite´ Disc Replacement
The SB Charite´ Artificial Disc consists of two metal end plates which are an-
chored initially to the vertebral bodies via anchoring teeth on the ends of the
metal plates. In between these two metal plates, sits an Ultra High Molecular
Weight Polyethylene (UHMWPE) core that can move according to the motion
of the lumbar segment. The device is illustrated in Figure 6.2. A radiological
marker was embedded in the UHMPE core to identify its position on x-ray,
shown in Figure 6.3.
The name of this disc replacement comes from the names of the inventors,
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Figure 6.2: Charite´ Mark III courtesy of Waldemar Link
Figure 6.3: Charite´ Mark III
The metal wire embedded in the UHMWPE core acts as a radiological marker
(Ross)
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(a) Charite I (b) Charite II
Figure 6.4: Charite´ Designs I&II
courtesy of Waldemar Link
Kurt Schellnack and Karin Buttner-Janz both of whom worked in the Charite´
Hospital in the then East Berlin.
6.2.1 Types I and II
The first implants, the SB Charite´ Type 1, were only implanted at the Charite´
hospital in Berlin, where 13 patients received the implant. The implant, as can
be seen in Figure 6.4, has 1mm thick stainless steel round endplates and had
11 fixation teeth each 2mm long around the periphery of the plates.
Initial results from the 13 Type 1 implant patients were that occasionally
the plates subsided into the vertebral bodies of the patient‘s spine. This was
caused by the plates not having a large enough surface area to transmit the
compressive loads through the intervertebral space; also the large number of
teeth caused defects within the vertebral body itself. These findings led to the
introduction of the SB Charite´ Type II Artificial Disc as seen in Figure 6.4. This
disc had largermore oval endplatesmeaning it coveredmore of the underlying
vertebral bone, and also 3 fixation teeth, 3 anterior and 2 posterior to reduce
the damage caused to the vertebral body caused by too many fixation teeth.
The Type III, as can be seen in Figure 6.2 was the first disc to be commer-
cially available around the world and not just at the Charite´ hospital in Berlin.
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Figure 6.5: Charite´ Type IV
with hydroxyapatite coating on vertebral side of plates courtesy of Waldemar
Link
To reflect it‘s more commercial availability Waldemar Link introduced a wider
range of sizes of endplate as well as cores to cater for a wider range of patients
and angled endplates to cater for segmental lordosis. Changes to the radio
opaque wire, along with the endplates being coated with a bioactive calcium
phosphate in 1998 to reduce the loosening of implants produced the Type IV
implants illustrated in Figure 6.5.
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Figure 6.6: Force displacement diagram of 4 SB Charite´ endoprosthesis
with loads of F = 4.2kN after Buttner-Janz [42]
6.2.2 Stiffness in SB Charite´ Artificial Disc
Since the SB Charite´ Artificial Disc is a three component disc then, stiffness,
in the isolated disc can only be measured in compression. In sagittal or ro-
tational plane displacement, the plates are free to glide unless constrained by
friction. In those planes therefore, there is no inherent stiffness in the prosthe-
sis, although there will be in the UHMPE in shear when the captivating shape
of the domes, which retain the UHMWPE in between the plates, prevents fur-
ther antero/posterior displacement. Compressive stiffness was measured by
Buttner-Janz [42] Figure 6.6 shows four of the results of those tests.
“ The results are shown for static studies on the intervertebral endoprosthesis SB
Charite´ in a polypropylene bed. The special designs of the various parts of this disc
prosthesis produce complicated stress distributions in the SB endoprosthesis. There-
fore, the mean stress relative to the area of the projected area of the slide core is indicated
each time for comparison. Up to loads of F=4.2kN, the diagrams show the hysteresis
typical of elastic plastics. After relief of the load, no lasting change in shape can be
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Slide Core number hKmm Inclination(degrees) S(kN/mm) S(kN/mm)
F=0-2.2kN F=0-4.2kN
1 6 0 7.84 8.2
2 6 0 5.24 8.2
3 10 0 3.81 6.7
4 6 10 5.78 8.08
5 10 10 3.60 6.69
Table 6.1: Stiffness(S)of the SB Charite´ endoprosthesis
with differing slide core thickness, inclination of the cover plates, and
loading [42]
hKmm Sterilised Cover Plate inclinationΘ Loading F(kN)
10.1 No 10 5.8
8.7 Yes 10 6.5
8.5 Yes 0 14.0
10.5 Yes 0 8.8
Table 6.2: Load Capacity of slide cores
of various thicknesses at various angles [42]
seen. From the slope of the curves the stiffness of the samples can be calculated:
S(sti f f ness) =
∆F(Force Applied)
∆s(Displacement)
≈ 8kN/mm (6.1)
This stiffness tends to increase with increasing load to F = 4.2kN. It does not
change with changing inclination of the cover plates to one another, but does decrease
with increasing thickness hK of the slide core as shown in Table 6.1. Lasting changes
in the shape of the slide cores begin to occur at loadings of F=10.5kN. For the thin pros-
thesis, the irreversible reduction in thickness was ∆s = 0.6mm, and for the thick one
it was ∆s = 1mm, which means that in each case the reduction was 10% of the initial
thickness. In the load step increasing to F = 19.5 kN, changes in shape developed on
the slide cores that led to the destruction of the prosthesis. Stiffness diminished greatly,
and the slide core was increasingly pressed laterally out of the cover plate area partic-
ularly when loading was at an angle (Θ = 10 ◦). In no test did any macroscopically
visible change appear on the implant steel cover plates as shown in Table 6.2.
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Human Charite´ Charite´
Investigator Stiffness (kN/mm) Load (kN) S(kN/mm) S(kN/mm)
F=0-2.2kN F=0-4.2kN
Hirsch and Nachemson 0.7 1.0 7.84, 3.81
Markolf 1.8 1.8 5.24, 5.78
Virgin 2.5 4.5 8.2, 6.7
Brown 2.3 5.3 8.2, 8.08
Table 6.3: Compressive Stiffness of Intervertebral Discs
and Charite´ at low and high loads
6.2.3 Interpretation of these results
Table 6.3 shows us the difference between the Charite´ and normal human discs
in compressive stiffness. From this table and the above results a number of
important conclusions can be drawn.
• The force displacement diagram shows that the displacement for loads
of 4.2kN (near to maximum physiological loads) produces very little dis-
placement. Thus UHMWPE is significantly stiffer than a human disc in
compression, which is also demonstrated in Table 6.3.
• The stiffness of the Charite´ in compression is two to eleven times greater,
at low load (2.2kN), than a human disc.
• The stiffness of the Charite´ in compression is two and a half to three and
a half times greater, at high load (4.2kN), than a human disc.
• The stiffness decreases with increasing height of core. Most of the cores
used clinically are 7.5, 8.5 or 9.5mm.
• While the UHMWPE does show hysteresis it does not compare with that
of the normal human disc shown in Figure 6.7 obtained in the course of
performing an experiment in Patwardhan‘s laboratory. (See Chapter2)
Therefore the energy absorption of the UHMWPE will be lower.
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Figure 6.7: Hysteresis loop for a normal disc (Ross)
Figure 6.8: A Three level replacement shortly after implantation.
Note the very slight tilt in the uppermost artificial disc at L3/4. (Ross)
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Figure 6.9: A Three level replacement.(Ross)
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Figure 6.10: 12 years on.(Ross)
• The stiffness at any one point on the curve is the tangent to the curve.
Though these Charite´ tests do show hysteresis the graphs are almost
straight lines. The point at which stiffness measurements have been
taken is the mean point. Thus the figure of 8kN/mm may be well be-
low the maximum.
• Inclination of the sliding plates to the core has a profound effect on irre-
versible deformation (creep). In the three level construct shown in Fig-
ure 6.8, Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.10 the problem of not having inherent
stiffness in all planes is illustrated. Shortly after implantation a lateral
view shows good position of the implants. The same three level replace-
ment 12 years from implantation. Note now how the spine has devel-
oped a degenerative scoliosis and that the implants have passively angu-
lated allowing the deformity to occur at L4/5.
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Figure 6.11: Theoretical motion of UHMWPE core.
courtesy of Waldemar Link
This may well lead to UHMPE failure, since as in the quote above “ Stiff-
ness diminished greatly, and the slide core was increasingly pressed laterally out
of the cover plate area particularly when loading was at an angle (Θ = 10 ◦)“.
Thus the angulation of the artificial disc is being driven by the forces
around it, rather than imposing a shape on the structures around it. The
disc above the artificial discs is also degenerating, losing stiffness and
collapsing into an angle in the frontal plane as shown in Figure 6.10.
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6.2.4 Motion in the Charite´ Disc
The chapter began by emphasizing that the rationale for moving to disc re-
placement was the preservation of motion. In figure 6.11 the proposed, theo-
retical motion of the Charite´ disc is compared with a natural disc. The diagram
illustrates the movement of the sliding core. This would theoretically allow the
Instantaneous Axis of Rotation to move as in a normal disc, provided the im-
plant is situated correctly in the disc space.
It would be expected that the retention of motion would lead to better out-
comes but this is not the case in either the long term cohort study described
or in the randomised controlled studies against fusion. There is an exception.
The manufacturers of the Maverick prosthesis which is metal on metal claim
very good results for the fusion arm of the study and even better results for
their ADR. Motion as measured above is disappointing compared to the val-
ues of normal discs. Patwardhan and associates using a follower load cadaver
model have studied motion in the Charite´ disc [185]; [193]; [195]; [194]. They
described six different types.
• No motion.
• Angular motion predominantly between the upper end plate and core,
with little or no visible core translation.
• Lift off of the upper prosthesis end plate from core or of core from lower
end plate.
• Core entrapment, resulting in a locked core over a portion of the range of
motion.
• Angular motion between both the upper and lower end plates and core,
with visible core translation.
• Hysteretic motion of the whole device as opposed to the UHMWPE was
not demonstrated.
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Ross et.al. [233](presented at British Orthopaedic Association in Glasgow 2007)
have studied a cohort of 47 patients, all of whom had Charite´ discs inserted
over varying periods. All had flexion/extension X-rays and three independent
experienced observers examined these films. This was done on two separate
occasions with the films masked for identity and shuffled in different order.
Very poor correlations were found between observers with kappa values of
less than 0.5. Though no consistencywas found, better correlations were found
for total lack of motion, core translation and unipolar motion. It was not pos-
sible to identify core entrapment or lift off with any degree of certainty. This
study is ongoing with the prospect of using a fourth observer, but using digi-
tised x-rays and computer generated measurements to firstly define accuracy,
then assess what may be happening.
6.3 Six Years Experience with the SB Charite´ III
ADR
The first assessment of the UK implantations was undertaken in 1996. Al-
though never published as a paper it was presented, by the author, in poster
format at several societies and quoted in the proceedings and abstracts of those
societies [230], [232], [231], [233].
6.3.1 Material and Methods
Forty seven patients in this series had the prosthesis described above in-
serted. The first 20 patients were implanted using a paramedian retroperi-
toneal approach. The remainder has been implanted using a trans-abdominal,
transperitoneal approach. Disability was assessed using the Oswestry Disabil-
ity Score (ODS) [87].
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6.3.2 Patient Selection
Entry into the study required patients to have either experienced low back
pain of six months duration or longer, or severe episodic back pain lasting a
few days or weeks, with these episodes increasing in frequency, causing signif-
icant periods of loss of work; that is episodes lasting up to two weeks or scores
of over 50 on ODS during these episodes. Pain radiating into one or both lower
limbs was not a contraindication. A sequestrated piece of disc material caus-
ing leg symptoms or signs was considered a contraindication. Only those with
single or double level degenerative change, as shown by Computerised To-
mography, Magnetic Resonance Image Scanning or Discographywere entered.
Discography was used to try to assess discogenic pain but was abandoned.
Follow Up
Standard follow up periods were 6 weeks, 3, 6, 12 and 24 months, with ques-
tionnaires, physical and radiological examination.
6.3.3 Results
We considered the first 47 consecutive patients who had undergone disc re-
placement and were beyond 9 months from surgery. The levels implanted are
shown in Table 6.4. Of these, one had been converted to fusion less than two
weeks from surgery and one, who had been attending follow up regularly, did
not reply to repeated postal contact nor could be found on contact tracing. Of
the 45 who replied, six were found to have missing data from their preopera-
tive assessment. The implications of this will be considered in detail with the
statistical analysis. The mean age of the patients was 48 years (38 to 73 years).
The mean duration of follow up was 36 months (9 to 68 months). There were
29 female and 18 male patients in the series. Degenerative disc disease of the
involved segment was present in all cases.
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Level(s) No of Patients Level No of discs
Single level 28 L5/S1 31
Two levels 18 L4/L5 29
Three Levels 1 L3/L4 7
Table 6.4: Number and Distribution of Replaced Levels
Six patients had undergone previous discectomy. Recurrent, contained disc
prolapse was present in three cases. Dexa scanning was carried out on 22
patients in whom there were grounds for suspecting osteoporosis i.e. post-
menopausal ladies. No cases of osteoporosis were found. Three patients in
this category did not have studies despite the protocol. One male, age 46 had
a spinal bone mineral density greater than two standard deviations below age
matched controls. Bone density in his femoral necks was normal. He was
included in the study.
Outcome Measures
Change in ODS.
27 out of 39 (67%) had a reduction in ODS, i.e. an improvement in function.
Improvement in function has to have clinical relevance, a problem which will
be discussed in the second paper to follow.
Results of paired t-Test, comparing pre and postoperative ODS are
ODSPRE Mean = 51.7, SD=13.9 ODSPOST Mean = 32.4, SD=21.0
Difference between pre and post operative scores, -19.3, 95% CL (-26.9 ,
-11.6) p<0.0001 which is a highly statistically significant difference.
These results are for the 39 patients with complete data sets. If we consider
the six patients with incomplete data sets preoperatively to have started with
a normal preoperative ODS i.e. a score of 0, we would have made all of these
patients worse by surgery by definition. Then a Students t-test gives p<0.02
still a significant difference at the 95% confidence level. If on the other hand
the mean ODS (56) for the preoperative patients is allocated to these patients
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(a) Disc Implanted Too Anteriorly (b) Disc Dislocated
Figure 6.12: Dislocation of the Disc
(Ross)
then p<0.001.
6.3.4 Complications
• Neurological one transient foot drop.
• Fracture one intraoperative posterior rim fracture.
• Vascular two intra-operative bleeds. - three DVTs
• Abdominal - Two incision Hernias.
The high density polyethylene spacer dislocated in two patients, onewithin
48 hours of implantation illustrated in Figure 6.12, the other between 8 and 12
months. The early dislocation resulted when the patient fell backwards and
clearly hyper extended his lumbar spine extruding the HDPE and the plates
anteriorly by 1 centimeter. Further critical analysis of this example shows that
posterior release of the disc space was not good enough. This is critical if the
implant is to sit properly. Since there is little inherent stiffness in flexion and
extension the disc space has imposed a position on the prosthesis which is con-
tributing to the possibility of dislocation. Conversion to a single level anterior
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fusion using a Brantigan cage was carried out. The later case extruded only
the spacer. This occurred in the upper level of a three level replacement, not
illustrated here. At that level he now has a metal on metal implant and since
symptoms have not deteriorated over four years and six months no interven-
tion is indicated.
At surgery in two of the 47 patients, the space intended for replacement
proved too narrow and too stiff to replace. These were fused. Both had re-
placement at a second level, in both cases the fourth space. One spontaneous
fusion following replacement has taken place. One patient improved dramat-
ically following replacement only to deteriorate from about six months after
surgery. A posterior fusion was carried out elsewhere after which she again
made a dramatic improvement for 18 months but lapsed back symptomati-
cally despite a solid fusion.
6.3.5 Discussion
The ODS used in this study is a subjective functional assessment. Pain scores
were not separately assessed. A highly significant statistical difference in pre
and postoperative scores was found, matching a beneficial clinical response.
It is incorrect to interpret this as disc replacement necessarily being the cause
of improvement. It will only be possible to establish such a cause and effect
relationship when a randomised controlled study is performed. The two pre-
vious reports [68, 112] on the clinical results of the Charite prosthesis, reported
good relief of back and leg pain. Three authors reported improvement in ana-
logue pain scores andwalking ability. The ODS fails to adequately assess those
patients who present with intermittent severe symptoms, lasting for short pe-
riods but which may be as incapacitating as low grade chronic pain. It is dif-
ficult to decide the cut off point for entry into a study, as well as to establish
the reduction in score which represents a significant clinical improvement. Is
a 20% reduction from a starting point of 80% better, worse or no different than
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a 20% reduction from a starting point of 45%? These difficulties have not been
addressed in previous studies yet would seem to be fundamental in setting up
prospective studies. A score in excess of 40% would seem a reasonable level of
disability from which to begin to consider surgery.
Return to work is frequently cited as an outcome measure but may not be
a good indicator of successful treatment. It is encouraging that two patients
in this series who had been employed but lost their employment through dis-
abling back symptoms are now actively employed. Those in employment at
the time of surgery have continued to be so. There are socio - economic fac-
tors, which discourage return to work, namely disability allowance, mobility
payments and sickness benefit. It is possible to change these factors to discour-
age work absence but this does not help those with serious genuine incapacity.
Furthermore if a patient is improved by surgery yet would have to return to
employment which would seriously put the spine at risk again, should the
patient be encouraged or discouraged to do so?
The etiology of low back pain is poorly understood. It is speculation on
how disc replacement might improve symptoms. However, possible mecha-
nisms are:-
• Restoration of disc height, which may be beneficial in restoring ligament
tensions.
• Converting a buckling annulus fibrosis back to a tensioned structure.
• Redistributing the load transmission properties of the disc and thereby
the distribution of forces across the whole spinal segment.
• Restoration of foraminal dimensions occurs, as does restoration of sagit-
tal plane deformity.
Per-operatively many of these degenerative segments are quite stiff, suggest-
ing that there is in fact a decrease in motion, not an increase. Since disc re-
placement is likely to increase mobility in these types of segments, with the
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application of forces, displacements are likely to be far greater and more ab-
normal than in a disorganised disc. The prosthesis allows 20 degrees of motion
in flexion /extension. It permits lateral bending. It provides no resistance to
axial rotation. Thus restoration of normal motion seems unlikely, and indeed
has been shown not to occur (Patwardhen unpublished data),thus providing
an explanation for relief of symptoms.
(Author‘s note. Since writing the above paper the author has learned much
more about the normal and abnormal disc and much more literature is now
available on ADRs. Having read Farfan‘s work [89], the author has studied
discs more closely per-operatively and the statement above on disc stiffness
is not correct. Most degenerate discs are very lax and even those which are
significantly collapsed are still pliable in compression, a little understood con-
cept. Motion in first generation discs is not normal and this is a consequence
of abnormal stiffness in all planes in these discs.)
The role of facet arthritis is yet another disputed area in back pain. Facet
joint arthritis does not appear to be a contraindication to disc replacement as
patients with grade 2 arthritis could still have improvement. If all patients
showing grade 1 arthritis had been excluded, 16 patients would not have had
the benefit of surgery.
6.4 A Medium Term Report on the Survivorship
and Clinical Outcomes of SB Charite´ III Disc
Arthroplasty for Back Pain
A second larger study has been undertaken by the author to assess longer term
results [234]. A statistical analysis has been used to assess survivorship. This
technique is valuable in other joint replacements since it gives an indication
of the likely number of revisions which will be required from the numbers
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being produced from the cohort studied. Survivorship in hip implants and
knee implants is now of the order of 95% at 10 years [121].
6.4.1 Patients and Methods
Between January 1990 and December 2000 a total of 226 SB Charite´ III discs
were implanted in 160 patients. There were 62 men and 98 women with a
mean age of 46 years (27 to 73). The indications for operation included chronic
low back pain for at least 12 months, failure to respond to conservative treat-
ment, an Oswestry Disability Score of >30%, one or more degenerative black
discs on MR scan and concordant pain on discography. Patients with spondy-
lolytic spondylolisthesis with degenerate discs at the lytic level were excluded.
Ethical approval for this study was granted by the appropriate committee.
An independent observer, who was not involved in the care of patients,
reviewed the records and arranged for completion of a questionnaire. ODS,
visual analogue scales and psychological questionnaires were administered to
all patients preoperatively but collected retrospectively with some loss of pre-
operative data. The same information and a patient satisfaction measure were
obtained post-operatively by telephone. Those patients who were not con-
tactable by telephone were sent the questionnaire by post.
The mean follow up was 79 months (31 to 161). Antero-posterior (AP) and
lateral flexion and extension radiographs of the lumbar spine taken at the last
available review of each patient were reviewed by the author and quantitative
measurement of movement at the prosthesis was recorded. A pre-designed
proforma was used to list these findings. The radiographs were assessed to
record the following information: evaluation of the position of the disc in the
AP and lateral views, quantitative assessment of spinal movement in flexion
and extensionwith an overall value of the range ofmovement, measurement of
the disc height, evidence of osteolysis around the prosthesis or of heterotopic
ossification and evidence of degenerative change in the facet joints.
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Preoperative Final follow up
ODS
Number 77 123
Mean(range) 51(26 to 90) 37(0 to 90)
95%CI 47.7 to 54.5 33.1 to 41.6
Pain
Number 77 123
Mean(range) 6.3(3.7 to 13.2) 4.7(0 to 9)
95%CI 5.75 to 6.89 4.16to 5.29
Table 6.5: ODS and Pain Scores
The data for 37 patients were excluded, as 24 patients were lost to follow-
up, 2 patients died postoperatively from unrelated causes, one patient de-
clined consent to participate in the study and 10 had twelve implants removed,
thereby causing them to fall outside the assessment proforma for technical rea-
sons. This left 123 patients available for follow up.
This was done using XLSTAT Version 7.0 statistical software (Addinsoft,
New York, New York). The non-parametric distribution of variables was es-
tablished by the Shapiro-Wilk test whilst the Wilcoxon signed-ranks test was
used to compare the variables. Kaplan-Meier survival analysis was performed
using various end-points.
6.4.2 Results
114 prostheses were placed at the L5-S1 level, 92 at L4-5 and 20 at L3-4. The
ODS and Pain Scores are shown in Table 6.5. TheMinimal Clinically Important
Difference (MCID) of improvement in the ODS was a change of 15% or more
between preoperative score and score at the time of final follow up. The MCID
of improvement in the Pain score was a change of two points or more between
preoperative score and pain at the time of final review. The mean preoperative
ODS was 51% [95% Confidence Interval(CI) (48-55)] and this fell to 37% at the
time of final review [95%CI (33-42)]. Therefore the mean difference of 14%
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Mean age in Mean final Pain Mean final ODS
Number(%) Yrs(sd) Score(Range) Score(Range)
Much Better 50(41) 47(8) 4(0 to 8) 23(0 to 66)
Better 34(28) 46(7) 5(2.3 to 10) 40(10 to 72)
Same as before 14(11) 45(8) 5.7(2.4 to 9.9) 46(24 to 72)
Worse than before 25(20) 46(7) 6.64(1.5 to 10) 58(28 to 90)
Table 6.6: Patient Satisfaction
Level Mean(Range)
L3-4 1.36(0-6)
L4-5 4(0-18)
L5-S1 5(0-16)
Table 6.7: Degrees of Movement at Replaced level
falls below the benchmark for clinical improvement. The mean preoperative
Pain score was 6.3 [95%CI (6-7)], and this fell to 4.7 [95%CI (4-5)], at the time
of final review. The mean difference of 14% falls below the benchmark for
clinical improvement. Themean preoperative Pain score was 6.3 [95%CI (9-5)],
and this fell to 4.7[95%CI (9-5)] at the time of final review. Patient satisfaction
and the final ODS and Pain scores are shown in Table 6.6. Patients who were
satisfied with the outcome of treatment showed better ODS and Pain scores.
Radiological assessment showed that movement at the lumbosacral level
was greater than the more proximal levels as shown in Table 6.7.
Movement was defined as greater than 4 degrees on flexion-extension lat-
eral views. The Federal Drug Administration [226] defined fusion as less then
four degrees of motion demonstrable on lateral flexion and extension views.
It is well documented in the recent literature that radiographic measurement
of range of movement, particularly by the Cobb technique, is susceptible to
variability and measurement error. We used a number of factors to reduce this
error, including inter-observer discussion.
The Kaplan-Meier survivor analysis was performed, with removal of the
implant or radiological failure, as defined by implant removal, broken wire,
subsidence and lack of movement as end points.
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Figure 6.13: Cumulative survival
at 101 months 90%, at 156 months 55%
Figure 6.13 shows that the cumulative rate of survival for implants using
disc removal as the end point was 90% at 101 months. The mean survival was
147 months [95%CI (140154)]
The cumulative survival when all radiological failures were taken as the
end-point was 90% at 101 months reducing to 55% at 156 months. The mean
survival was 124 months [95%CI (116133)]
6.4.3 Complications
The causes for failure of the implant and removal are shown in Table 6.8.
Early deep infection requiring removal of implants was not seen in this
cohort. Removal of the implant within 1 month was necessary due to a peri-
operative S1 fracture in one patient. Displacement of the prosthesis was ev-
ident from 2 months postoperatively and onwards, and required removal of
the prosthesis in 3 patients. A further 4 required removal due to implant fail-
ure at 13, 26, 40, and 106 months respectively after operation. The pain after
operation was worse than before in two patients. Whereas a posterior fusion
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Level(s) Age Time in Months Reason
L5-S1 45 0.1 Fracture S1
L5-S1 51 25 Spondylolisthesis
L5-S1 44 2 Displacement
L5-S1 62 65 Displacement
L5-S1 42 54 Displacement
L5-S1 62 77 Chronic Infection
L4-L5 38 106 Implant failure
L5-S1 52 22 Pain
L5-S1 51 12 Pain
L5-S1 38 40 Implant Failure
L5-S1 35 13 Implant Failure
L4-L5 45 26 Implant Failure
Table 6.8: Causes of Implant Removal
Complication Number(%)
Deep Vein Thrombosis 4(2.5)
Pulmonary Embolism 2(1.2)
Paralytic Ileus 4(2.5)
Infection 9(5.6)
Incisional Hernia 17(10.6)
Retrograde Ejaculation 5(3.1)
Table 6.9: General complications
might have been carried out in these cases, the author elected to remove the
implants to try to assess why failure had occurred and to assess the prosthe-
sis for ultra high molecular weight polyethylene deformation and wear. The
general surgical complications are shown in table 6.9.
6.4.4 Discussion
Lumbar disc replacement has been described as a revolution in spinal surgery,
heralding a similar change in practice as Charnley‘s total hip prosthesis. The
preservation of mobility at a diseased spinal level is a laudable aim. However
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as Lemaire has pointed out, there are other equally important aims if repli-
cation of disc function is to be achieved [155]. These include variable stiff-
ness characteristics and the ability to respond to vibrating and thus rapidly
varying loads. Numerous short term studies are available on clinical outcome
[119, 117, 292] but to date there are only two long term clinical and radiologi-
cal and survival reviews of disc replacement [155, 208]. That by Lemaire [155]
described a review of 147 prostheses in 100 patients with a minimum follow
up of ten years. Clinically 62% had an excellent outcome, 28% were good and
10% were poor. The authors recorded movement of 12 ◦ at L3-L4, 9.6 ◦ L4-L5
and 9.2 ◦ at L3-L4. This is in marked contrast to the series by Putzier who de-
scribed outcome in 53 patients with 63 disc replacements and a follow up of
17 years. Spontaneous fusion was noted in 60% although this may just have
been an expression of lack of movement. Our study shows that mobility of the
lower lumbar levels may not be achieved over any length of time using this
device Table 6.7. In addition there appears to be no variable compressibility of
the implant.
Some authors have suggested that the motion patterns for this particular
prosthesis may be very abnormal [104]. ODS scores in our series show that no
clinically meaningful improvement in pain has been achieved. This contrasts
with Lemaire ’s findings. The study by Putzier suggests that those patients
with spontaneous fusion were clinically better than those whose implants con-
tinued functioning. Prospective randomised trials initially showed little differ-
ence between disc replacement and fusion, but further analysis has shown disc
replacement to be marginally superior [167, 64, 155, 119, 117, 101, 30, 169]. Our
findings suggest that patient satisfaction on a more subjective level was rather
more encouraging, with 68% of the whole cohort of 123 patients feeling better
or much better. This is far below the results achieved by Lemaire but 12% better
than those of Putzier. The Kaplan Meier cumulative survival analysis showed
a fall in prosthetic survival after 100 months, as shown above. Other published
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studies with a shorter follow up have shown early evidence of a similar fall in
implant survival, but chose to attribute this at least partly to the youth of the
patients and their levels of activity [268]. The modes of failure we encountered
are subsidence, displacement and implant failure, suggesting improvement in
design of the implant is required. This may be related to the fact that the cobalt
chromium endplates bear 3 small projections at the front and back, and these
have been seen in several cases to afford insufficient bony purchase. Other au-
thors describing the short term results of the Charite´ III prosthesis have shown
subsidence, perhaps linked to the anchoring teeth, to be of concern [119, 268].
In our series implant failure occurred from 13 to 106 months after insertion.
In two patients there was severe intractable back and/or leg pain, neces-
sitating removal of the implant at 12 and 22 months postoperatively respec-
tively. Revision and removal through an anterior approach to the spine, be-
comes a significantly more serious undertaking. It may even pose a threat to
life [171, 69, 66]. Discussion on these issues will be presented in a chapter on
failure presenting some of the problems the author has encountered at revi-
sion. It has been noted that on removal the polyethylene component of the
Charite´ III disc has shown an inordinate amount of wear considering length
of time in-situ, as shown in Figure 6.14 and this may be causal in excessive
load-bearing by the facet joints, causing pain [104, 268, 151].
Overall rates of success quoted in the literature range from 60% to 83%, al-
though our findings corroborate previous studies showing revision rates up to
25% [208, 268, 171]. There are no published comparative studies on the role of
the hydroxyapatite coating. Other factors such as patient selection, incidence
of cigarette smoking and bodymass indexmaywell need further investigation,
and comparison with other implants in a randomised study is needed. Recip-
ients of Charite´ III disc replacements, the majority of whom are young should
be thoroughly counseled regarding the high risk of re-operation and given the
availability of alternative prostheses, the further use of this prosthesis should
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Figure 6.14: Severe Core Failure(L4/L5) and rim abutment(L5/S1)
[151] Ross case referred for analysis
be abandoned.
6.5 Comparisons and Contrasts with other Cohort
Studies and Randomised Controlled Trials
Freeman and Davenport reported a meta analysis in the European Spine Jour-
nal in 2006 [95].
They summarised their findings thus: The current evidence for total disc re-
placement was assessed by performing a systematic review of the published literature.
This search identified two randomised controlled trials (RCTs), two previous system-
atic reviews, seven prospective cohort studies, eleven retrospective cohort studies and
eight case series. The RCTs involved the use of the Charite´ artificial disc and the Pro-
Disc II total disc replacement. All papers analysed were classified according to their
level of evidence as defined by the Centre for Evidence Based Medicine, Oxford, UK
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(www.cebm). For degenerative disc disease at L4/5 or L5/S1, both the clinical out-
come and the incidence of major neurological complications following insertion of the
Charite´ artificial disc were found to be equivalent to those observed following a sin-
gle level anterior lumbar interbody fusion 2 years following surgery. However, only
57% of patients undergoing total disc replacement and 46% of patients undergoing
arthrodesis met the four criteria listed for success. The range of flexion/ extension
was restored and maintained with the Charite´ artificial disc. The role for two or three
level disc replacement in the treatment of degenerative disc disease remains unproven.
To date, no study has shown total disc replacement to be superior to spinal fusion in
terms of clinical outcome. The long-term benefits of total disc replacement in prevent-
ing adjacent level disc degeneration have yet to be realised. Complications of total disc
replacement may not be known for many years. There are numerous types of disc pros-
theses and designs under study or in development. Well designed prospective RCTs
are needed before approval and widespread application of this technology.
The two RCTs were on the Charite´ [101] and Prodisc [294]. Single centre
results were published by McAfee [168, 169]. Blumenthal et al. reports further
on the same cohort of 304 patients [30].
Mirza criticizes the study for comparing total disc replacement to fusion, an
operation which he considers has largely been abandoned because surgeons
saw it fail frequently first hand [178]. The second published randomised con-
trolled trial of disc arthroplasty compared the Pro-Disc II with a 360 spinal
fusion with both single- and double-level study arms. The study involved 18
sites within the USA and has recently ended [72]. Two sites have reported
their preliminary results [72, 71, 293, 295, 294]. They have not shown superi-
ority over fusion.
6.5.1 Author‘s Series compared to Others
In terms of class of evidence, the randomised controlled study is Class 1 ev-
idence whereas the retrospective cohort studies are Class 3 at best. It could
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well be therefore, that the outcomes in the author‘s studies are less good for
that reason alone. There has been some development of the insertion technol-
ogy and technique over the last 10 years, but having studied it, the differences
between now and 1990 are not great in the author‘s view. The recognition of
the importance of the midline is certainly a key but it is not sufficiently em-
phasised. Nor is the recognition of its importance reinforced by providing a
marker within the set for that purpose, so that the surgeon is provided with an
aide memoir to that step. There is no doubt that there is a learning curve for
all procedures. The author was faced with a learning curve in relative isolation
compared to the support afforded surgeons in the pivotal studies in the USA.
6.5.2 Author‘s Comments on the RandomisedControlled Stud-
ies and those presented by Freeman 6.6
1. There is no difference in clinical outcome between a Charite´ disc and a fu-
sion. This is the most disappointing aspect of these studies and requires
an explanation. The author‘s view is that in compression the Charite´ is
simply too stiff. It is nearly the equivalent of fusion. In other planes it is
not stiff enough thus can adopt a position imposed by the forces acting
upon it, rather than imposing a position on the remaining FSU by virtue
of it‘s inherent stiffness.
2. There is no difference in clinical outcome between a Pro-Disc and a fu-
sion.
3. There may be a difference between a Maverick disc and a fusion.
4. The success rate with the exception of the Maverick study is modest on
all parameters.
5. The assumption that fusion restores or maintains disc height is question-
able. It can be shown in many cases of fusion that subsidence of the
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Fusion Charite´
Restores
√ √
Disc Height
Restores Not Always Not Always
Lordotic Angle
Restores
Stiffness
(Expressed as) (times)(x)
(Natural) (Stiffness)
Compression Nominal ≥10 x* 2 - 3.5 x
Rotation Nominal ≥10 x 0 - 0.1 x
Flex/Extend Nominal ≥10 x 0 - 0.1 x
Restores Abolishes Motion Not Normal
Normal Motion
Relieves Variable Variable
Pain
Table 6.10: Theoretical aims of treatment to achieve pain relief.
Areas where Fusion and Charite´ do not meet these criteria.
implant leads to collapse of the segment.
6. Motion of itself may not be the key to successful pain relief. Motion in
these so called “motion preservation“ devices may not be normal motion
at all. In the case of prostheses using UHMWPE distortion/creep may
mean a gradual loss of motion.
7. Clinical outcome, at least with Charite´ is position dependent. This may
reflect a number of different mechanical problems. The IAR may have
been changed. There may be abnormal motion as described by Patward-
han and Ross. [193, 195], [233]. The stiffness in flexion/extension or
rotation may be inadequate in this type of design. Cases where slow an-
gulation through the prosthesis happens as shown above are not frequent
but do occur sufficiently often to recognise that this is a problem.
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6.6 Summary
This chapter has presented the author‘s personal experience of the Charite´ ar-
tificial lumbar intervertebral disc. While early experience was encouraging,
later review indicates that clinical outcome may not be as good as expected.
The author is the only investigator to use survivorship analysis in studying
disc replacement.
The table of theoretical aims has been expanded to include Charite´ Ta-
ble 6.10. Stiffness has been fully explored and the device being too stiff in com-
pression, but not stiff enough in other planes may well explain the failure of
this prosthesis to produce better clinical results than fusion. It also goes some-
way to explaining the variability in cohort studies, since predicting whether
coupled motion occurs is doubtful, since matching the original IAR becomes
luck rather than technique and motion is far from the ideal predicted by the
manufacturer. The goal of disc replacement must be to produce better clin-
ical outcomes than fusion. The reasons for the failure of Charite´ and other
similar replacements, it is suggested, are the insights gained by considering
stiffness not motion as the primary goals of replacement. Whether this goal
can be achieved is explored in the next chapter which moves to elastomeric
technology.
Chapter 7
Stiffness Restoration Disc
Replacements
7.1 Introduction
Elastomers have a wide range of uses from vehicle tyres and conveyor belts
through to applications such as artificial kidneys, bridge damping and bal-
loons. The key feature of elastomers is their ability to undergo large shape
deformations and then to recover their original shape after release from defor-
mation. The mechanisms behind the various processes which go into making
and choosing an elastomer for a specific purpose are lengthy and diverse. Sev-
eral books are available on the subject and the reader is directed to one of the
following books Bateman [21], Rothorn [235], Mark [164] and Hofmann [131]
for more in depth information. A shorter summary can be found in Reah [210].
The concept of using an elastomer to construct an artificial disc was con-
sidered by Nachemson, who subsequently became very negative about any
surgery for the treatment of back pain. The Nachemson concept of using an
elastomer was further developed by Urbaniak in 1973 [267]. It was planned
for patent application for prosthesis for spinal repair by Substatt and Urbaniak
in 1975. In 1974, Hoffman Daimler had already considered metal plates with a
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complex silicone spacer.
7.2 The Beginning
The author was fortunate to cross the path of Arthur Steffee, seen in Figure 7.1,
a senior, internationally recognised, spinal surgeon, who was based in Cleve-
land, Ohio USA. Dr. Steffee had recognised the potential of elastomers for the
production of artificial discs and had already made two attempts to produce
such a disc by 1992 [83, 248] when the author met him. The author was in-
vited to join a team, whose purpose was to review what had been done up
to that point and to redesign the disc and surgical technique to create a suc-
cessful artificial disc. The author was part of the design team for the Acroflex
project from the very first meeting of the team. The authors main contribution
in this project was clearly at the clinical trial stage. However numerous meet-
ings were used to discuss design, mechanical testing and results, clinical trial
design and subsequently the results of the clinical trials. The author used his
previous knowledge gained from the Charite´ experience to help in these areas.
The longer term outcome of the “AcroFlex“ is described in a final section with
the authors views on the whole project.
7.3 AcroFlex Lumbar Disc Replacement
7.3.1 Introduction and background
Artificial discs used clinically can be classified under three main groups.
Firstly those which involve nuclear replacement alone, which are effectively
nuclear spacers e.g. the Fernstrom endoprosthesis and the Ray prosthetic disc
nucleus (Raymedica Inc., Bloomington, MN) [209] [91] [174]. Secondly low-
friction arthroplasty perhaps best describes disc replacement devices such as
the Charite´ (DePuy Spine, Raynham, MA), [43] [55] [68] [112] [154] [244]
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Figure 7.1: The Acrodisc Team meeting Manchester
Left to right Jim Kuras, Robert Frazer, ‘Patsy‘ Ray Ross, Arthur Steffee, Vineet
Tandon, Martin Parsennaire
[292] and ProDisc (Synthes, Inc., Paoli, PA) that apply the design principles
commonly used in total hip and knee arthroplasty. However, the AcroFlex
Lumbar Disc, (DePuy Spine, Inc., Raynham, MA) the subject of this chapter,
has different design features, setting it apart from the other two groups. The
design of the AcroFlex prosthesis includes the use of an elastomer to replicate
the elasticity or rather the stiffness of the normal human intervertebral disc.
An earlier version of the current device (sandwiching a polyolefin-based rub-
ber core sandwiched between titanium end plates) was used in six patients
who underwent disc replacement between 1988 and 1989. Five of the six pa-
tients were reported to have maintained disc function for several years after
this surgery [83, 248]. A second-generation device was developed. Its design
was similar to the first except that the core was made of silicone instead of rub-
ber. This prosthesis was implanted in eight patients between 1993 and 1994.
One mechanical failure of the artificial disc occurred 6 months later in a patient
with a prior fusion at an adjacent level. Based on the experience gained from
these small series, the device was modified, returning to the use of a rubber
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material, but the core was redesigned, the shape of the end plate periphery
was optimized, and the bonemetal interface of the end plate was changed. In
addition, the manufacturing procedures were improved to include automated
processes, including optimized methods for bonding the rubber to the end
plate.
7.3.2 AcroFlex Lumbar Disc Materials
This section is modified from the manufacturer‘s origin description of the dis.
The AcroFlex Lumbar Disc (ALD) is comprised of the following materials
1. Titanium 6Al/4V, ASTM F 136 end plates.
2. Commercially pure titanium, ASTM F67GradeII beads.
3. hexene based polyolefin rubber
4. Chemlok 205 primer and Chemlock 250 adhesive.
The first three items have direct body contact but the Chemlok (see chapter
8) only indirectly.
The end plates weremachined from a single piece ofmaterial. For the initial
design used in the first pilot study, the surfaces for contact with the bony end
plates were flat with attached porous beads and a single crescent ridge for bony
fixation. In the modified design that was used in the subsequent pilot study,
the metal end plates were domed in both the coronal and sagittal planes, were
porous beaded with 4 to 6 tapered fins for bony fixation and had a central
anterior/posterior slot for device insertion as seen in Figure 7.2.
The AcroFlex disc was available in multiple sizes to accommodate anatom-
ical variations. The titanium end plates size range was based on direct mea-
surements of lumbar vertebrae, as well as data from the literature. The size
range measurements were based on lateral and A/P measurements of the ver-
tebral end plates. The heights of the assemblies, 9 mm, 11 mm and 13 mm,
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(a) Pilot 1 And 2 Implants (b) Pilot 2 implant
Figure 7.2: The Third Generation AcroFlex Discs
courtesy of Acromed
were based on surgeon experience, and they have been correlated with the
clinical literature. The shape of the titanium end plate design was intended to
mimic the anatomical shapes of the vertebral end plate, while providing the
maximum surface area at the site of contact between the implant and verte-
bral end plate. The intent was to lessen the risk of implant subsidence into
the vertebral body. The rubber-to-titanium end plate interface incorporated
pure titanium beads sintered within a “set boundary ridge“. The beads were
employed to increase the surface area of contact between the rubber and the ti-
tanium end plate. The beads allow the rubber to flow into the inter-digitation
spaces during the moulding process, thereby increasing the integrity of the
mechanical interface. The rubber-to-titanium interface used a primer and ad-
hesive component that chemically bonds to the rubber and titanium substrate.
The set boundary at the rubber-to-end plate interface was raised above the
beaded surface. This feature works in conjunction with the end plate perime-
ter radius.The set boundary feature or raised ridge offers the leading edge of
the rubber-to-titanium bond site strain relief from high stress during move-
ment. The intent of the feature was to enhance the endurance limit of the im-
plant. The wedging of the implant occurs in the titanium end plate rather than
the rubber. Finite element analysis predicted a better stress distribution along
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the rubber-to-end plate surface when compared with designs that incorporate
wedging within the rubber annulus. (The author was not sufficiently familiar
with FEA at this time to question the validity of the methodology or request
validation studies) The intent of this feature was to distribute the anatomical
loads more evenly along the rubber surface, thereby enhancing the endurance
limit of the implants. The rubber thickness incorporated an annulus design
intended to reduce the potential for nicking and/or tearing when bulging in
vivo. The rubber annulus feature was designed with an inset smooth radius.
The radius had been optimized through extensive finite element analysis to
work in conjunction with the titanium end plate ridge and perimeter radius
to reduce the stress concentration along the leading edge of the rubber-to-end
plate interface.
The AcroFlex elastomer was a polyolefin-based rubber. A synthetic elas-
tomer was chosen because of an elastomer‘s inherent ability to perform si-
multaneous complex movements. Extensive biomechanical testing [242] sug-
gested that the AcroFlex rubber had a high fatigue life, and an array of in vitro
testing, including studies on wear particles [179] indicated the device to be
biocompatible.
7.4 Stiffness of the Acroflex Disc
(This section is based upon an Application to the Food and Drugs Adminis-
tration for an Investigational Device, Exemption study.) The mechanical tests
intended to characterize the Lumbar Disc Replacement under physiologic con-
ditions included range of motion, hysteresis, dynamic compression and ex-
pulsion. Tables 7.1 and 7.2 provide summary tables of the static and dy-
namic stiffness testing results for axial compression, anterior shear and axial
torsion. Test conditions were designed to reflect the in vivo loads and displace-
ments that a lumbar disc would be subjected to during activities of daily living
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Stiffness Size Size Human Reference Ratio to
24x34mm 36x49mm Disc Normal
Static 1.28 3.10 0.83(disc) [156] 1-2.6
Axial 0.80(disc) [28]
Compression 2.5(disc) [282]
Kn/mm (Virgin)
0.7(disc) [282]
(Hirch)
Ave=1.2
0.4-0.6(FSU) [81]
Anterior 0.06 0.17 0.10(disc) [28]
Shear 0.26(disc) [282]
Kn/mm (Markolf)
0.1(disc) [260] 0.4-1.2
0.078L5/S1 [18]
0.145(disc)L1-L5
Ave=0.14
0.70(FSU) [282]
(Hirch)
Torsional 0.16 0.77 4.6(FSU) [239]
Nm/deg 2.0 FSU [282]
(Farfan) NA
Table 7.1: Acroflex stiffness versus Natural disc stiffness in static testing
Stiffness/ Size Size Human Reference Ratio to
24x34mm 36x49mm Disc Normal
Dynamic 1.73 4.73 2.42(disc) [156] 0.88-2.4
Axial 1.5(disc) [143]
compression Ave=1.96
Kn/mm 1.80(FSU) [149]
Anterior Shear Kn/mm 0.07 0.18
Torsional Nm/deg 0.22 0.97 5(FSU) [27]
Hysteresis 0.15 0.11 0.11(disc) [156]
0.11(FSU) [149] 1-1.5
Table 7.2: Acroflex stiffness versus Natural disc stiffness in dynamic testing
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(ADL). Additionally, testing was performed in 37C saline. The static and dy-
namic axial compressive stiffnesses of the Acroflex Lumbar Disc Replacement
were slightly higher than the normal human disc shown in Tables 7.1 and 7.2.
This design feature could help ensure that disc height and foraminal openings
are maintained during disc function while still providing similar flexibility to
the natural disc. In static anterior shear, the stiffness of the LDR is nearly iden-
tical to the native disc, but perhaps slightly lower. In torsion, stiffness of the
LDR is lower than the natural disc. These lower values compared to the nor-
mal intervertebral disc have the positive effects of creating a load sharing en-
vironment with the facets and musculo-ligamentous structure and lessening
the development of high shear forces between the implant and the vertebral
endplates. In a functional spinal unit implanted with the LDR, it is impor-
tant to note that the remaining annular ring, the posterior elements, and the
musculo-ligamentous system contribute in sharing the shear, rotational and
compressive forces encountered.
Dynamic compression testing conducted between the physiologic loads of
700 N (average daily living load) and 3,400 N (worst case activity of bending
while lifting a 20 kg weight with the back bent and knees straight) evaluated
response of the Lumbar Disc Replacement under high physiologic loads. Mea-
surement of the disc height demonstrated that most of the height was recov-
ered immediately, and less than 0.5% permanent deformation was observed.
Hysteresis of the disc under these conditions was approximately 0.15.
Additional dynamic compression testing evaluated the response of the
Lumbar Disc Replacement over five million cycles of testing under high phys-
iological loads. This test demonstrated that the compressed disc height (after
the first 2,000 cycles) decreased only 0.8 mm during five million cycles to 3,400
N.
The 3,400 N load used in this study represents the activity of bending and
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lifting a 20 kg weight with back bent and knees straight. This activity is es-
timated to occur about 12,500 times per year (ref) for a worker lifting heavy
weights every 9.6 minutes, for 8 hours a day, 5 days per week, 50 weeks per
year. Therefore, five million cycles at 3,400 N represents a lifetime of 400 years.
A more realistic life span of 80 years corresponds to one million cycles. During
one million cycles of the test, the compressed height of the disc decreased by
only 0.35 mm.
Expulsion testing demonstrated that the ultimate pullout resistance (799 N)
for the smallest (24x34 mm) disc with the current endplate design (dome and
fins) is almost four times the shear forces encountered during 3 mm anterior
translation for the same disc (210 N). Additionally, the pullout strength of the
current disc design (dome and fins) is statistically significantly higher than
that of synthetic or cadaveric femoral rings (a clinically acceptable method for
anterior interbody fusion implantation).
7.5 Design of Pilot Studies
The following sections aremodified from the paper produced by Freeman [94].
The author was a coauthor on that paper. The Manchester experience not in-
cluded in that paper will be included here.
The primary objectives of the studies were to evaluate the design, safety
and performance of the AcroFlex Lumbar Disc. The secondary objectives were
to refine the surgical technique and to assess the effectiveness of disc replace-
ment for patients with symptomatic disc degeneration that is unresponsive
to non surgical treatment. Based on the experience gained from the first pilot
study that commenced in April 1998, the end plates of the device were changed
from flat to contoured, as detailed above. Apart from this and the inclusion of
two-level procedures in the second pilot study (which commenced in February
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2000), the inclusion and exclusion criteria were similar for both studies. Inclu-
sion and exclusion criteria were designed so that a population of back pain
sufferers could be defined by the surgical teams. This is now well described in
many studies (see chapter 6 for example) and will not be repeated here.
Additional Imaging Although it was not part of the original protocol, pa-
tients were invited, as from November 2000, to undergo detailed imaging of
their implants at the 12- and 24-month follow up using the newly acquired
technology of serial thin section computed tomography (CT) scanning. This
multi-slice CT scanner imaged the entire implant plus the adjacent bony end
plates and vertebrae to a depth of 5mm. The sections were 0.5 mm thick and
were overlapped by 50%, thus providing architectural details that are accurate
to 0.25 mm.
Results of Pilot Studies
A total of 28 patients were entered into the Adelaide pilot studies [94], con-
ducted by Professor Fraser. Eleven patients (Pilot 1) were treated in 1998 to
1999 with an AcroFlex prosthesis with flat end plates shown in the left of Fig-
ure 7.2 and 17 patients (Pilot 2) received, from February to December 2000, one
or two AcroFlex prostheses with contoured end plates shown in Figure 7.3.
Only 1 patient was entered into the Pilot 1 study in the Manchester group. The
levers used to assist insertion proved unwieldy and since there was no stop on
the inserter the disc was placed too deeply in the disc. The company agreed
the insertion technique needed to be overhauled before the commencement of
Pilot 2 when 13 patients were treated in the Manchester group.
Tables 7.3 to 7.7 detail the data for the two groups separately and in com-
bination.
Overall the sex distribution was equal, the average age was 41 years (range,
30 to 54 years), and the average duration of back pain was 33 months (range, 9
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(a) Lateral Xray (b) Antero Posterior Xray
Figure 7.3: A Pilot Two Implant In Situ
Ross Pilot Study
to 120 months) shown in Table 7.3. Fifty percent of patients were not working
because of their back condition, and 54% had workers‘ compensation claims.
In the Manchester group no patients had ongoing claims of any kind.
Therewere no significant differences between Pilot 1 and Pilot 2 patients for
any of the demographic characteristics that were recorded. Nineteen implants
were inserted at L5/S1 alone, five at L4/L5, and in four cases implants were in-
serted at both levels as shown in Table 7.4. Overall the average operation time
was 130 minutes (range, 75 to 195 minutes) with a significant amount of this
time used to obtain satisfactory radiographic images. The average estimated
peri-operative blood loss was 178 ml (range, 15 to 1,500 ml). The average hos-
pital length of stay was 6 days (range, 2 to 16 days). There was a progressive
improvement in outcome assessed by the ODS (Table 7.5) and the Low Back
Outcome Score (Table 7.6) for Pilot 1 throughout the study period. At 2 years
the average improvement was 23 points using the ODS and 22 points with the
LBOS. Pilot 2 patients improved up to 12 months but not thereafter. For the
total series, there was improvement in five of the eight SF-36 subscales. The
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All % (N) Pilot 1 % (N) Pilot 2 % (N)
Study 100 (28) 39 (11) 61 (17)
Male 50 (14) 64 (7) 41 (7)
Working Full Time 29 (8)1 36 (4) 24 (4)
Working Part time 14 (4) 9 (1) 18 (3)
Not Working 50 (14) 55 (6) 47 (8)
Student/Housewife/ 7 (2) 0 (0) 12 (2)
Retired
Current Smoker 39 (11) 46 (5) 35 (6)
Quit 18 (5) 9 (1) 24 (4)
Non Smoker 43 (12) 46 (5) 41 (7)
Workers Compensation 54 (15) 46 (5) 59 (10)
Litigation
No Concomitant Illness 39 (11) 36 (4) 41 (7)
Prior Discectomy 14 (4) 9 (1) 18 (3)
Prior Chemonucleolysis 4 (1) 9 (1) 0 (0)
Prior Treatments 14 (4) 9 (1) 18 (3)
Age (years) Average (range) Average (range) Average (range)
41 (30–54) 41 (32–53) 41 (30–54)
Height(cm) 169 (154–191) 170 (154–183) 168 (1551–91)
Weight(kg) 80 (58–133) 85 (65–133) 77 (58–104)
Body Mass Index 28 (18–42) 29 (24–41) 27 (18–42)
Duration of back pain 33 (9–120) 32 (12–84) 34 (9–120)
(months)
Table 7.3: Demographics at Baseline
overall complications are listed in Table 7.7. There was partial forward dis-
placement of one implant at L5/S1 in a patient in Pilot 1. Revision surgery has
not been required, and the patient has had a satisfactory subjective outcome.
There were displacements of the implant in both the Adelaide series but more
significantly in the Manchester group, where five implants had to be revised
as a result of anterior displacement.
Of particular concern was the demonstration with serial thin section CT of
rubber tears in 36% of patients (5 of 11 for Pilot 1; 5 of 17 for Pilot 2). The
majority of lesions were minor antero inferior peripheral tears as shown in
Figure 7.4.
A plain radiograph revealed heterotopic bone formation in only one patient
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All% (N) Pilot 1% (N) Pilot 2% (N)
Levels Treated
L5/S1 alone 68 (19) 91 (10) 53 (9)
L4/L5 alone 18 (5) 9 (1) 24 (4)
L4/L5 and L5/S1 14 (4) 23 (4)
Average (range) Average (range) Average (range)
Operative Time(min) 130 (75–195) 136 (115–195) 126(75–195)
Estimated Blood Loss (ml) 178 (15–1500) 261 (15–1500) 124 (18–300)
Hospital Length of Stay(days) 6(2–16) 7(4–12) 6(2–16)
Table 7.4: Operative Characteristics
Figure 7.4: Polyolefin Tear
(white arrow) and posterior new bone formation (black arrow) seen on
sagittal reconstruction view from multisection computed tomography of
L5/S1 AcroFlex (Pilot 1) 2 years after surgery (Ross Pilot Study)
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Figure 7.5: Coronal Reconstruction Views
from Multisection Computed Tomography 2 years after surgery showing
(top) minor ectopic bone (white arrow) around Pilot 2 implant and (bottom)
auto fusion around Pilot 1 implant (Ross Pilot study)
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(Pilot 1), and this was noted to be extensive (auto fusion). However multisec-
tion CT demonstrated small to moderate amounts of annular and periannular
ossification as shown in Figure 7.5 in most patients, not detected with plain
radiographs (the case of autofusion is demonstrated in Figure 7.5, bottom).
Revision Surgery One patient in Pilot 2 underwent revision surgery after her
12-month follow-up. The indication was unremitting severe pain for which a
cause could not be found. The implant was intact. Another 4 patients un-
derwent revision procedures 1 to 2 years after surgery for displacement. All
implants were intact. Eight patients underwent revision 2 to 7 years after their
disc replacement surgery. In three instances (2 Pilot 1 patients and 1 pilot 2 pa-
tient) there was more extensive anterior disruption of rubber, with associated
osteolysis and accompanying deterioration in the clinical condition.
In both revision cases the operative findings included the presence of a
glutanous reaction to rubber debris with bony end plate erosions and failure
of significant bone ingrowth onto the beaded metal end plate surfaces. In each
case the implant was removed and an interbody fusion supplemented by pedi-
cle screw fixation and postero-lateral grafting was carried out; the progress in
both patients has been satisfactory to date. A Pilot 2 patient shown in Fig-
ure 7.4, who developed a significant anterior rubber tear 3 years after the initial
surgery, underwent the same revision procedure at which time a similar gran-
ulomatous reaction was encountered. Despite approaching these cases from
the opposite side (right retroperitoneal), two of the three anterior revisions
with granulomatous adhesions were complicated by tears to the left common
iliac vein that were difficult to repair. The other four patients (one Pilot 1 and
3 Pilot 2), one of whom had rubber failure, were managed by posterolateral
fusion with pedicle screw and rod fixation without removal of the AcroFlex
prosthesis. The preliminary results from the eight revision procedures show a
satisfactory result for those done for implant failure but not for those where the
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All average Pilot 1 average Pilot 2 average
ODS % score
At baseline 49.3 51.1 48.2
At 6 months 39.0 38.0 39.7
At 12 months 38.9 39.6 38.4
At 24 months 34.4 28.0 38.5
Average Change from Baseline
At 6 months 8.4 11.5 6.5
At 12 months 10.5 11.5 9.8
At 24 months 14.8 23.0 9.1
Table 7.5: Oswestry Disability Score
sole indication was unremitting pain. The Manchester experience of revision
surgeries is contained in a publication [67]
There are no statistically significant differences between Pilot 1 and Pilot
2 on the ODS. The outcome appears to be improved when the implant is re-
moved and converted to an interbody fusion. This is believed to be a reflection
of the loss of stiffness with breakdown of the rubber component. Although
not normal the infinite stiffness of a fusion is arguably better than the minimal
stiffness of failed rubber prostheses.
7.5.1 Discussion and Future Directions
There is a close similarity in the data obtained from Pilot 1 and 2 patients that
supports assessing the results of the total population for the purposes of anal-
ysis. The modification to the design of the prosthesis used in Pilot 1 achieved
its objective of making insertion of the implant easier for the Pilot 2 group.
Moreover, radiographic evaluation demonstrated improved contact between
the bony and metal end plates in Pilot 2 cases with no cases of implant dis-
placement or subsidence.
However, in a separate study (Ross ER, unpublished data, 2001) of the Pilot
2 implants in 13 patients carried out in Manchester, UK, there were 7 cases of
anterior displacement of implants with revision surgery required in 3 patients
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All average Pilot 1 average Pilot 2 average
LBO score
At baseline 17.7 18.3 17.3
At 12 months 30.4 32.2 29.1
At 24 months 33.0 40.4 28.0
Average Change from Baseline
At 12 months 12.8 13.9 11.9
At 24 months 15.4 22.1 10.8
Table 7.6: Low Back Outcome Score
All (16) Pilot 1 (8) Pilot 2 (8)
Nerve Root Irritation 2 0 2
Autofusion 1 1 0
Partial Anterior Disc Expulsion 1 1 0
Minor Anterior Polyolefin Tear 7 3 4
Large Anterior Polyolefin Tears 3 2 1
Pulmonary Embolus 1 1 0
Retrograde Ejaculation 1 0 1
Table 7.7: Complications
within 2 years. These events were attributed to differences in technique, which
included the use of a transperitoneal approach and extensive removal of an-
nulus, thus making the remaining annulus les able to ‘trap‘ the ADR. Most
of the instruments used for measuring outcome demonstrated that significant
improvement occurred from baseline to 12 months.
There are no statistically significant differences between the Adelaide Pilot
1 and Pilot 2 on the LBOS (Low Back Outcome Score). The larger the LBOS is,
the better the subject. Positive changes in LBOS indicate improvement.
In addition, for Pilot 1 patients there was a significant improvement in out-
come from 12 months to 2 years. The lack of improvement in the Pilot 2 cohort
after 12 months may have been related to the timing of the written and verbal
advice to patients that tears in the polyolefin had been detected in a number of
Pilot 1 implants. The pilot studies were carried out to assess the safety and ef-
ficacy of the device, and subject to a satisfactory outcome, the intention was to
proceed with a randomized controlled trial comparing AcroFlex Lumbar Disc
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replacement with interbody fusion.
Although the overall clinical results up to 2 years appeared to be satisfac-
tory; the planned randomized controlled trial did not eventuate. The detection
on thin section CT scans of cases of mechanical failure in the elastomer demon-
strated that the currentmodel was adversely affected by the in vivo loads of ev-
eryday life. This finding was unexpected given that the device was extensively
tested in the laboratory and had easily withstood the range of described nor-
mal in vivo loads on the lumbar intervertebral disc [242]. However, because
of coupled movements, the actual loads on the annulus of the intervertebral
disc during activity are likely to be far greater than has been described to date.
Clearly, this has important implications for the design of artificial discs. In the
case of the AcroFlex prosthesis, it is yet to be established whether a redesign
of the internal architecture can overcome this deficiency.
The following section from the original paper is quoted but on reflection
the conclusions drawn are believed by this author to be incorrect. The reasons
for this will be explained in this author‘s views to follow.
The AcroFlex experience has highlighted two major obstacles to be overcome in the
production of a successful artificial disc. The first is the avoidance of wear particle for-
mation, the reason for revision surgery in four cases in this series. Although there are
no published papers on osteolysis from wear particles with articulating disc implants
such as Charite´ and ProDisc, a case of severe osteolysis from polyethylene wear in a
Charite´ prosthesis was recently reported (P Licina, personal communication, 2003).
Moreover, the experience with total joint replacement elsewhere in the body suggests it
is just a matter of time before more cases of osteolysis are reported with these devices.
The early detection of wear particles in the AcroFlex study was made possible by the
availability of serial thin section CT with an accuracy of 0.25 mm. It would not have
been recognized with commonly used CT scans let alone plane radiographs that are
commonly used as the basis for imaging artificial discs.
The second hurdle to overcome in the development of artificial disc replacement is
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periannular ossification that may lead to autofusion. [55] Although periannular ossi-
fication was recognized on plain radiographs in only one case in the pilot studies, its
presence was detected with thin section CT in most cases. The concern is that this
may lead to progressive stiffening of the motion segment. The assessment of serial
thin section CT scans at 12 monthly intervals (up to 5 years in two patients) suggests
that peripheral elastomer failure and periannular ossification, if they occur, develop in
the first 12 months and do not necessarily progress after this time. This implies that
periannular ossification is a protective response to the instability created by surgery
rather than simply a reaction to the presence of a foreign body. In particular, the exten-
sive annulus removal required to insert the prosthesis dramatically reduces resistance
of the motion segment to torsion, and until such time as there is bone ingrowth onto
the beaded metal end plates, the elastomer is unlikely to restore this important func-
tion of the normal motion segment. The average change in LBOS at 12 months is
similar to that reported from the Adelaide center for a group of 70 patients with disco-
genic low back pain treated by anterior lumbar interbody fusion [86]. Although total
disc replacement has the potential to protect against the development of symptomatic
adjacent-level degeneration attributed to fusion, this is yet to be proven. The cur-
rent Food and Drug Administration Investigational Device Exemption study testing
Charite´ against fusion will not address the issue of protection against adjacent-level
degeneration, as the follow-up time is only 2 years. This is far too short an interval
given the results of a 10-year magnetic resonance imaging follow-up after anterior
lumbar interbody fusion [202] that demonstrated essentially normal adjacent discs in
68% of cases.
7.5.2 Conclusions
1. The AcroFlex studies have highlighted the potential problem for disc replacement
surgery of wear particles leading to osteolysis, and the need for high-resolution
thin section CT in the assessment of patients taking part in the various trials of
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this developing technology.
2. There was a discrepancy between the life expectancy predicted from mechanical
testing of the AcroFlex prosthesis and implant life experienced in vivo that can
be explained by a failure of standard testing to measure coupled movements.
Clearly, this experience highlights the importance of introducing new technology
with caution irrespective of the results of bench testing.
3. Thin section CT scanning has revealed a higher than expected incidence of pe-
riannular ossification that may have an adverse impact on the function of the
spinal motion segment after disc replacement.
4. Anterior revision surgeries, particularly in the presence of granulomatous reac-
tion from wear particles, presents a major challenge for those involved with total
disc replacement surgery.
5. Despite these concerns, the pilot studies with the AcroFlex prosthesis have
demonstrated sufficient improvement in patient outcome to support the devel-
opment and careful clinical trialing of artificial disc replacement devices.
7.6 Author‘s Thoughts Seven Years On
7.6.1 The Pilot Studies
There was little mention of the work done in Manchester UK in the Freeman
paper [94]. Fraser had been an advocate of anterior spinal fusion for disco-
genic back pain [202]. Indeed Fraser had developed a surgical approach, de-
scribed above, along with instrumentation to insert carbon fibre cages with
parallel, flat surfaces.
The initial design of the Acroflex disc was considered by the team and a
domed prosthetic design was proposed. Fraser vetoed this approach. His
agenda from the outset was to design a prosthesis much like the cages he had
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Figure 7.6: Acroflex Design for the Pilot 1 Study
been using to allow insertion through the same approach and with the same
instruments. The initial design as shown in Figure 7.6 was the compromise
situation reached. The arrow points to a raised area which was supposed to
contribute to the initial fixation of the device since some team members were
concerned about early displacement with a flat surface.
Displacement occurred in Pilot 1. That displacement was sufficient to con-
sider redesign of the implant bone interface. One implantation in Pilot 1 took
place in Manchester. The prosthesis ended up in the spinal canal. The author
refused to insert any more of these implants until a rethink of the end plate
design and insertion technique was made. The redesign shown in Figure 7.7
including curvature of the end plates was introduced. Teeth were designed so
that they would act against any back out of the device.
Thirty patients were entered into the Pilot 2 series of which 17 surgeries
were carried out in Adelaide and 13 in Manchester.
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Figure 7.7: Acroflex Design for the Pilot 2 Study
courtesy of Acromed
Figure 7.8: Technique for Estimating Displacement.
A line is dropped from the back of L5 to S1. A line is drawn from that line to
the edge of the metal plate either inferiorly or superiorly. Sequential
measurements over time show if displacement has occurred. (Ross Pilot
Study)
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7.6.2 Demographics
In the study population of 30 subjects, 13 males and 17 females, the average
age at enrolment was 41.6 years (range 30 to 54). The mean pre-operative du-
ration of low back pain was 46.4 months (range 9 to 144) and 14 patients were
working. All patients were diagnosed with degenerative disc disease at either
L4/L5 or L5/S1. All underwent provocation discography prior to surgery.
7.6.3 Intraoperative Data
30 subjects underwent artificial disc replacement with a total of 37 devices im-
planted. 23 subjects underwent a single level procedure with the remaining 7
subjects undergoing a two level implantation.
7.6.4 Device Complications
The description earlier in the chapter using Helical CT scans to detect rubber
tears is described. Seven patients were thought to have rubber tears in the
Adelaide series using this method. No plans were in place at the 24 month
period to remove these prostheses. Using the same technique this author has
followed up the remaining Manchester cases and found it difficult to assess
whether rubber tearing has occurred or not. Indeed in two cases where tearing
was thought to have occurred subsequent CT on two succeeding years has not
confirmed the tears. Using plain films, anterior migration of the artificial disc
was noted in seven of the Manchester series. In 3 cases migration beyond the
confines of the vertebral body occurred and therefore revision of these cases
was carried out forthwith. These are described in a paper by Daly and Ross
[67]. Although it was claimed that no displacement occurred in the Pilot 2
Study in Adelaide, the final report produced in January 2003 suggests this was
not in fact correct. Figure 7.8 shows how displacement was estimated from an
initial postoperative X-ray at each clinical review up to two years. Table 7.8
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Follow Up Interval
Post Cortex to LDR/Superior (mm) Operative 2years
Average 4.9 5.6
Std Dev 2 2.1
minimum 0.8 2.6
maximum 8.1 9.4
Patients 17 15
Change from Operative (mm) Average 0 1.1
Std Dev 0 1.5
Min 0 minus1.8
Max 0 4
Patients 15 13
Table 7.8: Displacement in Adelaide Pilot 2 Series
indicates that displacement did occur in the Adelaide series, indeed in one
case backwards towards the spinal canal. The contrast with the displacements
in the Manchester series is shown in Table 7.9. A possible explanation for the
migration in the Manchester series was a result of removing more anterior
annulus than in the Adelaide series. Whereas this may have been true for those
discs which migrated well beyond the confines of the disc, it may not be the
case for the others since there was migration in both groups. It is more likely
that the dome shape and the anchoring teeth were not aggressive enough. The
approach the author used is that described in the Charite´ chapter and has not
varied in the series to be described in the next chapter, where no migration of
the Freedom disc has occurred despite extensive anterior anulotomy.
Although 5 subjects have now been revised for migration, those who did
not merit revision despite migration have stabilised with no further displace-
ment. This suggests bone ingrowth has occurred into the titanium beaded area
and has stabilised the implant.
7.6.5 Further Surgery
One patient from the Pilot 1 series in Adelaide had revision of the disc. Five
Manchester patients have been revised for migration. In September 2001, a
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Follow Up Interval
Post Cortex to LDR/Superior (mm) Operative 2years
Average 5.2 11.6
Std Dev 2.1 5.8
minimum 1.6 4.6
maximum 9.9 20.7
Patients 13 9
Change from Operative (mm) Average 0 4.8
Std Dev 0 4.9
Min 0 0.4
Max 0 13.9
Patients 13 8
Table 7.9: Displacement in Manchester Pilot 2 Series
subject who had undergone a two level artificial disc replacement 15 months
prior, elected to undergo revision surgery at L4/L5. X-rays indicated the disc
had begun anterior migration at the six week follow up visit. At six months
further migration was noted and surgery was advised. At revision surgery, the
left common iliac vein was divided and over sewn, providing access and per-
mitting removal of the disc. The artificial disc was replaced with a SB Charite´
11I disc containing an 8.5mm. spacer. This patient has subsequently gone on
to deliver a normal baby vaginally.
In April 2002, 1 year post implantation, the second subject underwent re-
vision surgery at L4/L5. During the revision surgery, it was noted that the
prosthesis was stretching the left common iliac vein and eroding into the left
common iliac artery. The vessels were mobilised to permit prosthesis removal
and insertion of a carbon fibre cage containing artificial bone graft securedwith
a screw and washer.
In May 2002, a third subject was noted to have a migration at L4/L5. At
one year follow up the prosthesis had migrated 5mm. anteriorly. At revision
surgery the ADR had migrated behind the aortic bifurcation and left common
iliac vein. After tearing this vein several times, a decision to divide the vein
was taken. This allowed removal of the disc and insertion of a fusion cage.
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Follow Up Interval
Pre OP 2 years
Oswestry Score Mean 48.2 38.5
Change in ODS From Baseline Mean 0 minus 9.1
% Change in ODS Mean 0 minus 14
Oswestry Score Mean 48.9 29.1
Change in ODI From Baseline Mean 0 minus 18.9
% Change in ODS Mean 0 minus 39.6
Table 7.10: ODS showing Adelaide results first and Manchester second
Follow Up Interval
Pre OP 2 years
VAS Min pain Previous week Mean 4.7 3.7
Change in VAS Mean 0 minus 1
% Change in VAS Mean 0 minus 24.4
VAS Min Pain Previous week Mean 5.4 3.3
Change in VAS Mean 0 minus 2.1
% Change in VAS Mean 0 minus 39
Table 7.11: Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) for Pain showing Adelaide results first
and Manchester second
A subsequent pedicle screw supplementation was added. The vein was re-
sutured. No ill effects were noted as a result and subsequent vascular studies
showed blood flow in the vessel was normal.
Interestingly at surgery, no tears were noted in the prostheses macroscop-
ically. At this time no facility for detailed examination of these prostheses ex-
isted.
A fourth revision for complete rubber failure has been undertaken after an
implantation of six and a half years. The patient was absolutely well until the
onset of sudden severe back pain. Subsequent CT showed significant osteoly-
sis, a good marker of degradation of the rubber. The patient was converted to
a fusion. She is doing well post fusion but notices some restrictions in function
not noted prior to fusion.
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7.6.6 Pain Assessment
The ODS scores and Pain assessments are given for comparison of the two
sites and also for comparison with other studies quoted in other chapters by
the author of the thesis, see Tables 7.10 and 7.11 These outcomes are on the
whole better in the Manchester cohort including revisions.
7.6.7 Discussion
There are several issues with which the author disagrees regarding the above
paper despite being a co-author. Clearly the Manchester cohort should have
been included in the results. The fact that the patients had better outcomes de-
spite more problems is of interest alone. The oversight of the migration in the
Adelaide series led to incorrect conclusions. The likely cause for displacement
is poor prosthetic design. The failure initially to recognise that a Fernstrom ball
might subside but never migrate tells us that a domed design prevents migra-
tion and therefore should be a design principal of ADRs. Subsequent Pilot 2
design was still not aggressive enough in regard to fixation.
The Manchester surgical technique was criticised but again further review
of the whole picture, and subsequent use of the same approach in the study
to be described in the next chapter where only one displacement has occurred,
adds weight to the problem being in design not surgical technique. Allowing
the prosthetic design to be dictated by the method of insertion or surgical ap-
proach is flawed. The order should be to design the prosthesis, consider how
it will be inserted and by which route then to design inserter instruments.
Helical CT is quite high radiation and is not sensitive at picking up rubber
tears. It is sensitive for osteolysis and indicative of rubber break down.
Having been on a finite element analysis course as part of this project, the
author has come to realise the value but also the shortcomings of this tech-
nique. Much reliance was placed on the FEA models of these rubber discs but
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Fusion Charite´ AcroFlex
Restores
√ √ √
Disc Height
Restores Not Always Not Always
√
Lordotic Angle
Restores
Stiffness
(Expressed as) (times)(x) (Natural) (Stiffness)
Compression Nominal ≥10 x* 2 - 3.5 x 1 - 2.6 x
Rotation Nominal ≥10 x 0 - 0.1 x 0.1 - 1.0 x
Flex/Extend Nominal ≥10 x 0 - 0.1 x 0.4 - 1.2 x
Restores Abolishes Motion Not Normal Reduced
Normal Motion
Relieves Variable Variable Variable /Better
Pain
Table 7.12: Theoretical aims of treatment to achieve pain relief.
Areas where Fusion, Charite´ and AcroFlex do not meet these criteria.
the reality is that unless these models do reflect reality, then they are likely to
be equally misleading [210]. The ridges which apparently gave better strain
results for one set of circumstances were the same ridges which produced high
strain in the rubber anteriorly and led to tears. Moreover a failure to under-
stand what was required in bench testing again led to a possible check on the
FEAmodel being overlooked. At the time of course no one had set up coupled
motion testing. Fraser declined to point out these important lessons from these
pilot studies.
Table 7.12 sets out once again those theoretical aims of any device in the
treatment of back pain and adds in AcroFlex behaviour. Certainly the AcroFlex
results would suggest that an elastomeric device is getting closer to the theo-
retical requirements than any other device to date.
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7.7 Summary
This chapter has introduced the concept of elastomers. The possible use of
these substances for artificial disc replacement is not a new concept but the de-
velopment of these devices has been difficult. There are several properties of
elastomers such as viscoelasticity, replication of stiffness in axial compression,
torsion and shear which would seem to be of real value in replacing the disc
but consideration of biocompatibility, carcinogenicity, preclinical testing, creep
and design to place a block of elastomer in a disc space and keep it there is not
simple. The whole concept of animal testing is one which requires clear objec-
tives and a substantial reason to perform, since there are undoubtedly serious
moral issues to be addressed in doing so. In this case the information gained
was extremely valuable, highlighting a flaw in thinking and ultimately bench
testing. The progress made in designing the Acrodisc has been considerable
and many valuable lessons learned. The prospect of using these lessons to
move this technology another step forward is exciting. Whether this has been
achieved will to some extent be unraveled in Chapter 8.
Chapter 8
Freedom Disc
8.1 Introduction
The “Freedom“ Artificial Lumbar Disc Replacement (ADR) is the principal
subject of this chapter. The author was invited to join a development team
brought together with the specific objective of designing an elastomeric ADR,
its associated insertion technique and instrumentation. The author has been
involved in the basic design, the instruments and insertion technique, con-
ducting cadaver laboratories to simulate operating conditions and finally was
selected to begin the first series of implanting in the World. An evolution in
technology and thinking is traced through this thesis, which has led to the
conclusion that a viscoelastic solution to disc replacement may provide a so-
lution to back pain. How the lessons of the Acroflex project have influenced
the development of the Freedom ADR will unfold through this chapter. The
construction of this disc and the reasons for the choices of materials will open
this chapter. Some detail of the instrumentation and the surgical technique will
be included. This forms an integrated philosophical approach to disc replace-
ment. The experience and fundamental dynamic principles which have been
learned from previous iterations of viscoelastic technology and SB Charite´ III.,
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Figure 8.1: The Freedom Artificial Lumbar Disc.
courtesy of Axiomed
were important factors in this design and this combined with the surgical re-
quirements led the author to being a major contributor to this design. Two
others, from the Axiomed Company, made fundamental contributions to the
design namely James Kuras and Kari Zimmers. A pilot study using the disc
will be described. The results of the pilot study will be discussed in the light
of all that has gone before to assess whether the original hypothesis is cor-
rect and whether this surgical solution to the problem of back pain comes any
closer than any other so far.
8.2 Design
Figure 8.1 shows the Freedom disc.
8.2.1 Freedom Lumbar Disc Materials
The FreedomR© Lumbar Disc (FLD) is comprised of the following materials
1. Titanium 6Al/4V, ASTM F 136 end plates.
2. Commercially pure titanium, ASTM F 1147 beads.
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3. CarboSilR© silicone polycarbonate-urethane for the core.
4. Chemlok 218 primer.
The first three items have direct body contact but the Chemlok only indi-
rectly.
8.2.2 Titanium
The FLD retaining plates are machined from medical grade titanium alloy
(ASTM F 136) coated with one layer of commercially pure titanium (ASTM
F 1147) beads on the polymer-interface sides of the plates and two layers of
commercially pure titanium beads on the bone-interface side of the retaining
plates. The end caps are machined from ASTM F 136 titanium 6Al/4V.
8.2.3 CarboSilR© silicone polycarbonate-urethane
An ideal prosthetic disc will replicate the native function of the natural disc,
including three dimensional motion, dynamic stiffness, load sharing capabil-
ity, and proper maintenance of the lordotic curve. The elastomeric core of the
FLD provides this critical combination of properties.
The polymer core is comprised of CarboSilR© silicone polycarbonate-urethane.
CarboSilR© is a viscoelastic material that has been optimized especially for use
in the lumbar spine and in conjunction with the unique FLD design. Its me-
chanical characteristics have been adjusted to replicate those of the natural disc
so that the native function of the functional spinal unit (FSU) is re-established.
CarboSilR© is a thermoplastic elastomer which is synthesized in a solvent-free
continuous reaction. The polymer contains no additives or solvents.
The combination of the biocompatibility and biostability of conventional
silicone elastomers with the processability and toughness of Thermoplastic
Poly Urethanes(TPUs) provides an ideal biomaterial. Silicone acts syner-
gistically with polyurethanes to improve in vivo and in vitro stability. In
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polycarbonate-based polyurethanes, silicone copolymerization has been shown
to reduce hydrolytic degradation of the carbonate linkage. CarboSilR© silicone-
polycarbonate-urethane is a thermoplastic copolymer containing silicone in
the soft segment. This high-strength thermoplastic elastomer is prepared
through a multi step bulk synthesis where polydimethylsiloxane (PSX) is in-
corporated into the polymer soft segmentwith an aliphatic, hydroxyl-terminated
polycarbonate. The hard segment consists of an aromatic diisocyanate (MDI)
with a low molecular weight glycol chain extender. The copolymer chains are
then terminated with silicone Surface-Modifying End GroupsTM© .
8.2.4 Materials Literature Review
A materials literature review was conducted by Axiomed, the Company pro-
ducing the Freedom disc, to evaluate published studies and clinical experience
with CarboSilR© TSPU, other similar polymers, and urethane adhesives in or-
der to demonstrate in vivo safety, biostability and performance and to identify
any risks associated with the materials.
The author makes no claim to originality in this section. A summary is
presented to demonstrate that the author has studied a thorough review of the
material in order to understand more than in the Acrodisc study exactly what
is being used in the product, how it has been evaluated and the background
testing undertaken prior to its selection for this project. The full review was
drawn together by Kari Zimmers of Axiomed for various stakeholders.
Polyurethanes Review
Polyurethanes are well proven biomaterials, which are used in the spine and
throughout the body in various medical applications. Their high mechan-
ical strength, biocompatibility and biostability make them an ideal choice
for many biomedical applications. In 1967, Pierce first suggested the use of
polyurethanes for implantable devices [287]. Since then, polyurethanes have
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been used in a wide variety of prosthetic devices.
Polycarbonate urethanes are the most biostable of the polyurethane family.
Zdrahala [291] listed the succession of polyurethanes for biomedical use
1. Polyester urethanes hydrolytically unstable.
2. Polyether urethanes (PEU) hydrolytically stable but oxidation- sensitive.
3. Polycarbonate urethanes (PCU) hydrolytically stable and oxidative- re-
sistant. [166] [258, 257, 256]
In a study by Stokes [252], it was determined that
1. The use of a PCU instead of a PEU allows a more flexible polymer at the
same hardness.
2. The PCU exhibited no environmental stress cracking in an 18-month rab-
bit study, where PEUwith lower hardness severely degraded, and higher
hardness PEU did not degrade.
3. The PCU showed no metal ion oxidation in vitro or in vivo, while both
low and high hardness PEU showed degradation.
.
Silicone-Polyurethanes Review
Silicone modified polyurethanes were developed to increase the biostability of
urethane polymers while maintaining the mechanical strength.
Benefits
The benefits of silicone polycarbonate urethanes include
• Superior biostability (compared to all other polyurethanes) [54, 65, 166]
[153, 278].
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• Excellent biocompatibility.
• Lower microbial colonisation [291].
• Resistance to environmental stress cracking [278].
• Resistance to surface oxidation CarboSilR© specifically demonstrated su-
perior oxidative stability compared to other polyurethanes [283] [277].
• Resistance to metal ion oxidation [277].
• High mechanical strength.
• Elastomeric properties.
Risks
The literature review identified two primary risks for urethane polymers in
general
1. Biodegradation of the polymer via environmental stress cracking.
2. Potential for generation of toxic breakdown products (methylene di-
analine). Polyurethanes and silicones are the elastomers from which the
smallest amount of chemical substances are extracted [287].
The results of the literature review also demonstrated that these risks are
minimal or non-existent for CarboSilR© [279] [53] [286] [126] [165] [257].
In house testing
Evaluation of the FLD included testing to evaluate the possibility of biodegra-
dation of the polymer. Testing demonstrated that there are no significant
changes in the surface appearance, molecular weight, durometer hardness,
thermal properties or extractables after biomechanical fatigue testing of the
device to 10 or 50 million cycles.
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The risk of a potential for generation of toxic breakdown products (methy-
lene dianaline) is also minimized or eliminated via control of manufacturing
methods. First, free isocyanates in polyurethanes must be prevented or re-
duced to an acceptable level because isocyanate is toxic. CarboSilR© TSPU is
synthesized in a continuous universal reactor, where pellets are formed un-
der water, and is capped with monofunctional silicone, greatly reducing the
chance of residual free isocyanate. CarboSilR© has been evaluated, and there is
no detectable free isocyanate in the polymer.
Secondly, proper handling and processing of aromatic thermoplastic polyurethanes
to ensure dryness can effectively prevent the formation of aromatic amines,
such as MDA (methylene dianiline) [276]. MDA can form if water is present
when urethane groups dissociate and the water reacts with free diisocyanate.
The CarboSilR© polymer is dried prior to processing. If water was present dur-
ing device assembly, CO2 would be generated in the same reaction that gen-
erates free amines, producing bubbles and surface defects, which are easily
detectable. Ward [276] found no evidence that urethane dissociation occurs at
any detectable rate below 40C.
Third, steam sterilization may result in reversion to MDA, as well as part
distortion. Szycher [254] reported that no MDA has been detected in prosthe-
ses where the manufacturer avoids steam sterilization and does not extrude
wet polymer. The Freedom Lumbar Disc is not steam sterilized, and polymer
dryness is ensured throughout processing.
In summary, the risk of toxic breakdown products from polyurethanes has
been found to be extremely small when the polymer is processed dry. The gen-
eral consensus of the studies on MDA or TDA formation in polyurethanes is
that MDA or TDA (2,4- toluenediamine) do not form in the absence of the com-
bination of high temperature andwater. Standardmanufacturing processes, as
well as the avoidance of steam sterilization, ensure that the material will not
degrade and form aromatic amines such as methylene dianiline (MDA).
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High Performance Liquid Chromatography analyses were conducted on
both physiologic (purified water) and non-physiologic, more aggressive (ace-
tonitrile/water) extracts, both 7 and 28 day, from the FLD, as well as from
polymer/adhesive samples which were manufactured to be worst case test-
ing situation due to the high surface area of exposure compared to an FLD.
In all cases, no MDA was detected, with a detection limit of 100.98 ppb, or
100.98g/L.
Cancer Risks
Many studies have been conducted to evaluate the Cancer risks associated
with the use of polyurethane in chronically implanted devices. ( Szycher [254]
Vermette [270] Cohney [57] Brand [35] in various studies suggest that this
risk is very low indeed)
Use of Polycarbonate Urethanes in Spinal Devices
The advantages of silicone modified polyurethane for use in spinal implants
have been recognized in the choice of BionateTM© S TSPU (polycarbonate ure-
thane with silicone modified endgroups) for the Bryan Cervical Disc. The
Bryan Cervical Disc has been implanted in approximately 8,000 patients world
wide. Goffin [105] reported on 52 patients past 2-year follow up and 132 pa-
tients past one year follow up, with no explant or revision and no material-
related issues. Bryan [41] found no inflammatory response to the prosthesis
(with BionateS nucleus) in a 6-month goat study. Additionally, Anderson (2003
and 2004) [14, 15] reported no significant inflammatory response, no cellular
reaction, and no distant effects in the goat study with Bryan Cervical Discs.
Additionally, the Dynesys Neutralization System was first implanted in
1994 and has been implanted in more than 11,000 patients, incorporating poly-
carbonate urethane (Sulene-PCU) spacers. Trommsdorff [263] examined the
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biostability of the polycarbonate urethane spacers used in the Dynesys sys-
tem, which were removed from patients after 2, 3.9 and 5.1 years in vivo. The
analyses found no changes in molecular weight, no changes in the chemical
structure, no changes in the extractables, and no impairment to the functional-
ity of the implant.
The Memory Coiling Spiral disc nucleus pulposus prosthesis was also
made from Sulene polycarbonate urethane and has been implanted in five pa-
tients [135], with follow up at 6 to 64 months.
In all of the reported literature reviewed, there were no negative findings
related to the polymer in any of these devices.
Chemlok 218
A urethane primer, Chemlok 218, is applied to the retaining plates and cured
prior to assembly of the device with the polymer core. The formulation of
Chemlok 218 is proprietary. However, Chemlok 218 adhesive is a mixture con-
sisting of solvents, poly(vinyl butyral) [PVB] and a phenolic resin. The PVB
reacts with the phenolic resin during curing.
There is very little published literature pertaining to urethane adhesives
such as Chemlok 218. One study (Pavlova 1994) [197, 196] found that urethane
adhesives (such as Chemlok 218) are more biostable than urethane acrylate
adhesives. Although studies in the literature on medical urethane adhesives
are scarce, the Chemlok primer, in combination with the polymer and in the
device as a whole, has been tested extensively by ASC(The company which
produces Chemlok) for biocompatibility and carcinogenicity. All results were
good, and there were no indications in any of the studies that Chemlok 218, as
used in the FLD, poses any health risk.
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8.3 Mechanical Testing
8.3.1 Testing for strength
Much of this has been conducted by laboratories specializing in this work but
the author was instrumental, with Kuras and Zimmers, in deciding the choice
of tests, studying results and commenting where necessary. The author made
it clear that without coupled motion testing he would not implant the device.
Such was the importance of this mode of testing which had not been part of
the Acrodisc project till failure occurred.
Biomechanical characterization of this disc has been extensively and ex-
haustively undertaken by Axiomed. All testing has been given to the surgeon
team for evaluation. Tests were conducted at physiologic loads and/or ranges
of motion and in physiologic solutions to characterize the properties of the
Freedom disc and compare its performance to that of the human lumbar disc.
These tests included creep and creep recovery testing, device expulsion and
subsidence evaluations, and range of motion studies in compression, rotation
and flexion/extension.
Other tests were conducted at non-physiologic loads and/or ranges of mo-
tion to characterize the device‘s bond strength, polymer core strength and fail-
ure modes. Assessment of failure is important to establish the ultimate perfor-
mance characteristics in the device. Non-physiologic tests included static and
dynamic compression, static torsion, static and dynamic compressive shear,
and coupled motion fatigue testing. Data from physiologic portions of the
static data was used to characterize device stiffness, and data from fatigue test-
ing at physiologic loads was used to predict in vivo performance.
Objective Failure Criteria (OFC) were established for each testing mode.
OFC are defined as a set of clinically relevant conditions for each testing mode
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Figure 8.2: Static Compressive Shear Test Rig.
courtesy of Axiomed
under which the device must perform. Clinically relevant conditions were de-
fined using the properties of the human lumbar disc, as published in the clin-
ical literature. All test results met the objective failure criteria. In physiologic
testing, there were no failures. For non-physiologic tests, failures were gener-
ated at loads and/or ranges of motion much greater than those which will be
experienced in vivo.
Static axial compression testing produced no device failures. The maxi-
mum load achieved was 3 times greater than the OFC of 6,400 N, which is
the load at which the natural disc would fail. Failures occurred in fatigue at
loads ranging from 6,000 to 20,000 N of cyclical loading. Fatigue testing under
a physiologic load (2,400 N) demonstrated that the FLD survives 50 million
cycles with no mechanical or functional failure, representing a safety factor of
2 times compared with OFC. No failures occurred. More severe axial com-
pression fatigue tests demonstrated a 10 million run-out at 6,000 N, with no
functional (catastrophic) failure.
In static torsion testing, failures occurred at rotations of 69 ◦ or higher. The
torsion tests demonstrated a minimum safety factor of 11.5; at the OFC criteria
of 6 ◦, no mechanical or functional failures occurred.
Compressive shear testing was used to test the strength and durability of
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the bond between the plates and the polymer core. The test set-up is shown in
Figure 8.2. The test piece is held between the upper and lower blocks. A vari-
able force can be applied through the upper block. This force.can be applied
and released alternatively. As the force is applied it can be resolved parallel
to the plane, producing shear in the specimen and perpendicular to the plane,
producing compression in the specimen. This test results in a combination of
compression and shear loading, as well as peel in the later portion of the test.
Failures occurred in shear testing at static anterior loads of 8,102 N and
anterior loads in fatigue exceeding 1,700 N. Shear tests demonstrated a load
safety factor of 2.7 and a peak displacement of 19.6 mm before functional fail-
ure occurred. At 3,000 N (the OFC; A-P shear load in which a human disc
fails), no mechanical or functional failures occurred. 45 ◦ compressive shear
fatigue testing demonstrated a 10 million cycle run-out at 1,200 N. The equiva-
lent anterior shear load is 1,697 N, representing a safety factor of 5.7 (compared
to the OFC of 300 N anterior shear for 10 million cycles), with no failure. 10 ◦
compressive shear fatigue results demonstrated a 10 million run-out at 5,000
N load. The equivalent anterior shear load is 5,077 N, representing a safety
factor for load applied of 16.9 (compared to OFC of 300 N anterior shear for 10
million cycles), with no failure.
Mechanical failures (not catastrophic failures) occurred in coupled motion
fatigue testing at combinations of load and range of motion that would not
be experienced in vivo; 1,200 N compression + ±10 Nm flexion/extension +
±12 Nm lateral bending + ±3 ◦ rotation. Coupled motion, fatigue (wear) test-
ing demonstrated loading/motion safety factors compared to OFC of 1.4 for
flexion and extension, 1.7 for lateral bending, and 1.8 for rotation. [A more
physiologic loading range was used to develop the OFC for coupled motion
fatigue: a 1,200 N axial compressive load, with ±7.0Nm flexion and exten-
sion, and with ±7.2 Nm lateral bending and ±1.7 ◦ rotation coupled, with no
mechanical or functional failures at 5 million cycles. However, devices were
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tested under the higher conditions specified by ASTM F2423-05.]
Devices tested first in flexion/extension had no mechanical or functional
failures at 5million cycles. Of two devices tested first in lateral bending/rotation,
both had no functional failures and no debonding at 5 million machine cy-
cles (10 million device cycles). One had a polymer crack on the posterior side
(∼ 1mm), and one had a polymer crack on one side (∼ 2mm), at 5 million cy-
cles. Plots of loads and displacements throughout testing demonstrate that the
cracks in the polymer did not affect device performance.
It is estimated that 125,000 significant bends/year are performed by the
lumbar spine [124]. Thus 5 million cycles in a coupled motion fatigue test is
equal to 40 years performance. Tests have been run up to 30 million cycles, or
240 years of significant bends.
Test rigs have been designed and built to subject ADRs to coupled motion
as shown in Figure 8.3. As explained in Chapter 2 there is still debate about
coupled motion but in essence what this is trying to do is more closely approx-
imate the dynamic forces the ADR will experience in the body.
An example of a disc which failed under these conditions is illustrated by
Figure 8.4. Failure could be produced at the upper posterior rubbermetal inter-
face. This test highlighted a problem of bonding between the Chemlok and the
metal. This failure was analysed. The findings and solution cannot be stated
here for proprietary reasons except to say that this heightened the awareness
of the complex nature of a rubber/metal interface to the whole team. The so-
lution brought about a many fold improvement in the bonding of the rubber
to the metal such that subsequent destructive testing always produced failure
in the rubber and not at this interface.
8.3.2 Testing for Stiffness
Range of motion studies showed that the stiffness of the FLD is similar to that
of human lumbar discs. In compression, the stiffness is within the ranges of
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Figure 8.3: Coupled Motion Test Rig.
courtesy of Axiomed
Figure 8.4: A Failed ADR under Coupled Motion Testing.
courtesy of Axiomed
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Figure 8.5: The Freedom Artificial Lumbar Disc.
stiffness documented for the human disc. While on the higher side of the stiff-
ness range in compression, this higher stiffness is desired because compres-
sion is the main load bearing mode in the lumbar spine. Flexion and extension
stiffnesses closely mimic those of the lumbar discs. While rotational stiffness
is lower than that of the human lumbar disc, the FLD still provides a level
of stiffness. When considering the stiffness of total artificial discs, it should be
noted that total disc replacements (TDR) with a ball-and-socket design provide
no stiffness in the normal ranges of motion in flexion, extension and rotation,
while having high stiffness (no spring/damper effects) in compression. As a
result, the ball-and-socket total disc replacements are not comparable to the
human disc with regard to stiffness.
8.4 Design Features
Figure 8.5 shows the Freedom disc. This section will explain how certain
design features give this prosthesis its mechanical characteristics and some
unique properties.
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Figure 8.6: Osteoporotic spine.
Note the difference in response of the osteoporotic bone to the nearly normal
disc, where the bone fractures and in the degenerate black disc where the
bone is showing not even a sign of end plate deformity. (Ross)
8.4.1 Stiffness Considerations
Natural or Normal stiffness
In Chapter 2 it was shown that there are three planes of motion. Disc stiffness
must be considered in each plane. Furthermore in compression the natural
disc varies its stiffness depending on the loading conditions. There is an in-
creasing stiffness with age. However this is a self fulfilling prophecy. In de-
generation it has been shown that the disc at first becomes less stiff but as a
response to the degenerative process the whole structure stiffens, as each seg-
ment stiffens. This pattern is not seen in patients who develop osteoporosis.
Many of these patients retain normal discs till well on in their lives. Indeed
so elastic are these discs that they begin to bulge and fracture the end plates
and produce the appearance of a fish as shown in Figure 8.6 between T9 and
L4. When compared to the response of the bone to the two degenerate (black)
levels between L4 and S1, the reduced stiffness in the degenerate discs can be
inferred by the completely different response in the bone (no fractured end
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plates) which will be the same throughout the spine. Perhaps some stiffness
occurs in these spines through facet joint stiffening. Be that as it may retaining
the stiffness range of the average 20 -30 year old, by an artificial disc, means
that the spine will not stiffen with age since it is not reacting to anything but
normal segmental stiffness. There may be some medical stiffening at this time
but it is argued that retaining the stiffness of the spine within physiological
ranges for 20-30 year olds by an artificial disc is not necessarily bad. The fact
that the disc remains at normal stiffness throughout life simply means that the
normal response of loss of disc height, which can lead to stenosis, root canal
compromise and further symptoms is avoided.
The stiffness chosen for rubber artificial discs is based on the literature.
Clearly there is some variation in measurements of this. This is no surprise
as everything biological has a range rather than an absolute value. The prob-
lem of ageing has been considered above. The figures for Charite´ and Acroflex
have been given in the respective chapters, comparing the manufactured stiff-
ness with the natural stiffness of healthy discs, quoted elsewhere.
FLD Polymer Stiffness
The polymer of the FLD was developed to replicate the stiffness of the human
disc. The natural disc has higher stiffness at higher loads in axial compression
i.e. it has non linear loading stiffness characteristics. The development goal
was to re-establish the native stiffness of the spinal segment such that the FLD
responds to increased loading with increased stiffness. It is accepted that the
natural disc is viscoelastic in nature, in that its response is dependent upon the
rate and frequency of loading. At low rates or frequencies, the natural disc
response is more fluid-like, while at higher rates or frequencies, its response is
solid-like. This aspect of disc function is essential to replicate native function
when developing an artificial disc.
The current approach to treating symptomatic degenerative disc disease of
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Figure 8.7: Hysteresis loops for Freedom in L4/L5 disc space at 1200 N fol-
lower load.
Ross/Patwardhan
the spine is, in many cases, to remove the degenerated intervertebral disc and
either replace it with a fusion device, i.e., fusion cage, or replace it with an
artificial disc to restore the motion within that spinal segment. An ideal artifi-
cial intervertebral disc mimics the stiffness and motion of the natural disc. An
artificial intervertebral disc with properties that mimic the natural disc will
operate in conjunction with the structural elements of the Functional Spinal
Unit (FSU), restoring the native function, as it will not induce undue strains in
the surrounding elements of the spine. Experiments were carried out by the
author in Patwarhan‘s laboratory. The results of these were given in detail in
Chapter 2. A single example from the series of graphs obtained by flexing and
extending specimens under varying follower loads, replacing natural discs in
the lower two segments with FLDs, at frequencies of 1-2Hz in flexion and ex-
tension is shown in Figure 8.7. The purpose of showing this figure again is
to show how closely the FLD at these target levels mimics the normal discs
in flexion extension suggesting that under equivalent mechanical conditions,
since a similar response is obtained, the stiffness of the artificial discs must be
close to that of natural discs.
The properties of the natural disc have been characterized in the literature.
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Property Human Freedom
Lumbar Disc Lumbar Disc
Compression 0.5 to 2.5 kN/mm 0.55 to 1.43 kN/mm
Stiffness [28, 82] in the range of 100-300N
[156, 260, 282]
1.55 to 3.48 kN/mm
in the range of 400 to 600 N
1.47 to 2.14 kN/mm
in the range of 300 to 1,200 N
Compression 0.8 mm 0.67 to 1.31 mm
Range of Motion under330N load [145] under 2,000N load
Flexion Stiffness 0.8 2.5 Nm/degree 1.38 to 2.12Nm/degree
[82] from 0 to 8 Nm
Flexion Range of 5.51 ◦ to 13 ◦ 3.02 ◦ to 5.32 ◦
Motion [200, 204, 239] at 8Nm of flexion
Extension 2.1Nm/degree 1.41 to 2.41Nm/degree
Stiffness [82] from 0 to 6Nm
Extension Range 1 ◦ to 5 ◦ 1.92 ◦ to 5 ◦
Of Motion [200, 204, 239] at 6Nm extension
Axial Rotational 2 to 9.6Nm/degree 0.72 to 0.83Nm/degree from
Stiffness [239, 82, 282] -4 to +4Nm torsional load
0.66 to 0.81Nm/degree
from0 ◦ to 2 ◦
Axial rotation up to3 ◦ 7.55 ◦ to 8.35 ◦
Range of Motion [200, 282] at 6Nm torsional load
2.79 ◦ to 5.79 ◦
[191, 190]
Table 8.1: Stiffness and ROM for the Human Lumbar Disc and Freedom Lum-
bar Disc
The stiffness of the natural disc has been characterized in several modes, in-
cluding compression. The target stiffness for the different modes are set out in
Table 8.1.
The stiffness of the FLD is similar to that of human lumbar discs. While
on the higher side of the stiffness range in compression, this higher stiffness
is desired because compression is the main load bearing mode in the lum-
bar spine. Flexion and extension stiffnesses closely mimic those of the lumbar
discs. While axial rotational stiffness is lower than that of the human lumbar
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Property Values for Values for
Human Freedom
Lumbar Lumbar
Disc Disc
Anterior Shear 78 to 145 N/mm 413N/mm
(Worst Case Device Size)
Stiffness [18, 28, 82, 260, 282]
Anterior shear ultimate strength 8102N
required for an (Worst case device size)
Strength artificial disc equals 3,000 N [82]
Safety Factor of 1.1 to 2.7 times
Maximum strength of lumbar
segments equals 7,400N [143]
Table 8.2: Anterior Shear Stiffness and Strength for the Human Lumbar Disc
and Freedom Lumbar Disc
Property Values for Values for
Human Freedom
Lumbar Lumbar
Disc Disc
Dynamic stiffness in 1.5 to 2.42kn/mm 2.69 to 5.36kN/mm
Compression [156, 143, 149]
Dynamic stiffness in 1.7 to 3.5Nm/degree under 1.37 to 2.84Nm/degree
Flexion/Extension compressive loads from [61]
7 to 488N
Dynamic stiffness in 5Nm/degree 0.82 to 0.96Nm/degree
Rotation [27]
Table 8.3: Dynamic Stiffness of Human vs. Freedom Lumbar Disc
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disc, the FLD still provides a level of stiffness. Note that total disc replace-
ments (TDR) with a ball-and-socket design provide very little stiffness in the
normal ranges of motion in flexion, extension and rotation, while having high
stiffness, and no damping, in compression. As a result, the ball-and-socket
total disc replacements are not comparable to the human disc with regard to
stiffness.
While there is currently little or no data that positively correlates TDR range
of motion to clinical outcomes, there is clinical data correlating human disc
stiffness changes with degeneration. Brown [40] measured lumbar spine mo-
tion segment stiffness and related it to the degree of disc degeneration. He
found that disc degeneration initially leads to “an unstable motion segment“,
defined as an abnormal response to normal loads, characterized by motion of
the motion segment beyond normal constraint“ (or lack of stiffness). A ball-
and-socket designed TDR, with no stiffness in flexion, extension and rotation,
will retain the spinal segment in this unstable phase. Restoring the healthy
stiffness of the disc segment therefore requires a TDR with stiffness in each
loading mode similar to that of the healthy human lumbar disc as shown in
Table 8.2 and Table 8.3.
8.4.2 Bone-to-metal Interface
Beaded Surface
The beads are titanium beads sintered onto the upper and lower surfaces of the
end plates. The surface which faces bone provides for increased friction imme-
diately and thus increases pull out strength. It also provides for bone ingrowth,
permanently stabilising the FLD in the disc space. In addition, starting with a
curved surface in both AP and lateral diameters provides immediate increased
resistance to push out by placing a saucer in a saucer shown in Figure 8.8. In
addition this attempts to match the shape of the vertebral body endplates.
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Figure 8.8: The Freedom Disc showing Anti-expulsion Curved Surface.
courtesy of Axiomed
Figure 8.9: The Freedom Disc showing Anti-expulsion Features.
Including Central End Caps. courtesy of Axiomed
Teeth/rails
The aggressive teeth shape, height, position and number add to this commit-
ment to prevent even the slightest of anterior drift. These form the immediate
stabilising mechanisms along with the “docking plate“ shown in Figure 8.9.
The docking plate is now referred to as the “end cap“.
Compare this with the pilot two Acroflex shown in Figure 8.10. The differ-
ence in design concepts is clear. The zero expulsion rates, with one anterior
shift in 262 implants (50 in pilot study and 212 in IDE study) to date, of the
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Figure 8.10: An Intact Pilot 2 Acroflex Implant.
courtesy of Acromed
Freedom disc, confirm that the failure of Acroflex was not the surgical expo-
sure but the design of the disc. This also shows the benefit of developing the
best design then adapting the insertion technique to allow for that design.
End Cap
Initially the central end caps were to provide a “docking“ mechanism to site
the disc. This proved to be impractible and was abandoned as a concept, but
the retention of the end caps provides further immediate fixation to bone. It
serves a further function as will be explained below.
8.4.3 Polymer-to-metal Interface
Beaded Surface
Reference to Figure 8.8 shows there is a beaded layer on the rubber side of the
plate also. This provides the immediate mechanical fixation of the rubber to
the metal. It is supplemented by the adhesive Chemloc.
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Figure 8.11: Non loaded versus loaded.
Note the space under the end cap fills with polymer on loading. courtesy of
Axiomed
Aperture and Flange Reduce Strain Along Bonded Interface
The aperture allows the rubber to invaginate into this space when it is loaded.
This has the advantage of reducing strain along the bonded surfaces of the
implant.
8.4.4 Combined Design Features
The aperture and end cap interface provides an even more intriguing feature.
As the rubber invaginates it will with sufficient loading come into contact with
the metal end cap as seen in Figure 8.11. This prevents further invagination
and thus the stiffness of the rubber increases. Thus a mechanism for varying
the stiffness with the load applied is created. The discovery of this feature was
serendipity!
8.5 Finite Element Analysis (FEA)
The Axiomed Company carried out extensive FEA of the Freedom Disc. It
is not intended to give a full exposition here but rather point out where this
has helped confirm other data from bench testing. The author attended a short
course on FEA to understand better its application and limitations. By carrying
out comprehensive FEA it was hoped that the failures of the Acroflex studies
would not be repeated. All studies were performed using ABAQUS. The mesh
plot for the analysis is shown in Figure 8.12. Elements along the middle section
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Figure 8.12: Mesh Plot for Analysis.
courtesy of Axiomed
are hexahedral solid elements of 8 nodes. Elements along the top and bottom
plate are 4 node tetrahedral. The material is hyperelastic. This permits the
material and geometric non-linear behaviour to be modeled. There are 11,624
nodes in the polymer.
The Boundary conditions were:- Bottom Plate fully constrained. Top plate
constrained except in the y-direction and rotationally around the z-axis. This
allowed it to be compressed then the flexion extension moment to be applied.
8.5.1 Compressive Analysis
The compressive analysis in Figure 8.14 shows the stresses through the cen-
ter of the FLD polymer core. The colour scale is illustrated in Figure refs-
cale. The higher stresses occurred at the interface between the polymer and
the outer peripheral edge of the retaining plate during compression. At the
high load (2,400 N), the polymer extended partly into the spaces created under
the end caps. The bond between the polymer and retaining plate, however,
was shielded from major stresses. The polymer compressed 0.27mm under
1200N of load.
At the high load (2,400 N), the polymer extended partly into the spaces
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Figure 8.13: Colour scaling.
courtesy of Axiomed
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Figure 8.14: Analysis under Compression.
This is maximum compression of 1200 N. The high limit of the contour is set
at .1 and is measuring logarithmic strain. Even at a log strain of .1, there are
very few hot spots. The maximum log strain of Carbosil is 1.75 so at this load
the strain is well below the maximum tolerable. Courtesy of Axiomed
Figure 8.15: Compression Model-200N.
courtesy of Axiomed
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Figure 8.16: Compression model-2,400N.
courtesy of Axiomed
created under the end caps. Compare Figure 8.16 with Figure 8.15. This also
confirmed the change in polymer position described previously to explain the
varying stiffness. The bond between the polymer and retaining plate, however,
was shielded from major stresses.
These findings are supported by descriptions of failures in axial compres-
sion fatigue at loads of ± 6,000 N and above (non-physiologic loads, and
higher than the physiologic loads evaluated via FEA) as polymer bulging. The
photograph in Figure 8.17 show FLD 203409-F2, tested in axial compression fa-
tigue at a load of± 6,000 N to 10 million cycles, and show evidence of polymer
bulging around the periphery of the device.
8.5.2 Flexion/Extension Analysis
The flexion/extension analysis shown in Figure 8.18 and Figure 8.19 also
shows that the highest stresses are found at the interface between the polymer
and the outer edge of the retaining plate and then the polymer periphery. At
maximum moments (8Nm), the areas of highest stress were seen at the disc‘s
posterior region. Moments are applied through X.
These findings are supported by the results of flexion/extension coupled
motion testing under the same loading conditions used for the FEA analysis.
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Figure 8.17: FLD 203409-F2 Failed
After 10 million cycles axial compression fatigue at a load of ± 6,000N. The
picture taken looking down on the disc shows the bulging polymer round the
edges. Courtesy of Axiomed
Figure 8.18: Analysis under Flexion/Extension
This is maximum flexion of 8 Nm under a 1200 N preload. The high limit of
the contour is set at .1 and is measuring logarithmic strain. At a log strain of
.1, the hot spots showing are only approximately .21 log strain. The max log
strain of Carbosil is 1.75 thus these hot spots are well below the maximum
tolerable by the material. The top plate displaces to 5.6 degrees of flexion at a
moment of 8 Nm. courtesy of Axiomed
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Figure 8.19: FEA Maximum Extension
This is maximum extension of 6 Nm under a 1200 N preload. The high limit
of the contour is set at .1 and is measuring logarithmic strain. At a log strain
of .1, the hot spots shown are only approximately .268 log strain. The max log
strain of Carbosil is not exceeded. The top plate displaces to 2 degrees of
extension at a moment of 6 Nm. courtesy of Axiomed
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Figure 8.20: After 10 million cycles of flexion/extension.
(±10Nm) under a compressive load of 1,200 N courtesy of Axiomed
After 10 million cycles at this extreme loading scenario, which is equivalent
to 80 years of significant bends, polymer wear on posterior side near center
was noted. A photograph of one device is shown in Figure 8.20. The device
is produced in a mould. Under pressure some polymer extrudes at certain
points and is referred to as the flash ring. Other than minor changes to the
flash ring, the only visible changes in the parts after 10 million cycles are signs
of mechanical wear of the polymer on the posterior side.
8.5.3 Conclusions
Finite Element Analysis of the Freedom Lumbar Disc at average daily living
loads and at more “extreme“ loads demonstrates that the high stress areas in
the polymer core will be at the interface between the core and the retaining
plates. High stress also occurs along the periphery of the polymer under “ex-
treme“ loads. Maximum log strains in the polymer were considerably less that
maximum allowable for the material. These findings are supported by the re-
sults of biomechanical testing in the same loading modes.
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8.6 Implantation Technique Steps
Instrument Interface
The idea of developing an insertion technique and instrumentation to achieve
this is fundamental to this technology. This was not part of the SB Charite´
initial thinking and it was developed very late on. It was an integral part of
the Acrodisc project but implant design was compromised to accommodate an
already used insertion technique for fusion cages. Ease of insertion for any
surgeon using Freedom Disc technology along with the idea of providing con-
stant placement of the prosthesis was part of the design strategy from the be-
ginning. The technique is explained so that the reader may have a complete
picture of the thought which the author along with the design team has put
into this project. The figures for this section were developed by the author in
conjunction with Eric Smith from Axiomed.
The design of an efficient and reliable implantation technique is a key part
of developing a successful ADR. Clearly the author was heavily involved with
this process. This can be broken down to 9 steps.
1. Patient positioning
2. Surgical exposure
3. Establishment of fluoroscopy references - AP and lateral
4. Midline marker tack and soft tissue pin placement
5. Exposure of the annulus and the excision of the intervertebral disc
6. Determination of the appropriately sized implant
7. Planning for and placement of the trident midline marker and alignment
guide
8. Vertebral endplate preparation
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9. Implantation of the Freedom Lumbar Disc
Only those steps which are unique to this technology and which ensure
constancy of positioning by any surgeon will be described in detail. The tech-
nique was designed for a midline transperitoneal approach as described in the
SB Charite´ III Chapter 6. It has been used more recently in retro-peritoneal
approaches in Germany. Lateral approach and cervical discs are planned.
8.7 Unique steps
8.7.1 Midline Marker Tack
There are a number of complications that may result from mal-alignment of
the prosthesis (i.e. not along the midline). These are:
• Encroachment of the prosthesis on the lateral root canal
• Creation of a scoliosis above the prosthetic level
• Subsidence of the prosthesis due to the resulting inappropriate load dis-
tribution across the vertebral endplate-prosthesis interface
• Failure of the prosthesis because of inappropriate load distribution across
the prosthesis
Once the vessels are retracted, a midline marker tack, shown in Figure 8.21,
is tapped into the inferior endplate of the Cephalad vertebrae of the respective
level to be treated. This marker is also shown in a cadavermodel in Figure 8.22.
The tack is carefully tapped into the vertebral body 5 to 7 mm cephalad to the
inferior vertebral endplate with fluoroscopic guidance to be collinear with the
spinous process on the AP X-ray. In other words the tack is hammered into the
bone above the disc to be replaced and checked for closeness to the midline by
X-ray. The midline marker tack now becomes the “visual“ midline reference
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Figure 8.21: Midline Marker.
Ross/Smith
Figure 8.22: Midline Marker in Cadaveric Model.
Ross/Smith
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point until the trident is inserted. As will be shown below, the trident replaces
the midline marker to provide a three dimensional reference guide based on
the trial disc. Once the trial disc is removed then all other steps rely upon the
trident although frequent X-ray checks can be made.
8.7.2 Determination of the Appropriately Sized Implant
Once the disc space is completely evacuated, an appropriately sized trial disc
is placed in the now-empty intervertebral space as shown in Figure 8.23.These
trials are solid metal pieces of the same dimensions as the eventual prosthe-
sis and thus come in a series of sizes matching the implants. The trial discs
are used to determine the correct prosthesis footprint size, wedge angle, and
height. The trial prosthesis is inserted using the attachable inserter handle. If
aligned correctly, the holes in the prosthesis will appear as perfect circles on
lateral radiographs as shown in Figure 8.23.
The position of the trial with reference to the midline marker tack can be
verified with an AP X-ray taken at this time and adjusted accordingly.
The trial disc should be placed approximately 2 to 3 mm inside the an-
terior edge of the superior vertebral body. Furthermore, it should fit easily
against the posterior hard ridge. This ridge will also serve to restrict poste-
rior advancement of the trial. Care should be taken not to force the trial along
this ridge and risk posterior ridge fracture. However, if this ridge blocks full
placement of the trial posteriorly, it can be removed with a high speed burr or
the twist shavers. The ideal depth placement of the prosthesis should be such
that, on the lateral views, the reference circles are at or dorsal to the intersection
of the midpoint reference line of the respective vertebral bodies. The desired
height of the prosthesis can be determined from the use of the twist spread-
ers, since they are available in 1 mm height increments. Prosthesis height can
also be estimated from pre-operative radiographs of the adjacent disc(s). The
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Figure 8.23: Lateral X-ray with Trial.
Ross/Smith
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Figure 8.24: Position and Sizing.
Ross/Smith
typical disc height will be between 12 and 14 mm and a typical foot print be-
tween 26 and 28mm. Unless the disc is abnormally large, opening the disc
beyond these limits may be excessive. The angle of the prosthesis can also be
estimated at this point by observing the angle of the disc itself, by looking at
the overall lumbar lordosis, and by bisecting the angle of the disc space with
the trial handle. Figure 8.24 illustrates these points.
8.7.3 Planning for and Placement of the TridentMidlineMarker
and Alignment Guide
With the trial implant of the desired size and in the proper position, the cor-
rect size for the solid (double barrel) guide can be determined as shown in
Figure 8.25. There are several different widths between the barrels, in order to
accommodate the distance between the two shafts of the trial and trident.
The size of the solid guide is based on the center to center diameters of the
through holes of the solid guide. The distance should be such that the
trident will be seated at least 5 mm from the edge of the endplate. The
correct solid guide and the trident midline marker are assembled and the mid-
line marker tack is removed. The central pin of the trident is inserted in the
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Figure 8.25: Trident Midline Marker and Alignment Guide.
Ross/Smith
hole now left by removing the mid line marker. The two other prongs provide
rotational stability. The trident is so called because of this three pronged fea-
ture. When attached to the solid guide, the trident midline marker can be slid
onto the trial handle shaft and thus aligned along the same trajectory as the
already, in place, shaft handle that is attached to the trial implant. In this way,
the trident midline marker is aligned along the intradiscal midline, bisecting
the discal wedge angle.
This technique ensures that in the remaining steps of the procedure the
shafts of other insertion tols are completely co-axial in all planes and that
the prosthesis is inserted in the exact position that was planned with the
trial implant. This position is seen in Figure 8.26.
The solid guide is then removed, leaving the trident midline marker and
the disc trial handle shaft in place. The soft tissue vessel shield may now be
applied over the trident midline marker to protect any soft tissues or vessels
that may be encroaching on the operative corridor.
8.7.4 Vertebral Endplate Preparation
To reduce insertion force and avoid retrolisthesis while inserting the prosthe-
sis into the intra-discal space, cutting tools (rail cutters) are provided to create
grooves in the vertebral endplates that correspond to the rails (anti displace-
ment fins) of the prosthesis. Secondarily, the rail cuts facilitate appropriate
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Figure 8.26: Trial, Trident and Solid Guide.
Ross/Smith
Figure 8.27: Rail Cutter Sizing.
Ross/Smith
alignment within the intra-discal space. Note: the size of rail cutter is directly
determined by the size of the trial. The trials and cutter sizes are color-coded
for ease of use as shown in Figure 8.27.
The trial is now removed from the disc space using the slap hammer, leav-
ing the trident in place as shown in Figure 8.28. The sliding cylinder of the
hammer is loaded on the central handle of the hammer and then moved back-
wards and forwards forcibly coming in contact with the fixed end of the handle
thus exerting a force on the implant driving it out of the space.
It was found in cadaver lab simulations that using a full rail cutter straight
away drove the upper vertebral body backwards or to use a surgical term it
retro-pulsed the body. Using the technique to be described this does not hap-
pen. The half-rail cutter that corresponds to the trial used in the previous step
is attached to the trial shaft and the shaft is slid into the solid guide. The
solid guide and half rail cutter assembly is placed onto the trident midline
marker shaft, currently embedded into the vertebral body. The full assembly
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Figure 8.28: Slap Hammer Removal of Trial.
Ross/Smith
Figure 8.29: Half Rail Cutter.
Ross/Smith
is advanced forward by hammering it in using the trident midline marker as a
guide. The half rail cutter is inserted into the intervertebral space as shown in
Figure 8.29.
The leading edge of the cutter, in combination with its wedge shape, facil-
itates insertion into the disc space. With further insertion, the cutters will cut
four tracks in the thick anterior cortex of each of the vertebral endplates. At
this point, a radiograph may be taken to assess the placement of the cutter,
shown in Figure 8.30.
Next, the half-cutter is removed, and the full rail cutter, illustrated in Fig-
ure 8.31, is assembled and applied in a similar fashion. The full rail cutter will
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Figure 8.30: XRay of Half Rail Cutter.
Ross/Smith
complete the tracks, using the half-rail cutter tracks as a guide. If there is still
concern over placement, an additional radiograph may be taken. The rail cut
depths are graduated in 0.5 mm increments between half cutter, full cutter and
final prosthesis. After insertion of the full rail cutter, a lateral X-ray is taken and
saved on the monitor to verify the appropriate depth and act as a reference for
the final seating of the prosthesis. The ideal position for the prosthesis is for
the reference circles of the full rail cutter to be at or dorsal to the intersection
of the midpoint lines of the respective vertebral bodies.
8.7.5 Implantation of the Freedom Lumbar Disc
The full rail cutter is removed from the intradiscal space using the slap hammer
shown in Figure 8.32. Similarly the trident midline marker is then removed;
however, if desired, it may remain in place for the implantation of the pros-
thesis. When the trident midline marker is being removed, the trident midline
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Figure 8.31: Full Rail Cutter.
Ross/Smith
Figure 8.32: Removal of Full Rail Cutter.
Ross/Smith
marker shield is used to protect the vessels. While holding the midline marker
shield flush on the vertebral body, the slap hammer is used to retract the trident
midline marker into the hollow of the shield, thereby protecting surrounding
vessels.
An end cap is placed in the disc holder, and the disc is placed on top in the
correct orientation matching the holder. Note that neither the end cap nor the
disc can fit into the holder when it is misaligned. The slide, holder and disc as-
sembly are slid into position in the center of the end cap inserter. The T handle
is then turned until the end cap is fully seated into the corresponding aperture
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Figure 8.33: End Caps.
Need to be fitted at this point because if fitted pre sterilisation there is no
guarantee that the area under them is rendered sterile.Ross/Smith
Figure 8.34: End Caps.
Ross/Smith
producing a push fit. The disc assembly is then removed and inspected. This
process is repeated to insert the opposite end cap. These steps are illustrated
in Figure 8.33 and Figure 8.34.
The prosthesis is clamped into the inserter device and compressed to firmly
hold the implant, resulting in a slightly reduced anterior height shown in Fig-
ure 8.35.
This facilitates the seating of the rails when the inserter device is released.
The prosthesis may be partially or fully inserted with the core inserter. The
prosthesis will not sit any deeper into the intradiscal space than the distance
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Figure 8.35: Inserter Device.
Ross/Smith
of the rail cuts in the endplates. The prosthesis is lined up with the rail cuts
and gently tamped into position. The prosthesis is advanced dorsally until it
reaches the same position as that of the saved X-ray with the full rail cutter
(i.e. the midpoint of the prosthesis is dorsal to the intersection of the midpoint
reference lines of the respective vertebral bodies), shown in Figure 8.36. If the
prosthesis requires AP adjustment, final seating is accomplished with the core
tamp inserter which is shown in Figure 8.37. Once the prosthesis is seated, AP
and lateral X-rays are taken, saved, and reviewed to verify its position. Once
the prosthesis position is verified, wound closure completes the surgery. At
first the surgeon will take many check X-rays but as familiarization with the
instruments grows the need to take X-rays reduces. It is possible to perform
the whole procedure without further X-ray once the position of the midline
marker has been set and checked.
8.8 Freedom Disc: Pilot Study
Investigator(s) and Study Center(s): 1. Mr. Edward Raymond Smith Ross MB
Ch.B, FRCS.Ed., FRACS Office Address: Hope Hospital Manchester 87 Pala-
tine Road West Didsbury, Manchester M20 3JQ United Kingdom Investiga-
tional Site Address: Spire Hospital Manchester Russell Road Whalley Range,
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Figure 8.36: Placement of Prosthesis.
Ross/Smith
Figure 8.37: Final Seating.
Ross/Smith
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Manchester M16 8AJ United Kingdom 2. Dr. med.Boris Jllenbeck and, Prof.
Dr. med. Raimund Firsching Klinik fr Neurochirurgie Universittsklinikum
Magdeburg Leipziger Str. 44 D-39120 Magdeburg Germany 3. Prof. Dr. med.
Ph.D. Burkhard Rischke Fachartz fr Chirurgie und Orthopdie Klinik Lindberg
AG Spine-Center-Rischke Schickstrasse 11 CH-8400 Winterthur Switzerland
Investigational Site Address: Regio-Klinikum Fahltskamp 74 25421 Pinneberg
Germany
8.8.1 Aims
The primary purpose of a pilot study is to assess safety. Previous experience
with AcroFlex suggested that implant migration was an issue. Unless a fun-
damental flaw exists in the testing of the Freedom disc then early failure of
the rubber should not be expected. The surgical technique and instruments
are evaluated for safety, ease of use and utility, by which is meant - does the
instrument perform as intended? Adverse events are recorded. Outcome is
recorded but it is inherent in a cohort study that bias will play no small mea-
sure in influencing outcome.
8.8.2 Methods
The clinical trial was designed as a prospective, single-arm, longitudinal,
multi-center study enrolling fifty patients. The required Independent Ethics
Committee and National Competent Authority approvals were obtained prior
to the initiation of the study at each investigational site. Patients were required
to sign a study-specific informed consent form to participate, and patients
were sequentially enrolled if they met pre-specified entry criteria. Three inves-
tigational sites participated in the study. There were no specific advertisement-
based recruitment of patients; rather, the patients were drawn from the usual
patient population routinely seen by the involved investigators. Patients were
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assessed for safety and performance through two years. Patients were clin-
ically and radiographically assessed at specified intervals. Patients were ex-
amined preoperatively to confirm their diagnosis of single-level symptomatic
lumbar degenerative disc disease. Provocative discography as well as other
imaging modalities (MR or CT) were used at the investigator‘s discretion to
aid in the diagnosis. Patients were required to have undergone six or more
months of conservative treatment prior to study participation. Additional im-
portant exclusion criteria included abnormal pain profile as suggested by Os-
westry Disability Score over 80%. Patients with evidence or symptoms asso-
ciated with multilevel lumbar disease, scoliosis, or Sagittal translation greater
than 5mm at the operative level were excluded, as were those with evidence
of Grade 2 or more degenerative spondylolisthesis, any isthmic spondylolis-
thesis, or arachnoiditis, clinically significant facet arthrosis or other posterior
element lysis or loss at the operative level, or significant leg pain of a radicular
or neurogenic claudication nature. Postoperatively, patients were assessed at
hospital discharge, and at six weeks, three months, six months, one year and
two years. Efficacy measurements included physical evaluations, diagnostic
imaging, and patient self-assessment questionnaires. Patients received clinical
examination at each follow-up interval including assessment of motor, sensory
and reflex evaluations. Occurrence of patient complications was also recorded.
Patient self-assessment questionnaires included assessments of patient func-
tion as measured by ODS, low back and leg pain assessment as measured by
a Visual Analog Scale (VAS), and patient satisfaction. Local language versions
of the questionnaires were used as applicable.
Baseline radiographic films included neutral lateral, flexion/extension lat-
eral and neutral anterior/posterior (A/P) views to document pre-operative
lumbar spine characteristics and to identify any findings that would exclude
a potential patient from study participation. At discharge, plain radiographic
films (neutral lateral and A/P) were taken to provide information regarding
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technical success and device sizing, as well as device performance, and index
and adjacent disc height. At the intervals following discharge, plain radio-
graphic films (neutral lateral and A/P with flexion and extension lateral be-
ginning at 3-months) were obtained to provide information regarding device
performance via qualitative and quantitative assessments. All radiographic
films were independently reviewed by Medical Metrics (Houston, TX). DEXA
was used to assess patients‘ bone conditionwhere age or family history was in-
dicative of an increased risk of osteoporosis. Patients with a T score of greater
than -1.00 were excluded from the study. Of the fifty patients enrolled in the
study, all fifty patients were examined at each follow-up interval through one
year. Forty-eight of fifty patients were clinically examined at two years.
All statistical analyses were performed using SAS for Windows, Version
9.1 or later. For safety evaluations, the incidence of reported adverse events
was tabulated by type and time course of occurrence. All data related to per-
formance was tabulated by type with 95% confidence intervals. Back and leg
pain VAS and ODS were tabulated by interval with means, standard devia-
tions, medians and change from baseline. A paired t-test was used to assess
significance from baseline. Other outcome parameters (categorical data) were
tabulated by interval.
8.8.3 Results
The Demographics are set out in Table 8.4. Fifty subjects, 28 males and 22
females, were implanted. The mean age of subjects at the time of surgery was
40-years. The majority of subjects (98%) were of Caucasian ethnicity with a
mean bodymass index (BMI) of 25. Ten subjects (20%) had significant systemic
or concurrent disease condition(s) at baseline (preoperative). The majority of
subjects (54%) were not current smokers. Less than half of the subjects (44%)
were not working at baseline, and 40% of subjects were on disability benefits
due to their back symptoms. The mean length of prior back pain in study
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Characteristic Overall L4/L5 L5/S1
Number 50 13 37
Mean Age(Years) 39.7±8.3 44.1±9.1 38.2±8.5
Range (23-61) (33-61) (23-53)
Female 22 (44%) 6 (46.2%) 16(43.2%)
Male 28 (56%) 7(53.8%) 21 (56.8%)
BMI Mean (Kg/m2) 25.3±3 26.1±2.7 25±3.1
Range (19-30) (21.9-29.7) (19.3-30)
Race
Asian 1(2%) 1(7.7%) 0(0%)
Caucasian 49(98%) 12(92.3%) 37(100%)
Prior Lumbar Procedures 1(2%) 0(0) 1(2.7%)
Significant Systemic/ 10(20%) 1(7.7%) 9(24.3%)
Concurrent Disease
Workstatus
Not Working 22 (44%) 6(46.2%) 16 (43.2%)
Working Full Time 21(42%) 5 (38.5%) 16 (43.2%)
Working Part Time 4 (8.0%) 1 (7.7%) 3 (8.1%)
Not Applicable 3 (6%) 1 (7.7%) 2 (5.4%)
Currently on disability
No 30(60%) 6(46.2%) 24(64.9%)
Yes-Back only 20(40%) 7(53.9%) 13(35.1%)
Yes-other reasons 0(0%) 0(0%) 0(0%)
Mean Duration of
Back Pain (Months) 85±61 94±56 83±63
(Range) (9-300) (9-180) (15-300)
Mean Operative Time(mins) 129 (67-210) 140 (85-210) 126 (67-210)
Mean Estimated Blood 203.3 (0-1300) 245.6 (10-1100.0) 192.1 (0-1300)
Loss (ml)
Mean Hospital Stay (days) 5.1 (2-12) 6.2 (4.0-8.0) 4.9 (2.0-12.0)
Table 8.4: Demographics Overall at L4/L5 and L5/S1
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subjects was considerable at 86 months (7.2 years), and half of the subjects had
a back pain history of 5 years or greater.
The first objective has been met. There has been one minor anterior dis-
placement but no expulsions of the Freedom disc over the 2 year trial period.
This attests to the robust design of the bone metal interface. It also challenges
Fraser‘s assertion that the problem of expulsion in the Acroflex project was
the surgical approach, [94], since the same transperitoneal approach used for
Acroflex was used here by the author. The instrumentation has worked well.
There have been modifications of the insertion instruments, of course, as new
information came to light during the study. The inserter instrument interfered
with the trident but with modification the trident can now be used through-
out. One of the objectives of the insertion technique was to allow a surgeon
to achieve a consistency of placement of the prosthesis, placing it where we
presently believe it is best placed mechanically. The x-rays to date suggest that
this has been achieved at both L4/L5 and L5/S1 levels and in the hands of
more than one surgeon although 37 of the implantations have been carried out
by the author.
8.9 Outcomes
The preoperative low back, left and right leg VAS scores are 7.1, 3.7, and 3.8, re-
spectively. The mean low back and leg pain VAS scores decreased (improved)
at each follow up interval compared to preoperative. At 24 months the mean
VAS score for back pain is 2.9cm, a 4.2cm (59%) improvement. Leg VAS scores
demonstrated nearly 50% improvement by 24 months postoperatively. At 24
months half the subjects have a mean VAS for back pain of 0.9cm. The im-
provement of low back and leg pain scores compared to the preoperative score
was statistically significant at each postoperative interval all of which is sum-
marised in Table 8.5.
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Preop 6 Wks 3 Mos 6 Mos 12 Mos 24 Mos
(N=50) (N=50) (N=50) (N=50) (N=50) (N=48)
Low Back
Mean VAS ±STD 7.1±1.9 2.8±2.4 3.0±2.8 2.6±3 3.1±3.1 2.9±3.3
(range) in cm (1-10) (0-8.5) (0-9.5) (0-9.6) (0-9.5) 0-10)
VAS point∆ -4.3 -4.1 -4.5 -4 -4.2
vs pre-op(%) (61%) (58%) (63%) (56%) (59%)
p-value <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001
Median 7.5 2.4 1.9 1.5 2.1 0.95
Left Leg
Mean VAS ±STD 3.7±3.2 1.3±2.2 1.3±2.3 1±2 1.3±2.4 2±2.8
(range) in cm (0-9.7) (0-8.2) (0-9.1) (0-9) 0-8.9 0-8.3)
VAS point∆ -2.4 -2.4 -2.7 -2.4 -1.7
vs pre-op(%) (65%) (65%) (73%) (65%) (46%)
p-value <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 0.0003
Median 3.1 0.25 0.15 0.0 0.2 0.2
Right Leg
Mean VAS ±STD 3.8±3.2 1.8±2.6 1.7±2.5 1±2.1 1.1±2.0 1.8±2.8
(range) in cm (0-9.7) (0-8.8) (0-9.2) (0-8.7) 0-8.2) 0-9.2)
VAS point∆ -2 -2.1 -2.8 -2.7 -2.0
vs pre-op(%) (53%) (55%) (74%) (71%) (53%)
p-value 0.001 0.0004 <0.0001 <0.0001 0.001
Median 4.4 0.5 0.45 0.05 0.05 0.15
Table 8.5: VAS(Visual Analogue Scale)
( Pain Self Assessment by Interval-Overall VAS 0(best) 10 (worst) )
Figure 8.38: Pain Relief at Each of the Time Intervals
Ross
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Preop 6 Wks 3 Mos 6 Mos 12 Mos 24 Mos
(N=50) (N=50) (N=50) (N=50) (N=50) (N=48)
Mean ODS 47.7 32.0 25.8 21.4 23.2 23.1
±STD ±12.1 ±17.6 ±17.8 ±20.1 ±22.0 ±26.6
(range %) (28-30) (0-66) (0-74) (0-70) (0-78) 0-88)
ODS point∆ -15.7 -21.9 -26.3 -24.5 -24.8
vs pre-op(%) (33%) (46%) (55%) (51%) (52%)
p-value <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001
Median 46 32 25 14 15 10
Table 8.6: ODS(Oswestry Disability Score)
( Disability Self Assessment by Interval-Overall ODS 0%(best) 100% (worst) )
The relief of back pain, as expressed by a reduction in the VAS is graphically
illustrated in Figure 8.38. There is a substantial improvement compared to
baseline values. This is reflected also in the drop in ODI, shown in Table 8.6
and Figure 8.39 which means patients perceive they are less disabled than they
were.
The drop in ODI and VAS meet the minimum clinically significant require-
ment of the FDA set by the FDA for other studies. Furthermore it looks as if
there is an improvement with time as seen in Figure 8.40.
It is interesting that even the most disabled following surgery, also improve
with time, shown as the yellow line in Figure 8.41. The pink line is quite ex-
traordinary since it shows some of these patients now have no disability at
all. Some also claim to have no back pain. This is a unique finding of elas-
tomer technology, both Acroflex and Freedom, not experienced with fusion,
SB Charite´ or first generation discs.
The preoperative SF-36 physical and mental health scores are 30.9 and 43.1,
respectively. At 6-, 12- and 24-months, the physical and mental health compo-
nent mean scores improved and are within normal for this instrument. The im-
provement of physical component mean scores versus the preoperative (base-
line) score was statistically significant at each postoperative interval. Results
of the SFG-36 self-assessments by interval are presented in detail in Chapter 4.
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Figure 8.39: Increased Activity is reflected in the lower disability figures
Ross
Figure 8.40: Improving ODI with Time for each patient.
Ross
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Figure 8.41: ODI expressed at intervals from surgery.
Mean(Series 2), highest( Series 3) and lowest(Series 1) Ross
8.9.1 Flexion/Extension Range of Motion
MMI, a company specializing in obtaining information from x-rays uses an
algorithm to accurately assess motion. Flexion/extension range of motion, or
the change in disc angle, is defined as the change in angle between the inferior
endplate of the superior vertebra and superior endplate of the inferior vertebra
from flexion to extension.
The flexion/extension range of motion data for Freedom subjects in the
clinical study to date are summarized in Table 8.7 .
Graphically illustrated in Figure 8.42 this shows that initially there is possi-
bly some rocking of the implant but with time as it becomes firmly imbedded
and bone ingrowth bonds the metal to bone then the only motion possible is
through the implant polymer. There is a difference in motion outcome be-
tween L4/L5 and L5/S1, with the lower level showing just a little more ro-
tation overall. This seriously questions the idea that this bottom level can be
fused “because it does not really move.“
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Preop 3Mos 6Mos 12 Mos 24 Mos
L4-L5 10.2 ◦ 4.6 ◦ 5.3 ◦ 3.2 ◦ 4.2 ◦
(N=11) (N=13) (N=11) (N=13) (N=9)
L5-S1 7.4 ◦ 3.9 ◦ 5.0 ◦ 4.3 ◦ 4.5 ◦
(N=35) (N=45) (N=37) (N=36) (N=33)
Overall 8 ◦ 4.1 ◦ 5 ◦ 4 ◦ 4.4 ◦
(N=46) (N=48) (N=48) (N=49) (N=42)
Table 8.7: Movement in Degrees
(*Note: Flexion/Extension radiographs were not required at the
postoperative (discharge) or 6-weeks intervals)
Figure 8.42: Motion in flexion/extension at each follow up interval all levels.
Ross
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Device Preop 3Mos 6Mos 12 Mos 24 Mos
Prodisc-L N/A 6.3 ◦ 6.1 ◦to7.4 ◦ 7.0 ◦ 7.7 ◦to 8.8 ◦
SB Charite´ N/A N/A N/A N/A 7.7 ◦
Table 8.8: Comparative figures for Prodisc and SB Charite´
(N/A=Not Available)
For comparison, the range of movement of the SB Charite´ and ProDisc-L as
reported in their respective Summaries of Safety and Effectiveness documents
are provided in Table 8.8.
In studies involving first generation, ball and socket design discs, range
of motion success has been defined as motion greater than or equal to that
present preoperatively. This definition does not account for subjects in the
instability phase of the Kirkaldy-Willis degenerative cascade. Depending on
where subjects are in the degenerative cascade, some will show a decrease
in motion, while others will show an increase in motion. Provision of excess
motion by an artificial disc may cause damage to the surrounding anatomy,
such as facets. The Freedom disc is different from the first generation designs
in several ways:
1. The bonded elastomeric designs provide controlled, viscoelastic motion,
like that provided by the natural disc.
2. The elastomer core provides damping, or compressibility, like that of the
natural disc.
3. The bonded elastomeric design provides stiffness to the segment, includ-
ing rotation, or passive resistance to loads, like that provided by the nat-
ural disc.
The Freedom disc was designed to restore function to the lumbar spine.
Function requires the appropriate amount of passive resistance to loads (to
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Figure 8.43: Comparison of Motion a.
in First Generation Discs and Freedom Lumbar Disc Composite of all levels.
Ross
protect the surrounding anatomy), device motion, combined with cushion-
ing, or damping. For this reason, the idea of higher range of motion in first-
generation discs is not comparable to this disc. An increased range does not
correlate to a better clinical outcome. Instead, this disc is designed to provide
a healthy range of motion, combined with damping and passive resistance to
loads, regardless of whether each subject is stable or unstable preoperatively
as shown in Figure 8.43 and Figure 8.44.
A definitive correlation between range of motion of an artificial disc and
clinical outcome has not been demonstrated. It has been shown in this pilot
study that there is a correlation with the proximity of the Centre of Rotation to
the normal centre of rotation and clinical outcome. This is unique information.
It should also be noted that the range of motion can be affected by the sub-
jects providing adequate effort in the bending motion to fully flex and extend
their lumbar spine. If inadequate effort at the flexion and extension motion is
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Figure 8.44: Comparison of Motion b.
in all levels in First Generation Discs and Freedom Lumbar Disc by Level
not applied by the subject(s), it will affect the amount of motion in the lum-
bar segments. Patient effort during acquisition of flexion and extension x-rays
plays a vital role in determining the effect of disc arthroplasty on spinal mo-
tion. With any subjects exhibiting sub-optimal effort, it is difficult to know the
true amount of motion that the implant provides for the subjects.
The independent radiographic analysis data indicate that this disc main-
tains normal lumbar lordosis, restores normal disc height and angle, and pro-
vides flexion/extension range of motion and translation similar to those pro-
vided by the natural disc. Ideally, total disc replacement will maintain pa-
tients‘ lumbar lordosis and sagittal balance. Lumbar lordosis measurements
were taken in the sitting position for the initial patients enrolled in the study
while patients enrolled later had lumbar lordosis measurements taken in the
standing position. The mean lumbar lordosis at 24 months follow up was 44 ◦
for sitting patients and 56 ◦ for standing patients. Disc height and angle were
restored and maintained throughout the 2-years follow up period. Disc height
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increased from 7.9 mm pre-operative to 13 mm at 2-years, and disc angle in-
creased from 11 ◦ pre-operative to 16 ◦ at 2 years. Flexion/extension range of
motion decreased from 10 ◦ to 4 ◦ for L4/L5 implants, and from 7 ◦ to 5 ◦ for
L5/S1 implants. Translation was maintained over 2 years, with pre-operative
translation of 0.6 mm and translation at 2 years follow up of 0.5 mm. Quan-
titative radiographic analysis demonstrated lumbar lordosis, disc height and
angle, range of motion and translation results that are consistent with those of
a native lumbar disc.
8.10 Comparisons with Fusion
Evidence for the clinical improvement achieved by fusion, first generation and
elastomeric discs has been presented. There are only subjective methods at
present for assessing clinical improvement which is fully covered in Chapter
4. Within these limitations it is possible to suggest how close the proposed sur-
gical solutions come to achieving the aims. Comparison of any of the outcome
data with posterior lumbar interbody fusion is not valid since the approach to
the spine itself is so different. However in the study presented, since only 55%
of patients obtained significant pain relief it is clear that substantially better
results can be obtained even with first generation discs. A more valid com-
parison with fusion would be with anterior interbody fusion. Results from the
IDE studies give a good indication of the level of symptomatic relief possible
using such an approach shown in Table 8.9.
Clearly there is a very significant difference in the levels of pain relief and
disability using the Freedom disc compared to these fusion patients. It has
been established in Chapter 6 that there is very little difference between the
two first generation discs and fusion. It would be reasonable as shown in
Chapter 8 to deduce an expected improvement on these outcomes using the
Freedom ADR. Hence in overall comparison it is established that outcomes
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Fusion Control Group
Preop 6 Wks 3 Mos 6 Mos 12 Mos 24 Mos
Average ODS %
Pro-disc 62 49.8 46.6 41.5 40.7 39.8
Charite´ 52.1 43.7 37.4 35.8 31.8 30.5
Freedom 47.7 32.0 25.8 21.4 23.2 23.1
±STD ±12.1 ±17.6 ±17.8 ±20.1 ±22.0 ±26.6
VAS LBP
Charite´Average Score 71.8 37.5
Freedom±STD 3.8±3.2 1.8±2.6 1.7±2.5 1±2.1 1.1±2.0 1.8±2.8
(range) in cm (0-9.7) (0-8.8) (0-9.2) (0-8.7) 0-8.2) 0-9.2)
Table 8.9: Data on Fusion Control Group
from SSE Documents published by FDA for Charite´ and ProDisc. Baseline
and 2-years LBP VAS cited for Charite but no LBP VAS cited in ProDisc
document. No good journal sources have clearly stated LBP VAS for ProDisc.
are better using the Freedom disc than either anterior fusion or Pro-disc or
Charite´. The common factor which covers all of these surgeries is the stiffness
of the implants. Varying this parameter alters outcome not varying motion.
Motion is stiffness and force dependent. Stiffness is an inherent property of
the material.
8.11 Summary
This chapter has described the unique construction of the Freedom disc. The
features which differentiate this disc from its competitors have been empha-
sised. There is another principle emerging here which is that the surgical ap-
proach and instrumentation should be an integral part of the design philoso-
phy of the disc not an afterthought. Hence the description of those parts of the
surgical technique not covered elsewhere but an integral part of the success of
this implant. Table 8.10 sets out once again those theoretical aims of any de-
vice in the treatment of back pain. Certainly the Freedom Pilot Study results
would suggest that an elastomeric device is getting closer to the theoretical
requirements than any other device to date.
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Fusion Charite´ AcroFlex Freedom
Restores
√ √ √ √
Disc Height
Restores Not Always Not Always
√ √
Lordotic Angle
Restores
Stiffness
(Expressed as) (times)(x) (Natural) (Stiffness)
In Compression Nominal ≥10 x* 2 - 3.5 x 1 - 2.6 x 1 - 2
In Rotation Nominal ≥10 x 0 - 0.1 x 0.1 - 1.0 x 0.6-0.8
In Flex/Extend Nominal ≥10 x 0 - 0.1 x 0.4 - 1.2 x 0.6
Restores Abolishes Motion Not Normal Reduced Within
Normal Motion Normal Range
Relieves Variable Variable Variable
√
Pain
Table 8.10: Theoretical aims of treatment to achieve pain relief.
Areas where Fusion, Charite´ and AcroFlex do not meet these criteria.
Bearing in mind the original hypothesis, the Freedom disc‘s success is be-
lieved to be largely attributable to the fact that it was designed to restore the
natural stiffness, and therefore the function of the spinal segment.
Chapter 9
ADR-Failure
9.1 Introduction
The history of prosthetic joint replacement is littered with failure. Artificial
Disc Replacement (ADR) is not an exception. Lemaire [Lem97] has defined
four prosthetic artificial disc concepts or models. These are hydraulic, elastic,
composite and mechanical. Only mechanical devices have so far survived in
clinical practice. This may be about to change. The principal purpose of this
chapter is to try for the first time to define and classify failure in artificial lum-
bar discs. It is therefore a completely original idea of the author. It is based
upon experience from fitting over 400 ADRs of 3 different types (SB Charite´III,
Acroflex and Freedom) over more than 17 years. Experience gleaned from the
writing of other surgeons in the field will be considered, but the main part of
the chapter will refer to this author‘s analysis of his experience with different
implants.
As yet there is no comprehensive classification of failures of ADR. Nor have
clear definitions of failure been made to distinguish and separate them from
surgical complications. Understanding failure modes is important in prevent-
ing similar occurrences being repeated in clinical practice to the detriment of
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patients. It also influences change in design. Simulation testing forms an im-
portant element of failure prevention. This will be discussed in relation to
mechanical and elastic models. The problem of creep in UHMWPEwill be dis-
cussed in some depth since this may be important in one of the failure modes
of the SB Charite´ disc.
9.2 Review of Recent Literature
McAfee(2006) [160] recently reported on over 600 SB Charite´ disc replace-
ments and largely described complications. These included retrograde ejac-
ulation, depression, ileus, urinary tract infection, epididymitis, and lateral epi-
condylitis. One case of heterotopic ossification and one case of adjacent level
degeneration was observed. This study was reporting on a series in which the
implants had only been inserted for 2 years which would be too early to detect
the types of failure noted in well established series. The technique of insertion
of the device is mentioned, thus introducing the concept of surgeon failure if
an incorrect insertion technique is used. This issue will be discussed at length
since surgeon failure may be a function of design failure in the final analysis.
van Ooij(2003) et al [268] in a paper entitled “Complications of Artificial
Disc Replacement“ described 27 patients out of an estimated cohort of 500,
who had presented with persisting back and leg problems following insertion
of the SB Charite´ prosthesis. The concept of the attenuation of vibration was
raised. Van Ooij believed this to be an important characteristic which none
of the mechanical devices offered. A mixture of surgical complications and
failure were described from just 27 patients.
Complications included
1. Abdominal wall or retroperitoneal haematoma
2. Retrograde ejaculation and erectile dysfunction
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Failures included
1. Induction of hyper-lordosis
2. Total displacement of the prosthesis
3. Displacement of the plastic insert
4. Slow migration of the implant
5. Subsidence
6. Degenerative change in adjacent discs
7. Facet joint arthrosis
8. Wire breakage
9. Wear of the high density polyethylene
De Kleuver, Oner and Jacobs (2003) [70] claimed “to gather all possible evi-
dence on the performance of this relatively new procedure“. Papers relating to the
SB Charite´ disc were the main focus, despite other mechanical devices now
being on the market. It should be noted though that the SB Charite´ disc was
the only disc with a pedigree. ProDisc lacked the experience of multiple in-
dependent researchers, having only been implanted by Marnay. Therefore its
true performance remains to be seen.
Elastic prostheses, described in the Acroflex chapter [83, 94, 248] had fail-
ures. Yet the failure data from the Steffee and Enker papers is not considered
by de Kleuver. Nevertheless, this paper [70] covered important aspects of
failure,
1. Loosening - the authors say “unfortunately none of the papers studied de-
scribe this“
2. Subsidence - “not systematically described“
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3. Polyethylene wear - “has not been reported or accurately measured to date“
The retention of motion is considered to be an important facet of ADR, but
the interpretation of the literature by this group on this subject is circumspect.
“Thereby, one of the primary aims of the Arthroplasty is frequently not achieved.“ It is
difficult to accept such a conclusion when the same authors state that “not all
papers address this aspect, and the methods used to measure motion are not described.“
Adjacent segment degeneration and facet joint problems are covered. This
paper is highly critical of every disc replacement yet presents no evidence by
the authors to substantiate their criticisms.
Polly prepares a doomsday scenario from the literature, and extrapolates
from his own experience in joint Arthroplasty to spinal Arthroplasty. He states
“Disc Arthroplasty is an exciting innovation that will improve patient care. There will
be expected complications due to mal-positioning, dislodgement, infection and patient
selection. The experience with total joint Arthroplasty can give us clues about what to
expect.“
It is certainly exciting, but to date evidence is lacking that ADR will im-
prove patient care. There is enough experience now to comment on what does
happen! Furthermore, Polly‘s view is something of an indictment of our sys-
tems if we cannot learn from previous experience to prevent a repetition of
previous errors.
9.3 Surgical Complications vs Failures
In future, authors should try as far as possible to distinguish between surgi-
cal complications and failures related to the implant. These definitions below
serve only as a starting point from which discussions might begin in defining
each of these categories.
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9.3.1 Surgical Complication
A complication is a secondary unwanted, predictable event which occurs as
a result of carrying out a surgical procedure. Such an event is not operation
specific, for example deep venous thrombosis or pulmonary embolus may be
a spontaneous event, but the risk of such an event is increased by a surgical
procedure. It may be operation specific, for example, retrograde ejaculation
only occurs as a consequence of anterior spinal surgery.
9.3.2 Failure
Failure is an unwanted event which is directly related to the device being used
or resulting from or associated with the device. It is suggested that failure
might be considered under four headings.
1. Engineering Failure.
2. Biological Failure.
3. Surgeon Failure.
4. Motion Failure.
The modes of failure will each be explored using examples from clinical ex-
perience of using these discs. First hand experience at designing the Acroflex,
described in Chapter 7, led to the recognition that the in vitro mechanical
properties of a human disc are reasonably well understood, although gain-
ing knowledge of these properties in vivo has proved elusive. Confirmation of
loading of discs is based on only three studies and only around two dozen sub-
jects [180, 284, 238]. Nevertheless it will be shown that failure to understand
properly the implications of human disc behaviour can lead to catastrophic
consequences in disc design.
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9.4 Engineering Failure
Failure resulting from the production of a prosthesis based on theoretical as-
sumptions and a lack of understanding of the in vivo requirements. This lack
of understanding may be universal simply because it does not yet exist or is
not yet possible to measure.
9.4.1 Design Issues
The initial types of the SB Charite´ disc essentially failed because of poor de-
sign. An inadequate surface area led to high rates of subsidence i.e. the pros-
thesis sinking into the vertebral body above, below or both. Subsidence is an
issue. Certainly in the early SB Charite´ series subsidence was the main cause
of failure, and this is still a problem. It can be overcome by ensuring that pa-
tients who are having implants are not osteoporotic. Making the surface of the
implant cover as much of the vertebral end plate as possible will also reduce
the chances of subsidence occurring. This is achieved by ensuring that the
anterior to posterior and side to side ratio is as close to anatomical in the pros-
thesis. The A/P to Lateral Ratio is approximately 1 to 1.6. Placing the implant
centrally and deeply within the disc space are also important factors. Failure
to do so will place the instantaneous axis of rotation in an abnormal position,
thereby disturbing the overall mechanics of the FSU and possibly the adjacent
segments. A combination of design and metal fatigue of the end plates led
to continuing failure with SB Charite´ II shown in Figure 9.1. The third itera-
tion of this implant has now been used in over 30,000 cases with relatively few
subsidence or metal plate fatigue problems. Successfully placed implants are
shown in Figure 9.2.
The SB Charite´ disc shown in Figure 9.3 may at first sight seemwell placed.
The inferior plate certainly is well placed in relational to the upper surface of
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(a) SB Charite´ 1 Implant (b) SB Charite´ 11 Implant
Figure 9.1: The Early Designs of SB Charite´Discs
courtesy of Waldemar Link
(a) SB Charite´ 111 Implant in Flexion (b) SB Charite´ 111 Implant in
Extension
Figure 9.2: Acceptably placed SB Charite´ Disc
(Ross)
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(a) SB Charite´L5/S1 Flexion (b) SB Charite´L5/S1Extension
Figure 9.3: A well placed SB Charite´ Disc
(Ross)
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(a) SB Charite´ L5/S1 Flexion (b) SB Charite´ L5/S1 Extension Red
lines - back and front of Vertebral
body. Blue line - back of ADR.
Yellow line - distance implant should
be embedded
Figure 9.4: Two Failures
(Ross)
S1. It might have covered more of the end plate but to do so would have in-
creased the size of the plate covering the L5 lower end plate, since in general
these were matched for sizing. To place the upper plate further back would
mean the lower would inevitable have to go further back, which would carry
it beyond the posterior edge of L5 and into the spinal canal, risking an injury to
the cauda equina. A cursory glance at these X - rays might invoke the response
that here is surgeon failure. It is not. It is design failure. By not incorporating
the complex morphometric relationship between the L5 and S1 vertebral bod-
ies the designer has built an implant that, with the best will in the world and
the most skillful hands, requires the surgeon to make a compromise decision
of where to locate one of the plates; this will always be the lower, since safety
must be the first consideration.
In Figure 9.4, there are two disc replacements, neither of which are well
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placed. Again this might be attributed to surgeon failure. The lower disc at
L5/S1 has an upper plate which is tilted such that the position of the device
in extension is already flexed. This has occurred because there is no inherent
stiffness in the SB Charite´ disc. When the back of this upper plate slides up
into the hollow of the endplate of L5, then the only stable position the device
can adopt on weight bearing is to flex forwards, even when it should not. This
is compounded by the failure of the device to extend when required. In addi-
tion the posterior teeth impinge on bone before it is deeply inserted and create
another issue. This is illustrated in the same patient at the level above. This
implant is insufficiently, deeply inserted. A number of issues arise as a result.
The posterior teeth again impinge before they should. This is compounded by
the observation that placing an implant in one level may reduce the height of
the adjacent vertebra, through the ligaments running from one vertical body
to the next. Over 77% of the implant sites are now or were suffering from facet
joint arthritis. This facet joint arthritis has only developed post implantation.
It is an indication that the prosthetic disc does not mimic the load sharing char-
acteristics of a natural disc and as such is resulting in degradation of the facet
joints. 55% of implants were either not central in 1 or 2 planes. The manu-
facturers claim that failure to centrally locate the prosthesis between the ver-
tebral bodies could lead to premature failure. At first assessment this would
be categorised as surgeon failure. However an analysis of the technique for
implantation shows that the posteriorly placed teeth often make it difficult to
implant the prosthesis deeply enough, despite extensive removal of the annu-
lus to gain wide access. Removal or repositioning of the posterior teeth would
overcome this to a large extent. No instruction was given about ensuring the
central line, which the author discovered for himself. Despite that the shape
of some disc spaces pushes the prosthesis off the central line. More thought is
needed over design if insertion tools to overcome this.
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In the early SB Charite´ series, wire breakage occurred. The wire is a radio-
logical marker set within the UHMWPE to indicate where the core insert is in
space in relation to the metal plates and the disc space. In the early failure the
manufacturers claimed that a twisting technique to retain the wire raised the
stress point and that the wire broke at this point. The technique of placing the
wire around the plastic was therefore changed. This should have eliminated
the problem, if indeed this interpretation of events was correct. That has not
been the case and other wire breakages are now being seen on a regular basis in
the SB Charite´ III prosthesis. This is almost certainly being caused by impinge-
ment of the metal plates on the rim of the plastic producing fatigue failure in
the wire. The author has worked with Kurz [151]and others in demonstrating
that oxidation of the UHMWPE occurs more in the rim of the spacer than in
the core thus weakening the rim and making it more susceptible to failure.
The design issues here then are plate sizes, position of the anchoring teeth,
lack of device stiffness, insertion technique and instrumentation. Poor posi-
tioning at L4/L5 may be caused by similar design issues but also surgeon er-
ror.
Acroflex
In the case of rubber devices, failure of the rubber may occur if the rubber
is not designed correctly to withstand the loads which are being applied to
it. This might be determined by substantial laboratory testing. In the case of
the Acroflex series a baboon study was conducted (see chapter 7) and has al-
ready been described. In one baboon, at twelve months after implantation,
a disc was recovered which had failed, so producing rubber debris impreg-
nating the vertebral bodies and generally staining the tissues around it. This
prompted a review of the clinical cases which had been done and a number
of cases were thought to have small rubber tears, usually anteriorly, seen us-
ing spiral CT. The strength of the rubber had been determined by what was
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Figure 9.5: Surgical Exposure of Failed Level
(Ross)
considered adequate laboratory testing. However, the importance of cou-
pled motion testing had not really been fully understood. Rigs were devel-
oped in which the Acroflex could be tested in coupled motion. Failure of
the rubber in the same mode as the clinical picture could be produced. Fig-
ure 9.5Figure 9.6Figure 9.7and Figure 9.8 show a clinical example of Acroflex
failure
The appearance here is very similar to the baboon failure. Comparing the
explanted device with a pristine specimen shown in Figure 9.9 it is quite clear
that the rubber has gone from concave to convex. That strongly suggests that
the specimen has undergone permanent deformation or creep despite exten-
sive pre - study testing to estimate howmuch deformation would occur under
load. Clearly gross loss of rubber fragments has occurred. Despite this appear-
ance the end plates have not become detached from the rubber. The use of an
FEA model to assess the strain pattern in the rubber suggested that placing a
rim of metal just inside the outer circumference would reduce the strain on the
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Figure 9.6: Closer up the Carbon Black Rubber Staining.
(Ross)
Figure 9.7: The Implant Exposed
(Ross)
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Figure 9.8: The Implant Explanted
(Ross)
rubber but in fact it concentrated the strain in the anterior portion of the rub-
ber leading to the loss shown. Thus design based on models should be very
carefully weighed before being used.
9.4.2 The Instantaneous Axis of Rotation
Replacement using an artificial disc, theoretically, would locate the instanta-
neous axis of rotation of the artificial disc close to the instantaneous axis of
rotation of the disc which has been replaced. It is questionable whether this
can actually be achieved with mechanical devices, looking again at Figure 9.4.
Certainly the successful insertion of the artificial disc into the disc space is
a prerequisite to achieving the above aim. In the case of implants with metal
spikes on the surface for early prevention of displacement, the site and surgical
technique will contribute to where the disc eventually sits. Of critical impor-
tance is the mid-line of the vertebral body. At surgery this may not be quite as
obvious a plane as it may seem. At the lower L5/S1 segment the blood vessels
will tend to obscure the left side of the disc space as viewed from in front. This
will make the surgeonmore hesitant to enter that area and, therefore, discs will
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Figure 9.9: An Intact Pilot 2 Implant
courtesy of Acromed
tend to be placed to the right of the mid-line at this level. Conversely, at the
L4/5 level the vessels are taken to the right and depending on their mobility
or ability to mobilise them, then the disc may be placed somewhat to the left.
Overcoming the difficulty of the placement of the disc in the mid-line can be
achieved by radiologically determining where the mid-line is prior to starting
any insertion of the artificial disc. This can be done in a number of different
ways, but a simple tack to estimate where the mid-line is, followed by an intra-
operative X-ray seems to be the most accurate way of determining the mid-line
plane.
Once the mid-line plane is determined, placing the prosthesis so that it is
balanced front to back is again an important part of the surgery. In the case of
the SB Charite´ disc where the retaining teeth are placed on the back edge of
the prosthesis, it is frequently difficult to make these teeth go beyond a certain
point once they impinge on the vertebral body either above or below. This
means that the prosthesis may then be placed somewhat anteriorly but there is
little that the surgeon can do to overcome this. Poundingwith a hammer on the
insertion instruments may lead to vertebral fracture, particularly in the poste-
rior inferior corner of the vertebrae above the prosthesis. Design, therefore,
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should include a consideration of how prostheses will be inserted, determin-
ing the midline of the vertebral bodies or disc space, and ensuring that nothing
impairs the deep placement of the prosthesis within the disc space. In the case
of prostheses which have a large fin for retention, for example, ProDisc, then
care must be exercised to get the fin in the mid-line but also to ensure that
splitting the vertebral body does not occur.
A possible advantage of the elastomeric design would be that some leeway
might be possible in the accuracy of placement of the ADR while maintain-
ing the natural IAR. In fact placement of the Acroflex with one exception was
rather better than SB Charite´. Centrality with Freedom has not been an issue,
attesting to the design of the insertion instruments and considered surgical
technique already described in chapter 8. Posterior positioning may be an is-
sue and has disproved the thinking on COR above. It would appear from the
latest correlations that it is even more important to set this prosthesis posteri-
orly to restore the COR and produce a good clinical outcome.
9.4.3 Mechanical Issues
Consideration must be given to the bone /metal interface, the metal on plastic
or rubber interface and wear debris.
The bone metal interface is a vital area. If the implant is not securely fixed
both short, medium and long term then this may result in displacement from
the disc space with possible catastrophic consequences for the nearby vessels.
In a similar fashion if the polyhydrocarbon sandwiched between the metal
plates is not securely fixed it may dislocate. (examples of Charite and Acroflex
and Freedom will be inserted)
Wear debris is a feature of hip and knee replacements, and it is known to
produce loosening around these kinds of implants, at the bone metal interface.
It is an inevitable consequence of a metal on plastic prosthesis. It is merely a
question of how much occurs over a period of time and how does that affect
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the prosthetic function or loosening. In the case of the SB Charite´ disc a study
has been carried out, Ross et al [234], looking at 10 year implants and no loos-
ening around the implants in the form of osteolysis is apparent. This strongly
suggests that, if wear debris is occurring, it is either not significant in amount
or else the effect around these prostheses is very different to hips and knees.
This would seem unlikely. A possible explanation for not observing wear de-
bris in the case of the SB Charite´ disc is that these sometimes stop moving over
a period of time, and therefore, wear is no longer a problem. The question then
arises as to why they stop moving? One possible explanation is Creep.
9.5 Creep
The range of movement observed in the SB Charite´ disc is disappointing com-
pared to normal motion. Following the motion study, further observations of
some Computerised Axial Tomography (CT) pictures led to the idea that per-
haps the UHMWPE was deforming permanently in some way, thus increasing
the friction between end plates and plastic such that reliable motion was no
longer possible or at least was being restricted. When analysing the defor-
mation of the Ultra High Molecular Weight Polyethylene (UHMWPE) sliding
core of the SB Charite´ Artificial Disc under steady loading, the type of perma-
nent deformation expected in the core is termed ‘creep‘. Creep is deformation
which occurs over time when a material is subjected to a constant stress and
temperature. Creep at room temperature in plastics is often termed cold flow
whereas creep of metals usually only occurs at elevated temperatures.
9.5.1 Previous Creep Testing
Prior to the commercial introduction of the prosthesis the manufacturer car-
ried out an investigation into the implications of the spinal loads experienced
in the body on the structural integrity of the prosthesis. The biometrics of the
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Figure 9.10: Load limits for the various sizes of SB Charite´
courtesy of Waldemar Link
materials were already well proven from hip and knee implants. Nevertheless
to gain FDA approval the manufacturers commissioned a series of tests, which
included, Static Load Tests (defined load applied to a specimen over time), Dy-
namic Load Tests (defined load applied to the specimen at a certain number of
cycles) and Functional/Simulator Tests (used to simulate loads, time periods
and motions experienced at the intended site of operation.)
Calculations carried out by themanufacturer for the UHMWPE core utilised
in the SB Charite´ Artificial Disc claim that the cold flow limit is 22 N/mm2.
Using this figure the load limits for the various core sizes are shown in Fig-
ure 9.10.
Testing was carried out at two locations on behalf of the manufacturers, the
first location was at the University of Applied Sciences, Institute for Materials
and Surface Technology in Keil, Germany and the second was the Orthopaedic
Research Laboratory, Mt Sinai Medical Centre, Cleveland, Ohio. Both centres
performed dynamic tests on a range of specimens of different sizes with differ-
ent loadings. They used size 2 end plates with both 7.5mm and 9.5mm cores
and loaded them with 2.5KN and 4.5KN respecively in an attempt to replicate
loads experienced in the spine. The testing procedure was 24 hours in 4 phases
• Phase 1 - 4 hours at a frequency of 0.5Hz.
• Phase 2 - 12 hours at a frequency of 0.01666Hz.
• Phase 3 - 8 hours at a frequency of 0.0011Hz.
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Figure 9.11: Conclusions from mechanical testing
(Ross)
• Phase 4 - 4 hours creep recovery time.
All tests were performed in deionised water at a temperature of 37 degrees
Celsius so as to closely mimic in-vivo conditions as possible. The conclusions
from the testing are stated in Figure 9.11. Perhaps the key finding is that per-
manent deformation is not expected to exceed 8% loss of height. However
there is no testing to see what impact such a loss of height ,and presumably
change of profile might have on the rotational stiffness/friction and therefore
range of motion. It is interesting that the two sets of nominally identical tests
generated somewhat different conclusions about creep.
9.5.2 Assessment of Creep Deformation in SB Charite´ Discs
An analysis of CT results by the author and a highly competent radiologist
raised further suspicion about possible creep, but to move the project forwards
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Figure 9.12: Assigned Dimensions for Use in Calculations
(Subscript 0 are un-deformed dimensions with dimensions in brackets
indicating deformed dimensions)
a third year engineering student took up the project as part of his 3rd year In-
dustrial Placement at the University of Manchester . The author supervised
and directed the work carried out, along with Professor Jan Wright the stu-
dent‘s academic advisor. The aim of this study was to assess disc height, i.e.
the residual height of the plastic core to compare with the original height.
Using the dimensions quoted in Figure 9.12 the height of the plastic core of
the prosthesis and ultimately the amount of height loss can be estimatedated
using the formulae below.
The initial condition is described by the equation(
H0
t0
)
= r0
and
H0 = t0 + 2d
The deformed condition by
(
H
t
)
= r
and
H = t+ 2d
Combine and simplify leading to
t0 = [
2d
r0−1 ]
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and
t = [ 2dr−1 ]
Combine and eliminate which leads to
t = [ r0−1r−1 ]t0
From this equation, given that the initial ratio and thickness is known, the
height of the plastic core after implantation can be found assuming that the
ratio of the core height to the total prosthetic height has been measured from
the patient‘s CT scan. This is done by taking a slice across the disc as close to
its centre as possible. This core height can then be subtracted from the initial
core heights, which for all the patients was known, to estimate the amount of
height the prosthesis has lost. This method assumes that the plates do not de-
form, therefore all height loss is attributed to the plastic core. This assumption
is based on the premise that the stiffness of a CrCoMo endplate exceeds the
stiffness of the UHMWPE by a significant amount.
The first stage in attempting to gain conclusive evidence of deformation,
loss of height and creep from patients already studied was to re-measure all
27 patients‘ CT scans using the method employed by the previous two ob-
servers. This adds a third observer‘s results and allows better comparisons.
The method by which the measurements were taken was as follows.
1. Firstly select the coronal view which is most centrally located within the
vertebral body, this is done with reference to the axial scan.
2. Once the most central ‘slice‘ has been chosen check that it is free from
artifact or is the construction with the least amount of artifact.
3. Locate the central point on the top surface of the superior endplate and
the central point of the bottom surface of the inferior endplate.
4. Measure the distance between these two points using a ruler. (an esti-
mate of distance H)
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5. Locate the centre point of the inner surface of the superior plate and the
central point of the inner surface of the inferior endplate.
6. Measure the distance between these two points using a ruler. (an esti-
mate of distance t)
7. Divide the first measurement by the second to estimate the ratio. (Ratio
H/t)
This ratio can then be compared to the initial ratio to determine if any
change has taken place. However there are some inherent problems with this
method which could affect the accuracy of any obtained results.
1. Artifact can distort the image leading to components appearing thicker/thinner
than they actually are. Examples of some of the degrees of artifact ob-
served can be seen in Figure 9.13.
2. Not all patients were scanned with relation to a specific protocol. A pro-
tocol is a set of instructions for the radiographer which relate to what
position and type of scans are required. This ensures all patients are
scanned in the same way and allows for comparison between different
patients. From discussion with the radiographers at BUPA it became ap-
parent that a protocol did exist, however not all patients were scanned
with reference to it.
3. Ideally all patients should be lying exactly flat with the disc experienc-
ing no flexion/extension or lateral bending relative to the CT viewing
plane/axis, however in reality this is difficult to achieve and as discussed
later this can influence the depiction of the disc on the CT scan.
4. Despite 3 different people measuring the CT scans to ensure accuracy it
was not clear which slice each measurer had used, this means that up to
3 different slices on the scan could have been used all showing a slightly
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Figure 9.13: An example of an Artifact
(Ross)
different cross section of the disc and all with slightly differing amounts
of artifact and tilt.
9.5.3 Creep Deformation in SB Charite´ Results
shown in Figure 9.14
This method was applied to all the 27 CT audit patients and the results of
the ratios and height reduction calculations can be seen in Figure 9.15. Losses
of height are typically in the range 25 to 45%, rather than the 8% expected.
As mentioned earlier errors can arise due to the three different observers
each using a different CT reconstruction when taking the measurements. This
and other inter-observer errors can be seen by comparing the readings taken
for the same patients by the three different observers. There are some incon-
sistencies in these observations. However in over 60% all three observers have
made the same measurement within a ration of 0.5 and if we apply a redun-
dancy principle where two observations are the same within the range of 1
then the correlation rises to in excess of 90%.
It is likely that the CT methodology is not accurate. It does not equate with
the manufacturer‘s data. It does not equate with data obtained from 27 actual
implants which had been retrieved for failure of various sorts. It is likely that
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Figure 9.14: Comparison of observer‘s results for L4/L5 implantations
(Ross)
Figure 9.15: Percentage height reduction
(Ross)
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a simple change in the tilt angle of the end plates may significantly distort the
ratios and thus the estimated height loss. This explanation is added to by the
validation exercise explained below.
9.5.4 CT Scanning Validation
During the course of the project the opportunity arose to validate the CT mea-
suring method by scanning a model spine with an SB Charite´ disc inserted
between two of its vertebral bodies. Since the ratio of the measurements of the
prosthesis are known thus enabling the ratio to be calculated, and it is known
that no deformation has occurred, the ratio taken from the CT scans should be
identical to the initial ratio if the measuring method is valid. The process in-
volved fixing a sample SB Charite´ 9.5mm core and its associated endplates be-
tween two vertebral bodies which make up a plastic model spine. The model
spine/disc arrangement can be seen in Figure 9.16. Scans were taken using
a Siemens Somaris Emotion CT scanner (Courtesy of Spire Hospital Whalley
RangeManchester). During the testing, scanswere takenwith the spine angled
in various positions in an attempt to replicate the degrees of flexion/extension
seen in the audit patients. Once all the scans had been taken the CT scans were
post processed using dedicated image processing software, which enabled ac-
curate measurements to be taken. From these measurements the results can
be seen in Figure 9.17 The changes in ratio, shown in the range 2.1 -2.4 when
processed indicate a very significant apparent loss of height in the range 45-
57%.This exercise indicates that the CT scan approach as carried out here is
excessively sensitive and cannot be relied on as a method of estimating height
loss and thus possible Creep.
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Figure 9.16: Spine Model
Strong Elastic Bands Provide Compressive Load (Ross)
Figure 9.17: Table of Known Ratios V Measurement on CT (Ross)
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9.5.5 Core and Plate Motion
There may also be an issue with respect to the movement of the core in rela-
tion to the two endplates. The design of a prosthetic intervertebral disc should
recreate the motion characteristics exhibited by a natural disc. Natural move-
ment of the spine is created by the relationship between the intervertebral disc
and its associated facet joints. In this relationship, if either of the two objects
does not function fully it can impart damage onto the other, for example the
failure of the intervertebral disc to impart and constrainmovement of the spine
could lead to damage of the associated facet joints and vice versa. This requires
that a prosthetic disc is designed so that it accurately mimics the movement of
a natural disc to prevent further damage to the spinal column. While this was
covered in Chapter 6 it is included here to for ease of reference to the reader.
Panjabi(1994) [189] studied the movement of a natural disc and facet joint
combination and produced a theory called Force Coupling . This theory states
that when the axes of rotation and various movements were studied such as
flexion, extension, lateral bending and axial rotation, they were all combined
with some amount of translation of the intervertebral disc and vertebral body.
Pure flexion, extension and lateral bending all create a small displacement of
the nucleus of both the natural and prosthetic disc. This can be observed in Fig-
ure 9.18, when the natural disc is placed in flexion (forward bending) the nu-
cleus of the intervertebral displaces anteriorly, opposite to the applied motion.
The same process happens when extension and bending motion is applied,
that is the nucleus displaces in the opposite direction to the applied motion.
This movement of the core is mimicked by the SB Charite´ disc, as can be seen
in Figure 9.18. When this motion is then coupledwith translation the result can
be seen in Figure 9.18. In this coupled motion not only does the nucleus dis-
place in the opposite direction but also the vertebral bodies slide in the same
direction of the applied force, so for example in flexion as seen in Figure 9.18,
bending of the vertebra forward will result in the nucleus displacing itself to
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(a) Nucleus Displacement during Motion
Natural Disc and the SB charite III
(b) Coupled Motion
Figure 9.18: Motion Patterns of Natural and SB charite III Disc
courtesy of Waldemar Link
the posterior, but will also be accompanied by a translation of the upper and
lower vertebral bodies anteriorly in the direction of bending.
This coupled motion is recreated in the SB charite III, so therefore the ef-
fects of the disc‘s coupled motion will be observed in CT scans showing some
motion of the disc.
This displacement of the core during motion could induce an error into
CT readings. The ratio method of calculating core shrinkage is based on the
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disc being measured at its thickest point therefore it can be related to manu-
facturer‘s quoted heights which are also measured between the two thickest
points of the core. The procedure for measuring the core and the plate heights
is that the centre of the endplates is found and the core measurement is taken
from this centerline. This is based on the presumption that the two domes,
the one on the core and the one in the endplate are coincident with each other
and therefore the end plates lie in parallel planes. The expectation is that by
measuring the centre of the plate, the centre of the core is being measured at
its thickest point. However from analysis of the plate motion it can be seen
that in patients whose CT scans exhibit any amount of rotational motion of the
prosthesis, the nucleus of the core will no longer be coincident with the centre
of the plates, which may result in an error.
9.6 Biological Failure
Failure of the technique as a whole as a consequence of biological changes
either induced by the implant, not prevented by the implant or an unwanted
tissue response not necessarily related to the implant.
The criticism of spinal fusion is that it leads to early adjacent segment de-
generation because of excessive strain and/or motion in the segment above.
The literature is by no means clear cut on this [79] The same is true for facet
osteoarthritis at the level of the replaced segment, i.e. it was hoped that the on-
set of facet joint osteoarthritis would be prevented. In a 10 year study reported
to the Failures in Spine Conference and subsequently reported in [114], Ross
(2004) et. al. were able to show that at 10 years, adjacent segment degeneration
does not seem to be prevented by the SB Charite´ disc. Nor is facetal osteoarthri-
tis prevented. This may lead to secondary symptomatology. Lemaire criticised
the SB Charite´ disc on this basis having failed to prevent facet osteoarthritis in
his series.
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In the same 10 year study, heterotopic bone was found using helical CT
scans. The heterotopic bone did not form in sheets which would have ex-
plained total loss of motion in those segments. In order to prevent motion one
would see a sheet of bone from the vertebral body above to the one below. In
these cases no such continuity could be seen.
9.7 Surgeon Failure
Undoubtedly, surgeons may fail to achieve what they set out to do in any sur-
gical procedure. Human error remains a factor in all endeavors. What has been
shown in this chapter, however, is that there are many causes of failure of the
implants themselves which are outside the surgeon‘s control. These failures
require careful consideration in the design of prostheses, the materials used,
the surgical implantation technique and the choice of patients. When all these
have been dealt with, then perhaps the surgeon can be blamed if an implant
fails. Malposition of an implant, for example, may not be the surgeon‘s failure
if the instrumentation does not allow him to consistently place a prosthesis in
a desired position; that position must be defined beforehand so that a stan-
dard can be set for achieving it. Should the surgeon fail to do this while peer
groups are able to, then clearly that would constitute a surgeon failure. Dis-
placement of the prosthesis may be a result of surgeon failure, for example, not
being diligent enough in opening the disc space and placing the prosthesis suf-
ficiently deeply so that the mechanical fixation which was designed can take
effect. Again, this should be overcome by ensuring that the technique given to
the surgeon prevents that happening.
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9.8 Motion Failure
There are no studies in the literature which specifically deal with motion in the
medium or long term in artificial discs. A series of 74 SB Charite´ implants were
studied with the specific aim of looking at motion [233]. This is not an easy
feature to study. The standard would be to obtain X - ray flexion/extension
views of the spine with the subject either standing or sitting. Flexion /exten-
sion angles were measured from the X - Rays manually at the extreme of ex-
tension and flexion to give a range of motion. Bearing in mind that pain may
reduce motion, that there will be errors in measurement and that standardis-
ation of X-rays is problematic in major departments, it is very easy to criticise
this methodology. Nevertheless, some idea of what is happening to these im-
plants in terms of flexion/extension range is important if it is assumed that
one of the initial aims for disc replacement, is the retention of motion in that
segment.
A series of 55 patients (74 SB Charite´ discs) were studied (Ross, Hughes
and Oxborrow unpublished data). The definition of fusion by the FDA on
flexion/extension X-ray is 4 ◦. 64 out of the 74 levels studied showed motion
of 4 ◦ or less, so by that definition therefore they were fused. The average
motion at L3/4 and L4/5 is around 12 ◦ so on this basis, 5 of the 74 levels
actually showed hyper-mobility. Only 19 levels out of 74 show the range of
motion which would be within the physiological range of flexion/extension
for a given segment.
This range of motion could be influenced in various ways. It was shown
earlier in the thesis (see chapter 2) that motion in the spine reduced with age
and, therefore, it would be reasonable to assume that any reduction in motion
might be reflected in the age of the patients. If this suggestion is examined
for the individual levels then there is no correlation between the age at which
surgery was performed and the current motion of the disc in degrees. It could
be argued that this lack of correlation was simply that the time from surgery
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to the most recent X-ray varied in these patients. Again, there is no clear cor-
relation regarding the length of time the prosthesis has been in place and the
amount of motion observed. The position of the instantaneous axis of rotation,
as stated previously, may well be dependent upon the position of the disc in
the anterior/posterior plane. Placement of the disc deeply in the disc space
is likely to locate the IAR of the artificial disc closer to the IAR of the natural
disc it replaced. Lateral X-rays were studied to assess whether the disc was
posterior, central or anterior. There would appear to be no direct correlation
between the position of the disc and the amount of motion obtained. This is
in contrast to McAfee who found that anterior placement reduced disc mo-
tion [170]. Perhaps even more startling is the lack of correlation between ODI
scores at the time of the study and the amount of motion; again there does
not seem to be a direct correlation between the amount of motion in the disc
and the outcome, i.e. a lack of motion does not necessarily equate with a bad
outcome and vice-versa. Recent studies of SB Charite´ disc v. fusion [117], and
ProDisc v. fusion [293] have not established superiority of disc replacement
over fusion. These results are therefore perhaps, not surprising.
9.9 Survivorship Analysis
The Kaplan-Meier estimator (also known as the Product Limit Estimator) esti-
mates the survival function from life-time data. In medical research, it might
be used to measure the fraction of patients living for a certain amount of time
after surgery. An economist might measure the length of time people remain
unemployed after a job loss. An engineer might measure the time until fail-
ure of machine parts(or ADRs). A plot of the Kaplan-Meier estimate of the
survival function is a series of horizontal steps of declining magnitude which,
when a large enough sample is taken, approaches the true survival function for
that population. The value of the survival function between successive distinct
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Figure 9.19: An example of a Kaplan-Meier plot
for two conditions associated with patient survival (Ross)
sampled observations (“clicks“) is assumed to be constant.
An important advantage of the Kaplan-Meier curve is that the method can
take into account ”censored” data losses from the sample before the final out-
come is observed (for instance, if a patient withdraws from a study). On the
plot, small vertical tick-marks indicate losses, where patient data has been
censored. When no truncation or censoring occurs, the Kaplan-Meier curve
is equivalent to the empirical distribution. In medical statistics, a typical ap-
plication might involve grouping patients into categories, for instance, those
with Gene A profile and those with Gene B profile shown in Figure 9.19. In the
graph, patients with Gene B die much more quickly than those with gene A.
After two years about 80% of the Gene A patients still survive, but less than
half of patients with Gene B.
In joint replacement surgery, Kaplan-Meier survivorship curves can be con-
structed. These give the survivorship over a period of years of a cohort of
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prostheses, and these were constructed for a series of SB Charite´ [234]. For
this cohort of SB Charite´ discs the survivorship at 70 months proved to be
around 55%, which is quite low. In hip and knee technology, survivorship at
between 7 and 10 years would be expected to be around at least 90
9.10 Summary
In this, the penultimate chapter of this thesis, an attempt has been made to
distinguish surgical complication from ADR failure. Further more Failure has
been classified into four types. These are Engineering, Biological, Surgeon and
Motion failures. These should be looked for in all failures to define the mode
of failure realizing that there is considerable, possible overlap with one mode
contributing to another. E.g. a failure of design might be exacerbated by poor
surgical technique placing the prosthesis in a poor position. A design fault
might only be uncovered after a long period of time or as in the case of Acroflex
relatively quickly. The technique of Survivorship Analysis may be a means of
quantifying the effects of those failures, comparing themwith other prostheses
and allowing a better picture to emerge about success. The thesis will close
with a summation of all that has gone before in the next and final Chapter.
Chapter 10
Conclusions and Future Work
This work sets out to test the following hypothesis “ The mechanical stiffness
of a human intervertebral disc varies in health and degenerate states. Loss
of or increasedmechanical stiffness compared to normal in the human inter-
vertebral joint may lead to pain and loss of function. Restoring the stiffness
to a physiological range should therefore reduce pain and restore function.“
Using the development of Artificial Disc Replacement in treating back pain has
provided the data to test this hypothesis.
It has been shown that the spine is a structure which, as a function of the
intervertebral discs, has varying stiffness. Whether the spine acts as an arch
(Adams) or a second order Euler pendulum (Hukins) or a segmented chain
strengthened by a follower load (Patwardhan), stiffness is a fundamental mate-
rial property required of them all, and will dictate the distribution of load. The
spine structure is a redundant one. This means that the distribution of loads
in the different load paths depends upon thee path stiffness. Thus restoring
natural disc stiffness will restore normal load distributions and beam defor-
mation.The author has reached the conclusion that the most plausible theory
to explain the apparent discrepancy in load carrying ability between the in
vivo and in vitro spines is the follower load principle. Given that the in vitro
spine is usually stripped of muscle and the follower load is dependent upon
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strong muscles it seems likely that adding a mechanism which simulates the
change of load path brought about by the muscles then a rational explana-
tion is afforded. Also the spine is not a simple column, upon which much of
Euler‘s theories were based. Nevertheless using the analogy of a car tyre, if
not sufficiently inflated the tyre will deform unnaturally under loads which it
would normally resist. This could also be envisioned for a human disc where
the air of the tyre is represented by the water content of the nucleus. Simi-
lar conditions could be envisioned for degenerate discs where certain loading
conditions such as compression and rotation would force the discs to deform
outside of the design limits, much like a knee joint with deficient cruciate liga-
ments. This could explain acute recurrent episodes of back pain.
The variable stiffness of the spine is a consequence of the physical prop-
erties of the intervertebral disc, which is described in considerable detail in
this thesis, including the problem of degeneration. In health that variation is
required for all the functionality of the whole organism. In degeneration that
loss of stiffness fundamentally alters the structure and its dynamic behaviour.
As yet no method has been devised which allows the assessment of the disc
stiffness in vivo. This loss of stiffness is therefore indirectly implied in patients
who have back pain and degenerate discs.
A framework for achieving the primary goal of pain relief by surgical inter-
ventions is proposed working within the hypothesis of altered stiffness.
• Restore disc height where this has been lost. This ensures that the anu-
lus is stretched out removing any bulging which potentially may irritate
nerve roots in the lateral root canals. It also ensures the lateral root canals
are restored to their normal dimensions.
• Restore lordotic angle. The restoration of sagittal plane balance is well
recognised. If the centre of gravity of the body is anterior to the sacrum
then in essence the individual is constantly off balance. Collapse of the
disc may well produce this problem, thus restoring the disc angle with
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greater anterior height is important.
• Restore normal disc stiffness in as many directions and angles as pos-
sible. This aspect of disc mechanics has largely been ignored except by
Steffee [83].
• Restore normal or near normal motion. This has been the objective of
all second generation discs. Earlier chapters questioned whether this has
been achieved. Moreover without normal stiffness how can normal mo-
tion be achieved?
The following solutions have been proposed
• Fusion
• Disc Replacement Mechanical
• Disc Replacement Viscoelastic
10.1 Stiffness
The natural or normal stiffness of the disc is described in Chapters 2 and 8.
The fact that fusion can improve the clinical situation for some patients in
the lumbar spine may well rest in the restoration of disc height and the recre-
ation of sagittal plane balance. The very high stiffness of the fused segment
in compression may improve the ability of the segment to take compressive
loads, but overall the increased stiffness in all planes is registered by the brain.
The local musculature can no longer function normally. The discs, especially
above the fused level(s)are subject to abnormal stress/strain patterns and this
may lead to accelerated change in those discs, leading to degeneration and
symptoms. Degenerative stenosis is a frequent sequelae to fusion in the seg-
ment proximal to the fusion.
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First generation discs of which Charite´ is an example have not shown su-
periority of outcome to fusion in clinical practice. This is disappointing. It also
raises the question of why this might be the case. Charite´ sets out with certain
motion goals clearly stated by the manufacturer. There is an assumption that
by permitting normal motion this will improve the outcome. That is not sus-
tained in practice. In a recent paper on Prodisc‘s motion it was not shown to
improve clinical outcome and suboptimal disc position produced the best clin-
ical results. Nowhere in the Charite´ literature is the motion in the disc linked to
the stiffness or the forces/moments applied to it. It has been shown in Chapter
6 that Charite´ is far stiffer in compression than a normal disc (as are all of these
mechanical discs based on what is largely fixed stiffness) yet not stiff enough
in other planes. This lack of stiffness in other planes has other implications.
Where the vertebral end plates are not flat the disc will not rest with parallel
end plates as demanded by the manufacturers, but will have its position dic-
tated by the shape of the vertebral end plate. That is the disc adapts to the
normal disc space, it does not impose its shape on the space thus producing
normal force transmission. This may well mean that the IAR is not positioned
where it should be, that coupled motion may be impaired or indeed that mo-
tion is abolished completely. The motion patterns described by Patwardhan,
partly confirmed by Ross et al are clearly very abnormal on occasions. This
again is an expression of the lack of stiffness in certain planes such that the
normal hysteretic pattern of motion imposed by the viscoelastic properties of
the normal disc are lacking. Equally worrying is the fact that angulation has a
profound effect on creep of the UHMWPE. This may explain the rim failures
in many of the implants removed to date.
The static and dynamic axial compressive stiffnesses of the Acroflex Lum-
bar Disc Replacement were slightly higher than the normal human disc. This
design feature could help ensure that disc height and foraminal openings are
maintained during disc function while still providing similar flexibility to the
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natural disc. In static anterior shear, the stiffness of the LDR is nearly identical
to the native disc, but perhaps slightly lower. In torsion, stiffness of the LDR
is lower than the natural disc. This stiffness was chosen based on the response
of the disc tested by finite element analysis. This computer simulation tech-
nique has advantages in that alterations to forces can be made and stress strain
analysis computed thereby giving lots of information without the expense and
time involved in real time testing. Care must be taken that the simulation re-
flects reality. In the case of Acroflex the ridge placed on the metal plates failed
to show up the stress riser anteriorly in flexion. Furthermore the importance
of coupled motion testing to characterise how the disc responds under physi-
ological conditions was not appreciated. Despite these drawbacks and failures
seven of the original patients are still being followed up, two of whom have no
back pain and normal function, eight years from implantation.
The stiffness of the Freedom disc has been shown to be slightly higher than
normal in compression. This was deliberate to ensure that no compromise of
the lateral root canals would occur if some loss of disc height occurred. The
hole in the end plates, which allows the rubber to expand into it until contact
is made with the end cap allows for non-linear hardening stiffness in com-
pression. The discs become stiffer under higher loads, like a normal disc. The
testing, for the freedom disc, has included coupled motion, suggesting that the
rubber of choice and the design of the discs have overcome previous Acroflex
problems. So far no rubber failures are evident, whereas with Acroflex these
were being seen within 18 months. One occurred after 6 years hence the re-
quirement to follow up all of these patients for a lifetime. The hysteretic pat-
tern of force/displacement of a normal disc in flexion and extension has been
shown to be replicated in the laboratory at least. 20% of cases are exhibiting
no back pain and very low Oswestry Disability Scores. This is a different order
of magnitude of response to any previous application in the back pain field. It
also has an unexpected corollary. Since there are patients doing so well it has
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Fusion Charite´ AcroFlex Freedom
Restores
√ √ √ √
Disc Height
Restores Not Always Not Always
√ √
Lordotic Angle
Restores
Stiffness
(Expressed as) (times)(x) (Natural) (Stiffness)
In Compression Nominal ≥10 x* 2 - 3.5 x 1 - 2.6 x 1 - 2
In Rotation Nominal ≥10 x 0 - 0.1 x 0.1 - 1.0 x 0.6-0.8
In Flex/Extend Nominal ≥10 x 0 - 0.1 x 0.4 - 1.2 x 0.6
Restores Abolishes Motion Not Normal Reduced Within
Normal Motion Normal Range
Relieves Variable Variable Variable /Better
√
Pain
Table 10.1: Theoretical aims of treatment to achieve pain relief.
Areas where Fusion, Charite´ and AcroFlex do not meet these criteria.
forced us to look at those not doing so well in a different manner. Previously
with fusion and Charite´ if the patient was not doing well it was assumed that
technically all was well, the problem was with the patient and the selection
process. In the case of Freedom two patients are identified who have a loose
prosthesis. In fact seven cases of very slight rocking of the prosthesis have
been identified but in five cases this has disappeared with time, implying bone
ingrowth has occurred. In one case a decision based on discography to replace
one disc was made. Repeat discography shows the disc above the replaced
level is now strongly positive for pain. As a result of the rocking identified,
modification of the end cap to allow immediate bone penetration and further
experimentation with rail cutters identifies two modifications to eliminate this
problem. Some modification of the end plates, flattening the anterior curva-
ture, is also being carried out to aid early fixation.
Table 10.1 sets out once again those theoretical aims for the Freedom disc
in the treatment of back pain. Certainly the Manchester results would suggest
that an elastomeric device is getting closer to the theoretical requirements than
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any other device to date. Patients in this pilot study are up and mobile earlier
than any the author has previously experienced. They leave hospital far sooner
than fusion patients or SB Charite´ patients. They are returning to work more
often and the levels of satisfaction from surveys are astounding. This has also
been expressed anecdotally by one of the German doctors involved in the pilot
study who has experience of over 500 disc replacements of another type.
10.2 Future Work
This thesis has emphasised to the author the need to develop investigational
tools which will objectively measure something in relation to the discs, which
can be re-measured after an intervention to assess how it has altered. That can
then be related to the modification of pain allowing us to better understand
whether an intervention is in fact effective. It remains to be seen what role
Osmia will play in understanding this. Osmia can be used to study spine de-
formation, under flexion/extension, loaded or unloaded, for normals/fused/
SB Charite´ and elastomeric discs. Now that K values(stiffness) and motion are
known for these Freedom discs loads across these levels can be verified for
different body postures and movements;such information allows new insights
into the structural model for the spine.
Creep is an issue whether the device is an UHMWPE or an elastomer. In
the case of the SB Charite´ III Disc Replacement there is an argument which
says that this prosthesis may already be falling out of clinical practice since
it has not been shown to be more effective than fusion. Nevertheless other
devices use UHMPE and therefore continuing work in this area is required.
Much more needs to be done in the case of the Freedom disc since this may
help predict failure modes and design issues.
The Freedom disc needs to be assessed fully in a Randomised Controlled
Clinical Trial. Deciding what the control arm should be in such a study may
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not be easy. Developing the concept, using this elastomer, to a similar problem
in the cervical spine would seem logical. Developing prostheses which would
allow other surgical approaches to be considered e.g. a direct lateral approach
would again seem logical.
Exploring the use of the elastomer CarboSilR© silicone polycarbonate-urethane
in other intradiscal applications or even in other joint applications needs to be
considered.
Chapter 9 considered failure. Valuable lessons are learned from failure and
continuing to assess failure must remain the watchword of all future projects
involving elastomeric discs or indeed ADRs of any kind.
Appendix A
Outcome Measures
A.1 Introduction
The Salford Spinal Questionnaire is set out on the following eleven pages.
• Figure A.1 is an Introductory page.
• Figure A.2, Figure A.3 and Figure A.4 covers the Short Form 36 questions.
• Figure A.5 illustrates the pain diagram.
• Figure A.6 shows the Visual analogues scores for back and leg pain.
• Figure A.7 and Figure A.8 cover the questions for the Oswestry Disability
Score.
• Figure A.9is the Modified Sensory Perception Score questionnaire.
• Figure A.10 is the Modified Zung Depression Score questionnaire.
• Figure A.11 covers some General Questions which help define certain
parameters such as work.
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Figure A.1: Salford Spinal Questionnaire
Figure A.2: ShortForm 36 (SF36)
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Figure A.3: SF36
Figure A.4: SF36
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Figure A.5: Free Body Diagram
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Figure A.6: Visual Analogue Scores for Back and Leg Pain
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Figure A.7: Oswestry Disability Score
(ODS)sometimes referred to as Oswestry Disability Index
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Figure A.8: ODS
The questions are scored 0-5 then a total out of a possible 50 is doubled to
give a % score
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Figure A.9: Modified Sensory Perception Questionaire
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Figure A.10: Modified Zung Score
this with MSPQ constitute the DRAM
Figure A.11: Work and Miscellaneous Questions
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